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FOREWORDS

After almost thin)/ years of'involvement in economic-eduction, I have
decides to become "otherwise engaged" with my mind and time
withdrawing with the faith that others are equipped with the desire and
ability to provide leadership for this continuing important area of education.

At the highest level among my gratifications and memories are those
associated with establishing and administering the National Awards Program
for Excellence in the Teaching of Economicsmore commonly knovn for
many years as the Kazanjian Awards Program and recently as the Interna-
tional Paper Company Foundation Awards Program.

In this Foreword for the 15t Volume of Economic Education Experi-
ences

.*
of Enterprising Teachers, the annual publication of selected entries, F

welcome the opportunity to offer farewell observations and appreciations.
There are tivo observations which I hope will be useful to answer key

questions I .have been asked about the Awards Program: What kind of
teachers win? Why have particular states been outstanding in the Awards
Program? .

1. The kind of teachers who win awards for the teaching of.economics
are outstanding teachers in general. They have been *turned on" to
the importance of teaching economics and have gained confidence
they can do it through receiving pertinent knowledge of economics
and methOdt5112gy, and they have decided to focus on it as an i
effective contribution to their teaching responsibilities. After learn-
ing aboutand deciding to enter the Awards Program, they have been
thorough and creative both in teaching and keeping evidence of their
classr00%experiences. Finally, they have been willing to invest time
in puttingTtogetherfan entry which captures and transmits the skills
and spirit of the teacher, the activities and rew,ards for the students,,1
and the support and commendation of parents, community and
colleagues.

2. The State Councils' which have been most successful 7in having
winning teachers are those 'which believe strongly in the" worthand
central aim4 of the Awards Progra0,providing a responsible means
to recognize achievements in the teaching of economics and by so
doing to stimulate and guide the continuing advancement of eco-
nomic education. They have secured the assistance of a wide ran e
of key people and informatiothl outlets to acquaint teachers with th
importance and benefits of the Awards Program, have encourage
alrid assisted teachers on a personal basis to do outstanding work,
have provided guidance on the prep'aration of entries, and have kept
in contact with individual teachers throughou the year to make
certain that entries are submitted.

There have been far more people deserving -my appreciation over a
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period of
special ac no le to in must be made of John C. Schramm, 'Managing ,1

crre,i1,...S than .1 can mention gpecifically now. However, a,'

Director of,,t,_ an Foundation, with whose profession41 and personal
support the A N ram 'came into being and was nurtured to Strength.
The award-,, n i .',..;..''., lets ave been a source of personal friendships,.
inspiration a '.I.

,... ,i1 .morieg as we corresponded and joined in
professional a dies. 'he'Awards Program and I have been enriched by
the competence, "de 'anion and cooperatiMeness of the distinguished
Judges. The e sot` the Econonqc Education ExperienceS of Enterprising
Teachers have done a masterful job. in providing the essence of the entries
for the berieftr. iif OtherS. ose who haveadministtred the Awards Program

f Depository have exte ed the usefulness of the valuable teaching projects.
Finally, I exten appreciation and a solid vote of confidence to Mrs.

Sandra Kuntz, Direct r of Educational Programs of the International Paper ,
Company Foundation, and to Anthony F. Suglia, JCEE Coomlinator. of the
Awards Program, for ,the firm'Ndevoted-and thoughtful way they have
assumed leadership of the Awards Program, '. .. ,

George L. Fersh

An appropriate title for this publication might well be "So Proudll, We
Hail" in tribute to the teachers whose pirjects and activities in economic
education were judged to be award winners, in the 15th Annflal National
Awards Program for the Teaching of Economics. This recognition is indeed
fitting and proper, for as the awards program has matured over time, there
has been a significant increase in the level of competition,

Whatever measure- was used to evaluate the Awards Program, one
would conclude that it has been highly successful' in accomplishing its
purposes. The quality of the award-winning entries has been impressive, to
the degree that the authors are asked to make'presentations at workshops
and in-service programs in economic education. Many award winners now
serve as consultants, and a significant number have been approached by

'publishing companies. As a tribute to the success of the national program,
many State Councils on Economic Education, at last count 23, and con-
siderable numbers of Centers for Economic Education now conduct their
own local awards progratn. In most cases, only those projects and activities
,that have achieved recognition in the state, and local competitions are
forwarded to trnpint Council for national consideration.

To meet its objectives, the initiators 2,)f the Awards Program envisioned-
that diverse means would be utilized to disSeminate the winning entries
throughout the nation. Principally, this has teen accomplished through the
annual publication of Economic Educatioa E:rperience of Enterprising
Teachers which includes abstracts and descriptions of all award-winning

. entries. The publication is distributed to educators and schools throughout
the nation. In addition, a National Economic,Education Depository has Nen
established at Ohio University as a resource center from which all entries
submitted are available for review.

iv
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AA activity of this magnitude _is dependent upon the contributions of a

number o outstanding
form the capstone of the project.

1. tttstanding.people, among whom-are the judges whose dedica-
tion and ti eless efforts

The JOint Qduncil acknowledges the outstanding contributions made by
Dr. George G. Dawson, who served as Editor for this publication. Dr.
Dawson's aeemingly boundless energies and deep interest in economic

Finally,
ve been instrumental in producing this booklet over the years.
and of the highest importance, the Joint Council offers its

\education h

gratitude and appreciation _to Mrs. Sandra Kuntz, Vice Presiders and
Ditector of ducational Programs of the International rtPaper C any
Foundation, for support of the Nationat Awards Program for the Teaching of
Economics, this publication, and the various associated services offered to
enrich this outatanding'contribution to American education.

\ AnthonyE Suglia, Director
Affiliated Councils Program

Joint Council on Economic Education
and Coo,ator, National Awards Program

EDITOR'S

INTRODUCTWN

The fifteenth year of the Awards Program brings botk_bad news and
;ood news. The bad news is that Dr. George L. Fersh is retiring after having
oordinated the. Program for a decade and a half. 9eorgeFersh's creati ity,
Agination and enthusiasm were in large me sure teiponsible for
success of this unique ',endeavor, and he provided the encouragemen
nspiration and guidance \ that led many' teachers to submit their projects.
Furthermore, his constant support and efficient administration served as a
nodel for others.

Great ideas emanate from the minds of brilliant men and women, but
hey live on and acquire a life of their own. Thus it is with the Awards
Program, and thus it is that there is good news also. First, the administration

the Program is now in 'the able hands of Mr. Anthony F. Suglia who
'learned the ropes" from George Fersh himself. Second, the idea continues
:o spread, as more and more states are establishing their own Awards
Programs and coordinating them with the national effort. Third, the quality
if the entries remains high and there is no sign that the wellsprings of
:reativity are dryineup)-Fourth, Dr. Fersh not removing himself corn-
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pletely from the economic education Movement, but intends to assist the
Joint Council on Economic Education in various Ways. So, while all of us
who have ever been involved in this Program wish George Fersh well and
hope that he gets some much needed aqd highly deserved rest and relaxa-
tion, we Know that loGe call still call upodhim for inspiration and guidance. I
am sure that all who read this will join me in dedicating this fifteenth volume
to George Fersh and in giving him a unanimous vote of thanks for all that he
has done for us over the years.

\ Lam indebted, also, to Tony Suglia for tlfe smooth way in which he has
been carrying on the Program after George Fersh's departure, and for his
work' in editing Chapters Three and Four. My thanks also to the Interna-
tional Paper Company Foundation for their continued support of the
Program, to Dr. M. L. Frankel who has retired as President of the Joint
Council, and to Dr. Michael MagDowell, the new President of the JCEE.

Those who are contemplating submitting an entry to the Awards
Program, and those who have submitted entries but failed to win, might
profit from a generalized descrirrtianNof winning projects. It must be realized
that the articles published in this book are usually condensed versions of the
original reports, and that some of the material teachers subpiit cannot be
depicted or even described easily. The characteristics of a prize-winner are
as follows:

I. The project shows originality, It is more than a reh°ash of someone
else's work, or at least it gives an entirely new "twist" to an idea developed
in a previous year. Ideas that captured awards in years past tend to becorrie
"old hat." This does not mean that they are not good, but simply that the
awards must go to those who collie up with newer ideas.

2. The class situation is clearly described in the better reports. The
judges want to know what ages, ability levels, or special characteristics
apply. If the students represeripa particular socioeconomic or ethnic group,
the judges should know this.

3. Scope and sequence are set forth. The reader should be ,told at the
very beginning whether the project describes a year-long ar a semester-long
course, a six-week unit, a special project of threeTweeks duration, a single
lesson, or whatever. If it is less than a full course, the author should show
how ,the project fits into the course being taught, and how it was related to
material that preceded or followed it.

4. Goals are listed in spedific terms. How can a reader judge a project
unless he -or she knows what specific understanding, facts, skills, habits,,,,
attitudes, or ehavioral changes the teacher wished to impart?

5. Motivational devices are' spelled out and initiatory activities are
described. How did the teacher get the pupils interested in the subject to he
taught? How did he or she then start the course, unit, lesson or projeft?

6. A step-by-step account of teaching techniques is given. It must be
remembered that the basi6 purpose of the Awards Program is to help other
teachers. These projects can serve others only if/the author gives the details
of the methods employed. It is not enough Simply to say that a panel
discussion was heldthe reader should see exactly how the panel was set
up, what preparations were made. how this activity fit into the total project,
how it was evaluated, ana .so on. Where appropriate, sample, lesson plans
should be included, along with such items as assignment sheets, instruction.

. sheets that might krave been prepared for the students, and the like.
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7. Photographs or samples of student work are included. Photog(aphs
if bulletin board arrangements, table displays; murals, and other items
which cannot be shipped are welcome. It, is not necessary to submit large
rosters or bulky objects if a photograph will suffice. Neither is it necessary
o send in everything the students have done. One or two' typical term

for.iiistance, will do.
8. The culminatiwi of the unit project should be explained. Good

caching units have three basic parts: (1) initiatory and motivational ac-
ivities; (2) developmental activities; and (3) culminating activities. The first
ielp to get the pupils interested in the unit, project or lesson; the second
levelop the ideas, concepts, skills, understandings and attitudes listed in the
pals; and the ,third bring the experience to a close' by summarizing and
ipplA ying that which was taught. Plays, assembly programs, displays, field
rips, the making of films or filmstrips, simulations, and_many_ other
activities can be used to culminate a unit. ,

9. Evaluation techniques should always be included in the reports.'
these generally include tests of all types (short-answer, essay, and perform:
ince examinations), but can also include less foilnal ,things,"Such as
self- evaluations by individuals, groups, or the claAs; Written or oral evalua-
ions by outsiders; and observations of pupil. behavior. Samples of testing,
nstruments ought to be submitted with the reports, along with the results.

10. Finally, attention to the requirements as set forth in the Awg is
Program application form, an orderly arrangement of the material, and
simple neatness are appreciated.

.The educator who attempts to include each of the 10 characteristics
4utlined above will have a good chance of winning, It -should b noted,t
riowever, that the competition is keen, and that each year it bece es more
iffficult to win than it was the year before. Prospective entrant would be
well advised to seek the comments and criticisms of others before submitting
their projects. In particular, the teacher whose formal preparation in
!conomics is minimal should consult an economist regarding the accuracy
and appropriatebess of the economics contained in the report Many projects
which represent un enormous amount of time and effort, and which contain
superb ideas and materials for teaching, fail to capture an award simply
because they contain little or no economics or because the economic content
is inaccurate. I

The Editor hopes that this brief summary of what constitutes a good
project will be useful to educators. He deeply appreciates the work of thoSe
teachers (nonwinners as well as winners) who are contributing so muchlio
the elimination-of economic ignorance in our society. It is hoped that mere
andmore teachers will enter the Awards Program in the future, sharing their
knowledge and experience with others for the good that this can der as well
as for the possibil4y of financial rewards. .

The Editor adknowledg9 with sincere thanks the cooperation of the
teachers whose ideas appear in this volume. They have been most patient' '
and understanding in permitting us to use their materialand in agreeing to
Dur many editorial revisions.

GeOrge G. DawsOn, Dean
Emtfire State College

I vii r
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ryPrima Level: Grades K-3 4.

Introduction

- CHAPTER ONE

Eco/no cs4or the Educable
Ily Handicapped

, .

Betty Anderson
West Side Elenientary School, Midwest 'City, Oklahoma

My:main goal as a\eacher of the educable mentally handicapped is O -,

he] them to became as economically independent as possible. Many of my 3%.

students will work, and all will be consumers. Thus, economic education is
impOrtant to them-All these children are a part of our society, and' o e

depend on society to care for them for their entire lives. To extent that
they can learn skills that will make them even partial independent,
economically, society will deriVe benefits.

I am, in complete agreement with Dr. Oliver P. Kolstoe; who has
1.4

vkiritteni

The National. Education ASSOciation clasifies ( 'eCOriOrniC
. ,

efficiency, (2) wOrthy,hOme membership., (3) worthy eitizerisilip,
' and (4) self-realization as nearly'all corieeivablegoals of educa-

tion. However, with mentally retarded youngsters,iCwould-
appear that unless some . measure of econorniC efficiency-can be
achieved, all the other aims. of educatibn:are..urisUpPorted.'.
Economic . can make.aisubsigiltial contribution to
the other aims. Tor Oany retarded indivi9luals, work success .

may astuallx b self-realization. TheyexerciSer"good citi enship
largely by,.not &coming burdeUs-upon society . . Even being
worthy home/ members may"depend upon their ecoriorni ion
tribution or Veri upori So/simple a _fact as spendin a ajor

. poifib', of th it thUe at wOrk. . . . Mdst of the educable mentally
retarded can be trained tO, be-independent in their living and
even maintain families. of their own.'"-

In noting4he economic'Concepts taught in this project; bear in mind that
I am working Avith children %ho are multihandicapped. They have a mental
age of abotit seven, but concepts clear to the:2 first grader may

a,
'Oliver ,P. Kolstoe, Teaching Educable Mentally ReiiirVed Children (New :York: Holt,

Rinehart & Winston. Inc:, .1970), p. 25. ,
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nev.er,,te mastered by many of these :Pupils.. Their attention span .is brief,
their motor coordination is often poor, and their ability to, comprehend is

They will be able to hold qtly minimum-wage job's and- therefore
their need for economic efficiency is-even greater than that'of the '.'normal"
Child. _,

4.
1;Jvty sjudents started to lezfrii some simple 'economics during the very

first day of school, for they were taught to conserve our resources: This
began with sorrietbing as simple as learning, hoW to-avoid vagting paper and
how to sharpen pencils so thatthey.would last longer. bcorfomics was taught

rjri" some way or other during every day of the school year, ranging rom a
,:.'spur of the Moment" exercise to a'fornial unit. The'economics lesson was

sometimes afive- minute fl I I sometimes a major project. A few of oUr
.learning activities in economics are 'described below... ;

Books We Have Written

a?..3 Some of the goals gfWtis activity were to incorporate economic ideas
itto basic academic activities= to help thie childrenqo understand differe'nt
inds, of jobs, to show them that money is used fe:rpurthasest to peveal that
veryone can be a producer and that production WW.f great impOrla e, and

help the pupils o gain experience in planning and choice-makin . The
.basic economic idea's to be donveyeckkvere:'

: . _

Producing goods and services. is a valuable' and essential contribution
to society:::. Cis

Money-iS,4.medium of exchange and 'a gtandar-d-of,value.
Income. may .v.asy. w
job he or she does.

The first .step was to exp
sail for theschool bazaar. NV
to sell, and-the youingsters
and _"illustrato-r.4-Th
write one sentenc , and ill

,tasks' so that One might be w
were cutting out magazine pictur
The pageS,were laminated, covere
books:-

evaluating ihis project, I looked for neat a
legible writing and correct spelling.. Illustrations w

person's work" peiformance and the kind of

ain to the children that we needed something to
therrdiscniised the Possibility of makingbpoks

ere introduccd to such new words as "author"
ents were asked to choose a".title for their book,

trate it. Theyworked in 'groups, dividing the
'ng while anothe was illustrating it. Some

and writing stories about the pictures.
with naugahyde, and/stapled fo make the

clean prodUcts with
e to be apptiopriate for

the, story, and each'ttory"was to be at leastfOurwntences long. The results,
J however, indicated that my 'expectations w,er6'too high. They could not

write aour-sente'ne story; the handwriting Oas.poor, the illustrations were
not apprOpriate; and they, could not even spell; correctly when copying,
moterial from the, chalkboard. I: include this -project, nevertheless, to
"illustrate thu, difficulties Otiehas when working with children who cannot
hope sfrith abstract concepts. The children did work hard, however, and they.
did learn some new words.

The Family

The goals of this unit were to paVithat all family members have needs
and Wants, that choices must be ma& because family income is, lintited, and

12 ,
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that the children have a role to play in the family. I wanted the students to
understand that they can help to make choices related to the family'/
income, thus giving them a feeling of responsibility.

Ditto sheets produced by Jenn Publications were use 4 for this unit. For
example, .one sheet shows a mother, father and two Children working
together to prepdia family meal. Some basic facts about families are even
on the sheet also. The students would read and discuss the sheets. 4W-first
this would be a simple identification of the family members and what each
was doing, but then we would go into the making of choices and how the
family's income influences those choices. The child's influence on the family
choice would be noted. The children enjoyed talking about their' own
families and how they help to choose how the family spends its income. This
was What I call a "filler," for it can be done in fifteen minutes and can be
used to fill time after one activity has een completed and you are waiting to
go to the gym or have a music lesson It not only keeps the students busy,
but it is fun for them and teaches them some- basic economic facts
(choice-making that they ill be able to-use all their lives.

Cowboy Vests for West Side Bazaar

This project was to show the children that there is a difference between
necessities and luxuries, that wants and needs vary from family to family,
that we must, organize our priorities, that everyone must make choices
because of income limitations, that resources are limited, that some goods
are durable while others are consumed quickly, and that nearly everyone can
be a producer. It was also designed to give them experience in making and
carryingout plans, learning to cons'erve resources, handling money, and
exploring different jobs. The-economic ideas listed for the previous units
were to be repeated and reinforced here, but with the addition of the,
following:

The real cost of any item is the opportunity foregone to obtain other
items with the same resources.
Wants are constantly ch nging and never ending.
Savings can contribute t the satisfaction of future wants.
Planning and budgeting help_consumers to allocate their incomes more
wisely.
Some workers produce goo s while others produce services.
Some goods are nondurable (quickly consumed), and some are durable
slowly consumed). 4.

Several filmstrips were used in this unit, including "A Day in the Life of
a Dollar Bill," and "You the Consumer." Newspapers and television' were
also employed; and several resource people helped. During a class discus-
sion we talked about things the class might make for the bazaar, such as pot
holders and cowboy vests. It was decided that cowboy vests would be made,
and that an assembly line would be organized for this purpose. Thus, the
children with poor visual motor skills and laterality and directionality
problems could work on such things as selecting materials and placing pieces
of like materials together.

A. cardboard pattern was made for the pupils to use, because paper
..patterns were too easily .torn. One student would hold the pattern in place

3



while another did the tracin Other students who had good Motor coordina-tion would do the cutting. hive holes, had to be punched across theshoulders and three under the sleeve so that the laces could be put in toattach the back to the front. (Naugahyde was used for the vests.) Onlystudents with good fig round-percelStion,could do this. A youngster withgood motor coordinaCgiwould cut the strings ,to the proper length andwidth. Lacing the' ieces together was difficult, even'though it was done in
the same way tha We lace up -our shoes.

Thus, ajob was found for each .- dent, based upon the individual's
ability. They-were allowed to c g jobs'and even to try tasks they had
difficulty doingThfter about a week practice, each child took the job he oraff liked 'and could do best. Workmanship improved, and production-* tincreased..As many as seven vests 'were completed in one afternoon. A,discussion was'held to determine what prices to charge for the vests. We

, made a chart toshopw the various costs that..had gone into the production of
,these-goods. Posters were produced to advertise our products, and these
were- placed around the school. In addition, the pupils decided to present
"commercials" to other classes. Five students would wear vests and go tothe other classrooms to sing our song: "Cowboy vests,. Cowboy, vests, West
Side's Bost Cowboy Vests." .

One student would explain that the vests were made ouk of leather-like
material and then hold out a sample vest for the class to see. Another would
hold out decals aria initials and say, You can have a horse, a calf, or your
name on your vest." A thirld student would. ask, "Who would like to have

one ?" Each child wanting a Vest would place an order on a sheet of paper
which required the approval of the parents. When the sheet was returned
with the money, my students would custom-make a vest Cvi, that individual.
A' total of 38 vests were produced to order in this manner. Of course, the
students were learning new wordtring this activity, such as buy, sell, and,
bkzaar. In addition to-the vests, the children were also producing pot holders

Ind models of covered wagons. For handwriting exercises, the pupils werecopyin ch verses as the following:
My hands don't look so special
But they can do a lot,
Like make a cowboy vest
Or fill a flower pot.
They are just two ordinary hands
But I can make them do
Some extraordinary things
If I just want them to.

The point to emphasize here was that hands can do a good job now working
. on vests and other things, and later on when they go out into the working
world they can continue to do a good job. _,--

.

The children also copied a letter to be taken home to the parefits, telling
them about the bazaar and inviting them to come. Newspapers and televi-
sion were contacted for publicity, and some articles about the bazaar
appeared in the local papers. 'The TV station also showed the bazaar in
action on a news broadcast. A schedule was made of the times the children
would work in the booth, and arrangements were made to have adults
assisting them.

4.
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flipetittomers were delighted with their cowboy vests, which had been
delivered to them in their classrooms. Other items were sold in booths at the

=. The children helped to decorate the booth. My pupils al,skvisited the
as customers, but before doing this we had lessons on good shopping

habits and onAking change. Later on we rimed out how much prof was
made from the bazaar and which items had been the best sellers. One
economic lesson learned at this point was that the best selling frkyki is of
necessarily *,one yielding the most profit. In this case, the production co
of the most popular item had been high, and it was also possible that vki had _

priced it too low. _

ofThis project had lasted a month, and I believe it was very successful.
This is a long time for these students to stay with one thing, but their
enthusiasm was high, throughout. They learned how to budget their time and
be more productive. They took pride .in a job ,well done. Many adults were
amazed at the quality of the work the children did. We had made a profit of
$128.55 from the sale of vests, co'ered Wagons, plants and pot hOlders' -.

Regular academic work was not ignored, but was integrated with economics.
The children learned the importance of effective communication and gained'
confidence in their own abilities to dosomething ful.

.

A Trip to the Skating Rink . ,

This activity was desigad to make students e that income limits
the satisfaction cit ants, to encourage. them to produce services, arid to
show them how budget their money. Many of the previous economic ideas
1W ere to be rep tee but in particular this unit would teach that planning and
budgeting help the consumer to allocate his or her income wisely., that if we
postpone present consumption we. can save for future pUrchases; and that
the production of goods and services makes; a contribution, to society.

,.._ The children were asked if they would like to go skating instead of
having a Halloween party and were told that it would' Coq $1.50 to skate.
When many replied that theii-,parents would not give the that`much money
they were told that I did-not want the parents to ghte them the money. There
were four weeks before the skating party, and they 4'vould have plenty of
time to earn the:money or save money from their alhiqacices. We discussed
the jobs that children can do to earn money, such-arliOing various' chores for
relatives and neighbors. A time was set aside eaOti day to collect the money
the children brought and to have them tell the claSS' how they earned it. They
began to see that :a nickel or dime saved could soot addiipsto $1.50, and they
learned to enmity Ansi to distinguish bete coins of different values. The
studehts were A° encouraged to plan ahetel and to budget their savings. As
a result, every student was able to go on the skating trip.

-. -

.School Bond Election

This unit was to showhow pupils thatschools are financed by taxes and that
taxes are'paid by the public. The new economic ideasT-to-be-learned included
the fact that governments provide goods and services that people cannot
obtain individually, that government has the power to tax, that a tax is a cost

-to businesses and households., (but income for government), that many
people make demands on government and that some of these dernands
conflict, and that people have some influence over government and how it

5



spends tax dollars. -

The people were about to vote on A school bend issue. L obtained a
arnple ballot to show the students and went over it with them to explain

each question in:detail. I emphasized the fact that voting is one way in which
the people participate in government. The children were also able to see a
voting machine and how it works. The new words added to their vocabulary
were tax, mills, bonds, ballot, ad va,lorern, and property. They saw that
taxes are used to build and operate schools. After they had acquired an
understanding of each question and syx how it would affect them and their
parents, I had them vote. I agreed torcast my own vote in the same way that
the pupils had voted in the classroom. We had discusged the ways in whiCh
they might be affected by the outcome of the election. Thus, in some small
way these children participated in an election'. They'saw how government
relates to one of their daily activitiestheir own schooling.

>Community Workers

This part of the project helped tTie children to develOp an awareness of
cornmiinityworkers and their jobs, and an appreciation of the conti-ibuipns
made by workers. They were to learn the difference between the production
of goods and the production of services, and, to see how our city government
provides,services with its tax revenues. It would become clear that families
share the cost of many goods and services through the taxes they pay, and
that the city government helps to keep the city, orderly and healthy. The
things we get from government are not free, but are paid,for by the people
through a variety of :tuxes.

The children are aware of police officers, firefighters and teachers, so
we began by discussing these, producers of services and how their salaries
are paid. This led to a discussion of taxes and how tax revenues are used. A
police officer visited the classroom to talk to the,children, and a field trip was
taken_to the_police iiepartment. We also discussed who pays the salaries of
producers in the private sector, such as service-station attendants, druggists
and grocers-. Ditto sheets about community workers were passed out and
discussed. A bulletin board display about community workers was arranged.
It *as divided into two senons, one headed "Taxes Pay Me" and one
entitled "Business Pays Me." The pupils would have to decide which part of
the board should *include their pictures of particular workers. They also
made scrapbooks about community workers. Later, the bulletin board
headings were changed to "Producers of Goods" and "Producers of
ServiCes."

One means of evaluation was to note the extent to which the children
were able to place pictures under the correct headings. They had some
problems with this unit, however, for they became confused ab0.1 tax's.
They realized-that taxes are used to pay police officers and firefigillterfor
example, but became confused about the grocer because they pay taxes
when they purchase food. They also thought that a service-station attendant
was both a producer of goods and of services because he supplied them with
a good when he pki,,t,,gasoline in their family's cars. They enjoyed this unit, .
nevertheless, and, tgarned to respect public servants. They also realized that
public property is ivIid.for by everyone and that if they destroy or dam'age it
they are wastirit their own money.

C
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Dale Learns About Wiley ,

This was not a formal unit, but it does show how one can help a
youngster to change his behavior and learn an economic concept. Dale was a
very small boy in my class who could not take "no" for an answer and who
was always kicking the furniture or throwing his money around. One day he
wanted to buy 'a pencil, but we discovered that he did not have enough
money. He had only four cents, While the prite was five.cents. I tol4rhim to
save his fOur pennies and bring another one from home tomorrow. Me threw
his pennies on the floor; saying that they were no good because they
wouldn't buy what he wanted. This same sort of thing happened again and
again throhghout the 'school year, but I could not convince him that the
money.would have value if only he would save it until he had enough.

During the first week in.March another class was making and selling
cookies. Dale had saved 15 cents to buy a cookie, but as luck would have it
the class ran out of Cookies just as it came his turn to buy one. He threw his
money on the ground. Later, more cookies were made and brougiu around
to the Classrooms for sale. I asked Dale if he wanted a Cookie, and he said
yes. He tried to give me three or four cents4or the cookie, but I told him-this
was not:ego:14:h. We discussed his behavig and he came, to realize that if he
had save hismoney he could now have the. cookie. He did not get the
cookie, but he had begun to learn something. Latery when popcorn. was
being sold Dale was doing a little kicking and griping so I asked him what
was wrong. He looked up with a smile and said, "I don't haVe enough money
for popcorn, but if I save it, I might have enough to buy it next time.." He

'then put his money in his pocket and walked off. 1. .

AIrain Ride

This project was similar to the trip to the skating rink, and it dealt with
the sarge basic economic ideas and goals. I asked the students if they would
like to take a train ride, and explained that it would cost $1.25 per ticket. One
by said: "Let's earn the money like we did to go skating." The same
procedures were then followed as for the skating trip. We took the train to
visit 'a museum. The pupils were asked to tell the class how they had earned
the money forthe trip, and this time they showed more self-donfidence in
their ability to earn the money. everal parents commented on the value of
this unit, for the habit of saving a !arming ahead began to be implanted, as
opposed to the desire for immediat gratification that typifies the retarded
youngster.
Producers .Of. Goods

The children had had an experience in producing goods when they made
and sold cowboy vests and other items for th bazaar. This unit was to
reinforce their earlier !earnings and add some ,n w dimensions. Nsw, they
would learn about die, factors of production flab , capital goods and rav
materials) needed to produce goods, and how tho, e fa tors are combined.
The role of management would also a ht. The w Id see-that profit is
what is left over after all costs f ye been paid, an that there must be a
market for one's products before a profit can be made.

Now it was decided that we would plant seeds and grow flowers to sell
at the bazaar. Trayg were made out of milk cartons, cut in half. We practiced
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division of labor. On hild would 'put vermiculite in the cartons;4nother
would plant the see a third would put in more vermiculite, and a fourth
would soak the seeds ith water. The students were responsible, for placing
the trays under the "g light" aqd keeping them watered. As the seedlings
grew, they tere transpl nted to indiVidual cartons. A record Was kept of all
expenses, and an advert sing campaign was begun. (We viewed the filmstrip
The Commercial.") Posters and flyers were made to promote our prodtwts.

The children also made a booth to be used at the bazaar. We tried to find the
btst "mix" of capital, labor and figural resources. Many plants died
because of insufficient warmth under The "gro-light," and* this, taught the
children that they must care for their plants. We did make a profit of about
$4.00, however, and the pupils had been taught to deduct costs from
revertiies to determine profit.

.

Money andBanking

The students had learned about money and had had considerable
experience ill counting and making change. Now they would tear about
banks and What banks do. I wanted therri to know at?out the different ypes of
accounts, loans and,,interest. They Would see that checks are a r of
money also. We viewed the film "A Day in the Life of a Dollar Bill" several.
times. The children drew pictures to illustrate what they saw in the film, and
we.took a trip to a bank. The film "It's All Mine" and the filmstrip-"Where
Does Your Allowance Go?" were among the other audiol,iisual materials
t were useful. During our discussions it was emphasized that money and
finking would help us with our bazaar.

TodeterminesyKhat they had learned from this project, I had them draw
what they liked best a6out the trip to the bank. Although some drew the vault
and the safety . deposit boxes, several included the various services that
banks perform. They were able to illustrate the uses of money. They were
taught to honor their obligations when borrowing money. N:s

(

Conclusion

The descriptions of the activities given above are brief summaries of
what actully happened in my classroom.* It is ,not being suggested that
abstract eConomic concepts were grasped easily by these children. It took a
great deal of time, patience, understanding, and even tiresome repetition.
The rewards are evident, 'however. The change in Dale's behavior was
nothing short of drarriatic4.and all of these mentally handicapped children

iShould now be better toliandle money, plan their expenditures, and
/learn to become productive citizens in our society.

0
* The complete report, plus supporting materials, can be obtained from the Vernon R. Alden

Library,Qhio University. Athens. Ohio.
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Roots and Use
A Third-Grade Ednomics Study

.14

Mary Dell Johnson
First Elementary Achpol, Pine Bluff, Arkansas

r
Introduction

. )
As the schgaPyear began I word- ed about a boy who was sitting in our

rdorn and doing nothing but looking out the window da'y after day. I' kept
telling myself: "I don't think iou ought to just let him sit:" Surely, he had to -

be interlined In something. Then I discovered that Anthony, this day-
dreamer, had a deep interest in the television seriek':Roots," and that my
other third-igraders were also fascinate&by this prtigram. I had not
capitalized on this interest, hpwever, fsk fear that the five white children in
the class would not be sufficiently motivated andbecause our administration
wanted us- to' build links between various ,backgrounds*, individuals and
races.

;

Ours is a "disadvantaged" neighborhood in a
,

'town of 68,000, with
three-fourths black and one-fotIrth white. the' image of the low-income --
neighborhood is one of crime, drugs, unemployment and dilapidated homes.:,
As bleak as,any realistic picture of poverty must be, howevr, we can try to
provide openings in the clods to give the economically deprived child a
glimpse of other worlds. A:one-day economic eduction workshop that was
held at our hool gave me the idea of using economicS as an exciting way ofour

ose links and of relating the TV program "Roots" to'the problems
of today.

., a
During the workshop in economics we were exposed to ideas presented ,

by teachers and resource people and to a tremendous display of materials.
Questions were raised about how we were going to teach econoinics while
teaching the "basics." Our principal stated that "Reading, writing, and
arithmetic will have little value if the child does not understand the world in
which he or she must use those basics." This statement induced me to learn
as much as1 could about economics and how to teach it to third graders. I
studied the guide Economic Education for Arkansas Elementary Schools, ,._
published by the Arkansas Council on Eco mic Education. The following
are some of the specific goals that were ester ished:

I To help the children to become aware o the culture of black people,
yesterday and today.
To -show how the cultural development of black people was related. to
economic patterns and,developments.

1 To help children to understand the concepts of scarcity, needs, wants and ,
4.

Note: This is an abbreviated version of a lengthy report. Those interested in seeing the
omplete report with supporting materials should write to the Vernon R. Alden Library, Ohio .

Jniversity, AthensThe Editor.
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productive resources, and he v, these relate-to onelhother.
To present information about jobs and job opportunities, and to show the
importance of education and training.
To instill the idea that minorities can be successful in business ventures.

..., .

To.encourage students to think and to share their ideas.

Developmental Activities le
After having watched the, first part of the 'TV series ':Roots,'.' the

children were full of enthusiasm Or yelating the programs to their classroom
studies. We began by locating Africa on a world map, and the pupils then
drew thetir own maps' of Africa.. WE to be shipwrecked off the
:coast of Africa with Kunta Kinte and his family. This led, to a discussion of
basic needs (food, clothing and shelter), and the children drew a mural

, depicting-the tools that early Africans used to provide for their needs. They
were also introdueed 'to the concept of labor at this point. A 'comparison of
Kunta's' wants and needs with thoe of the children formed the basis for a
fascinating discussion, and the pupils decided which of Kunta's possessions

, were wants and which were needs. The use of barter was brought inalso. We
constructed a diorama of an African village, and this illustrated-the lack of
modern capital goods and technology to produce Kunta's needs and wants.

Next we discussed howl Kunta and his family used the available natural
resources around, themsoil, water, plants and forest products. We drew a
large map of Africa, and the Children drew pictures- to illustrate the natural
resources found on that continent. They prepared labels fo identify the
productive resources that Kunta Kinte and his family used to provide for

"their needs and wants.
Several disciplines were related to this study. During our science

lessons we studied the plants and animals of Africa. In language arts lessons
the pupils wrote stories and learned Inew words. Health lessons included
analyses of Kunta's diet and its nutritional value. I have already shown how
geography was used and map-making skills developed. The students drew
nurals, made masks and constructed dioramas during their art lessons. The

making of drums and the learning of new rhythmic patterns became part of
our music lessons. The class became so fascinated by Africa that they
inundated the library with requests for books about that area. Some children
even attempted to trace their own roots, by looking through family bibles and

'interviewing older members of their fainilies.
African foreign exchange students, from the University of.,Arkansas at

Pine Bluff ,visited our classroom and compared the simple economic system
of Kunta Kinte with the economic systems of their countries today. They
pointed out that the scarcity of capital resources has always prevented their
people from producing the amount of goods and',services produced by
Americans.
, The episode in which Kunta Kinte was kidnapped was alarming to the

children. Our discussion of this segment led to a consideration of thescarcity
of labor in America at the time and an understanding that today we_are free
to choose our jobs. Labor was identified as a human rescturce-
amazinglythe children themselves recognized that the slVve ship could be
categorized as a capital resource! The arrival of Kunta Kinte in America led
to a discussion of the division of labor on:the plantation, ash illustrated by the
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field
work of the house servants, field hands, blacksmiths, and so on. Ond

a field trip to the Southeast Arkansas Arts and,Science CenteT the children

\insPected an early American log cabin and noted the lack of "comforts"in a
slaAkels-2quarters. We saw how our level of living has changed today, but ,

d that even now- we lack all the resources needed to. satisfy all ourtrtse
w . The fact that the slaves Were denied the privilegeeof learning to read
caused the children to appreciate the educational opportunities they possess,
and to begin to: see that education can lead to a bettei way of life. ,-

,The,Class was pleased prod when. the principal exhibited our work
at a regional principals' meeting and displayed Our works of art'in tilt hall of
the school. After the final episode of the `12oots"series had been( broadcast,
we discussed the determitrfion of Kunta Kinte's descendants to build better
lives for themselves. This led to discussions of the job market and various
job opportunities: We learned how-and why Job opportunities for ex-slaves
were scarce after the Emancipation Procianiatiork and how thesharecrop-
per' and "tenant farmer" systenis 7ked.f-Wealso saw Wow' the introduc-
tion of more agricultural machinery f ced people to leave their farms and
seek jobs ipt the cities. The growth of specialization was dealt with:and some
of the children began to discuss the problems- of 4Ider members of their
familieS, who cannot find. work. We saw how the demand for go,ods and
services, relates to the 'demand 'for workei* to produce .them.

* A. day-long tour of the University of Arkansas at, Pine Bluff greatly
reinforced some of these learnings, as we toured the campiis and sa,w how
each department produces highly specialized workers. When we visisted the
Elementary Edueatiori Department every member was there to greet, us and
each presented:the class with an economic concept. For example, Dr. Clara
Jennings, Head of the Department, introduced the concept f interdepen-
dence by explaining, how the various specialists in our econom depend upon
one another for goods and services. As v4 visited each depart ent we not ,
only learned about the kinds of workers trained and what they m t study to
qualify for employnient, but what types of jobs are currently ay_ai le. The °
children began to recognize the importance of their own schooling and
to identifyiheir own interests in the various departments.

Finally, at the University we visited the Agriculture Department. The
discuSsion of productive resources liad been a continuous activity, and I
asked the children to notice the use ofspecialized resources in the output of
farm products. There was a livelyynterest in this Departthent, and this led us
-into the production of farm good as a culminating activity. Through a visit
to the Pines Vocational Technical School we sharpened ourawareness of the
fact that special training is needed for a great variety of jobs, and we lea)Ined -.
more about the availability of jobs in the labor market. Back in the classroom
the pupils were asked to classify the occupations according to levels of
-difficulty, rates of pay the extent to which the work is' exciting, being
common or unusual, and-whether or not they would be interested in holding
such jobs.

While visiting ome of the children's homes I became concerned about
the fact that some w re not being kept in good condition. We then went on a
walking tour of the area, with the director' of the Southeast Arkansas Arts and
Science Center, who had an appreciation of the old homes as examples of
various types ofarchitectureT He told the children that'their houses were like

-people in that they have character and personality. He had them sketchthe .
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different houses and note the contrastng textures of bricks and shingles, and
the varieties of windows, arches, verandas and roofs. Atankerexplaihed to ,
the class how banks provide loans to help in making home improvements,
and this lent study of the role of banks in our, economy-. simple flow
chart was made to show the place of banks in relation o overnments,
businesses, homes and markets. The study of banks wa also related to a
study. of personal and family finance, including famil budgeting and
personal 'saving. The term "opportunity cost" was,intrOduced here, so that
the children could untrstand that a decision to purchase a particular good
or service with their income Meant that some other need or want could not
be obtained instead. They. also learned that the savings- of famjlies can be
used by the banks to make loans to businesses, and that the savers can thus .

i interestnterest ontheir money. Trips to the police department, city hall, and'
re department gave the children a chance to see how their. taxdollars are

used. Not alliprabletns can be solved by governmegt, howevei, and the class
identified the "cluttered" neighborhood as a situationlhat they might try to
do'somethiN about. After discrussing various ways of achieving the goal of
having "neat neighborhoods," the students decided to launch a litter pick-up
campaign and Make a movie to encourage people to clean up the neigh-.
borhood;We wrote the script: produCed the movie (also, an audiotape) and
screened it for the rest of the student body.E.ven Anthony, the daydreamer,
have iip some, of his play time to pick up paper, and he was selected by his
cta.ssmates to be chairmah of the clean-up campaign.

- Culminating Activity

The TV series "Roots" had helped us to look at our heritage and to see
our role in the American economy. We learned that jabs are available to
blacks who have an education, and that some black peOple are beginning to
accumulate considerable wealth. I felt the need to show the children ,how
wealth can be obtained and managed. We discussed ways of increasing-our
wealth through a class project-..'Some children wanted to plant a garden and

/some preferred to go into business and operate a store.
We tackled the problem first by noting that we would have to work with

our available resources. We had a supply of labor, but did our-workers have
the necessary skills in reading, writing, math, spelling and the like? Was
there enough interest in the various jobs to induce the workers to produce a
product or 'service? We had a limitet amount of space for the growing of
crops, and the scarcity.of this natural resource meant that we would have to
use our capital and labor resources very efficiently. Would we be able to
cover our production costs' nd make a profit?

To have a garden we :)uld need such capital goods as plows, hoes and
rakes. Fortunately, these could be obtained from parents and grandparents.

, We also had to decidehow to diVide the labor, and this was done according
to student interests. Those interested in farming would work the-land, while
the others would serve as middlemen or storekeepers. Records were kept of
the growth df the tomato plants, and daily changes- in the climate were also
observed and noted.

The "business group" made preparations for the opening of their
market. We_took a trip to a supermarket to learn how to display our goods in
an attractive way, and to see how the workers in the store dealt with
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customers. Samples of advertisements from newspapers were brought to.,
class Jo give us\ ideas for promoting our own products. A bulletin board 5
(lisp* was arranged., to illustrate the various uses of advertising Media.
Reading lessonsl Were used to develop the vocabulary necessary .to create
effective- ads. ,

A boy wild was' good at math was selected to be the store's fi t
manager. He borrowed $5.00 from the bank (I served as banker) tZ cover the
necessary "start=uPiosts." EmftloyeA were,required to fill out job-applica-
tion forms and to be interviewed, After considering a large number of names,

1 "The ,Mad Farmer's Market",was chosen for our classroom state. Posters
were made and circulars were printed and distributed. There was so much
eithusiasm for this project that the children actually complained when'the
bell announcing the end of the school day was rung.

Opening day was not a success. The pupils thad to learn the hard way
that they were in competition with other stores; Their parents, who were
expected to buy their output, informed them that the prices were too high.
They check& prices being charged in regular storos and reduted their own
prices accordingly. They had to learn, also, that.they could not sell their
goods if there was nd demand for them. Sales improved, and so did the

husiness acumen-of the children. They advertised tomato plants as "the
special of the house". and made enough on these to start earning a profit4n
fact, a local gardener offered to buy all the tomato and pepper plants they

.could grow.- As emerience in management' Kas gained, various students
took turns running the store. When the schooiNyear ended, the store had
covered its costs and earned a profit of $23.00. Our workers had receiv
wages, but they had to pay taxes-on eir incomes. We used the money to
in taxes to bu a new tether ball, an ided the $23.00 profit among
student who a made such a success o enterprise.

Refleetions

This report cannot. adequately explain our economics project. One
would have to be thereday by dayto feel what I and my pupils felt. It
was a feeling of sheer joy. The children learned concepts that I would never.

.have imagined eightfyear-olds could learn. This was not mere rote learning,
for they were able to use those concepts in a variety of activities. If a child
can enjoy the learning experiencerit is probable that the experience will be
remembered and applied in fujure economic decisions. Only a few of our
many activities have been reported here, and it would take another hundred

'pages just to recount the fun we had. Most importantly, perhaps, I believe
that optimism about the future was instilled. in these children.

vrtz,,
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The Toy Factory.
Ar4tonomics Curriculum in First Grade

ta.",,,' ,

t - = Kathleen G. Payne
Adams'Elenjentary School, Wichita, Kansas'

At
Introduction
0. . .

My 22' pupils were, for the most part, typical first graders. All came
from middle - income families:- Several wereiliving with only one parent: In . -
moslof the two-parent hougeholdS both parents-had jObs outside the home; J
nevertheless, they Showed an interest iri the school's activities. Only tilio of
the child/en had problems of-an unusual nature. One of these had ajearnigg
disability 'and another had emotional problems. It was the latter bo -Y. whose
behavior stimulated me to develop my, first economics unit. d *

This particular childiwould actually eat his crayons or deliberatelybreak
them into two pieces, drop the pieces 'on the floor, and step on them. I had
tried everything I could think of, but nothing seemed to work. Meanwhile, I
was taking a course in economics for elementary' teachers at Wichita 'state
I.Jniversity and was required tdmakedp a lesson module based on Lawrence'
Sentsh's Our Working, World, I wanted to use the ideas contained in flits
book, but my major corkern was to relate the economic concepts to MI
needs of the children. The basic human wants for food, clothing and shelter
were being satisfied for these children in their homes. Far them to under-
stand the "unlimited wants vs. limited resources" problem We would have
to focus on a want of another nature,

One problem with which the children could identify was the fact that we
needed fish for our veFy large-aquarium. I did not want to buy the fish myself
or ask parents to give money. This is the way things are usqally done, but the
c i dren learn littleif anythingfrom it. My husband suggested, that I let
the children earn the money to buy the fish. I replied, "There's not much
first graders, can do to earn money. All we can do right now is color pictures,
and 'crayon stomper' won't even do that!" Our conversation led to the idea
that coloring had to be presented to "crayon stomper" in suchaway that he
would really want to color things. Perhaps we could make crayon pictures
and sell them., The crayons were part of our limited resources, and perhaps if
the "stomper' saw the need to make the pictures he would be less inclined
to destroy the capital goods (the crayonA needed to produce them. Our
Cram) Art Fair, as the unit was called, us preceded the establishment of
the toy factory that ,will be described later. It was based upon a need that the
pupils recognized, and was motivated by a real problem that they had to
"solve. tn the process of studying economics we would draw upon the-
matics, kknce,-career education, language skills, writing andeart, a: 11 as
social studies.

Among the specific.goals were to teac the children that
' wants are Ainlimited bit resources are li ite
, we must conserve or resources;

I
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wise choices must be made in the use'of resources;
people depend upon one another for their needs and wants;
division .9f labor can increase productivity;

. .capital is needed toistart and to operate a ipusiness;
money is used to exchange goods and to measure valiles;
prices are affected by supply and.demand. -

Learning .Aetivities* ,--.,__ ..3.,
t A,

. .
Not wanting to manda e activities, I waited several days for the children

to discoVer a pro* of carcity. Ope morning while filling our tank with
water one &Rd exclaimed, "MEs. Payne, we've got a problem. We don't,
haice any fish for the aquarium." The whole class thenjoined in on a'
dikbsSion ,of-how-We Might -get some fish. The suggestions ranged fro*.
getting fish from a grandparent's fishtank to obtaining money fltpm a bank to' ,
buy the fish; When one suggested that their parents buy the fish, Chidi yt4
rnarked "But then they wouldn't kelong to all of us." Finally the id of a
class pro, ectV earn the money einerged.1Witti "a few indirect hintS, .ne,
student c.amelip with the notion of Making color. icturet toesell. Tpis as
received with great enthusiasm by. the class, it y/as something 't at

4evetyone could do. Immediately, crayOns be me objects of iteat im n or- /
tance tovvery child, and it was soon evident that the problem of "c yon
stomping" was going to be solved. 7

But Auld anyone buy our pictures? To findegut, wt planned a sure: of
the other classes in the school. This was done as part 'of a math lesson. e
prepared graphs of the replies andfound that children from grades one
through six would be Willing to pay'a penny, apiece for our pictures. The
children excitedly began to dramapictures, using every spare moment. And
imagine the joy felt by the teacher when the "crayon stomper" turned out
some of the most worthwhile crayon pictures. .

I began to fear that they would work so fast that quality would -suffer.
, But this, too, Was taken care of by the children themselves. They began to
look at each picture with a critical eye and soon established some ruleaer
making good pictures. The pupils kept eVh other in line, for everyone
seemed willing to accept the rules. and do additional work on a picture that
had not been deemolgood enough for the Crayon Art Fair. For example,

feach picture had to tell a story, to be neat, to he pretty, to be colorfu , and to
'be free from rips° and creases. Stories such as Disney's "The- Bra e Little
Tailor and the Giant" (available on filmstrip) provided them with ideas.

Every day someone 'would say, ',We've got another problems . ." We
kept a list of all the problems that cropped up. Strange as it may seem, it was
the "crayon stomper': Who started a carripaign to conserve paper. A
half-finished picture discarded in the waste basket would be rescued and
finished by the student. Indeed, this boy Was given the title "head picture
fixer.upper." He would not let any picture be discarded if it could possibly
be made into a finished product. , ,

i

There were too few crayons to go around; and thus.it was impossible for
everyone to be working on their pictures at the same time. This led to a lively

. * Because space is limited, only a brief summry of the original report of 126 pages can be
included in this booklet. The complete report can be obtained from the Vernon R. Alden

' Library, Ohio. University, Athens. \ .
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\--.. . a,barter system, whereby those with surplus paper would trade paper for
crayons. Those who traded 'wisely would end up with the right combination
of,productNe resources. The children_hati to come up with solutionS for a

umbel' of problems, and they often made very wise decisionS. They dedided
replace individual production withan assembly line to improve the output.

of birthday cards. They suggested a visit to an art museum to learn how best.:
to exhibit their pictures. They found that they world have to prepare
advertisements to promote the sales of their product;

As the date of the Art Fair approached, the children* worked' more
4.--- : feverishly. Tables were decorated and displays were made. The "crayon

.stomper" made a large teepee of paper to. display seral Indian pictures.
Specialized jobs were assigned to various "workers.".Experience proved to
be a good teacher. After one;groupof customers had visited thelair (thp

- second graders were the first 'to come); the class decided' that, a better
arrangement of the pictures was needed. ''he children- insisted on doing
things for. themselves. Our Cashierrefused his Mother's offer of help: with the

'handling of' the; money The fair was a success. We not only sold, eVery
picture, but even had-offers for the decorations! Our total revenue of -S1%30

- was. far above the $3.00 or, g5 we had expected: The class acquired
.Of - confidence-,\ fig eir work was actually valued and wanted by 'other
people Mbre imp° nt,.. perhaps, is the fact that they had identified and
:solv)t4-their own $r blems. Md. "crayon stomper" no longer;existed, as
such. 111t ' i,

..

After the Ail Fair ,the class not only had the fish they wanted; hut a
surprus of $11.45 to use forsome future want or need. In early November thex
viewed the filmstrip "Tonka Joy Factory; whin gave them threddea'\,of.
establishing a faCtory-in the Classroo.,\The-filmstriP,had shown thick' (
factory is organized and what factors of production are needed.-Tik-: ,

then did esearch in craft books and magazines to find ideas. foti.':toyslhey
would e able to manufacture. They had to consider available'resourca;
including waste materials that, inighf be recycled. they still hapigrayons and

er, and they had gainedkvaluaRe experience in graphic deSigm'One boy
ced a -graphic design for a, "Flreman's Game" that.061(0e mass

prdduced. Thus; he became, the first department manager.
/

irl then
developed a "Happy FacesGame," and she too found,herself i a anage-
rial position, faced with all the problems that sucfi a position e tails Some
piipils worked individually at first, but as time went on they . -ga to find
that they could improve production by working together. A. Cm boring Book
Publishing Coinpany" was formed and used the assemblY. fin !Method.

- The children learned the need for planning and -efficient .I., ganization.
The Toy Factory grew, and more departments were added: ',On manufa
tured play money, while another produced puppets madefribm n cans. A
employment office was established and "want ads'' placed can he bullet'

' board. A payroll system was set up, so that workers could i*eiV wages and .

managers could get salaries. A bank was created in which einplo ees could
deposit their- earnings. An awareness of job responsihilities e -rged, and .
children learned to work 'together. , , .

More and nwre:-department were created, arid; Soon here was a
scarcity of workers. They discovered the concept Of interde endence, foi

,they had to work together to overcome a, number' of proble . A supply
house had to be opened, introducing tlfe need -for; another la" of record-
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keeping. 'When money ran low, stock certificates were issued to raise more
capital. Some had to borrow from the bank to obtain needed supplies. These
problems were, of course, related to math lessons. The company even had to
initiate a training program to give some' workers the necessary skills.

As "Grand Opening Day" approached, prices had to be.determined for
each toy, sales slips had to be prepared, signs had to be made, and a coding
systbn had to be established for each item. Pupils from another elementary
school made a trip across town to shop at our store, buying no fewer than
400 toys. Our students had their first experience as sales clerks. Graphs were
made of the number of different toys sold. This showed which items were
most popular. It was decided that we had to increase our advertising for

items that were not selling well For example, a large pirate ship was made to
advertise thrpirate's toys." Seeing the, need for maximum eficiency, the
class decided that each worker would now be placed only in jobs in which he
or she had had experience. After the second "wave" of customers hid
visited our store, we found that we had to reduce the prices on some items.
Before lotig, every toy had been sold.

An'Analysis of the Outcomes

It is Rossi le to analyze a learning experience of the type described
above.by efiam; ing each phase and prepaling a step-by-step account of each
phase. The for ft I used for this was to start with the "Emerging Ecohomit
Idea." For exa ple, at the beginning of the Toy Factory protect the
eineting econom idea was the conflict between unlimited wants and
limited resources hich necessitates the limiting of present consumption to.
,ensure future pro ction. Next, ..the, "Pre-Active" phase was described.
This pro b. ground wid shows what went on before a classroom
activity ook place. The "Pre-Active" phase at the start of the project
included e Crayon Art Fair, for example: Then there\ is a "Vocabulary"
section w ich/ lists key concepts and defines them. The terms wants,
savings, an Vvork were listed for the very first phase of the Toy Factory
project. Thi is followed by a narrative account of t e classroom experience,
with verbati. quotations of some comments mad by the teacher and the \
pupils. This shows how the activity was motivated, developed and culmi-
nated. One motivational factor in this case was the question of what to do
with the $11.45 we had left after the Crayon Art Fair. Another was a
discussion of pets, engendered by my wearing of a badge containing the head
of a horse. (The children knew that I owned a home.) The badge had been
made in my economics class, using a machine that costs about $36.00.
Almost immediately the pupils began to discuss ways of earning the money
to buy such a machine, and thus the idea of the Toy Factory was born.
Finally, there is a section on "Evaluation." Thus, evaluation is an on-going
and developmenfatprocess, and not simply somethingThat occurs at the end
of a unit of study. For instance, during this early part of the project I noted
that th0 children did not expect to obtain money for the machine from
parents, the principal or the teacher (as they had befOre the Crayon Art
Fair), but quickly suggested that they earn the money themselves. I
considered this to be evidence that a valuable lesson had been learned, and
that there had been an important attitudinal change. Altogether, nearly 30
phases were described in this fashion for the Toy Factory project. Although
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this requires a great deal of time and work, it results in a very detailed
account of the total learning experience, provides both an on-going and
summative evaluation, enables the teacher and other educators to analyze
the project, and provides clear "how-to-doit" guidance for others who
might wish to adopt this strategy for teaching economics. -.

Objectives had been stated for each part of the project (such as learning'
to use graph's to keep records of sales), and these were usually specific and
measurable. The children did learn the m -mings of economic _terms, such
as profit, measure of value, bank, capiti , specialization, scarcity and
interdependence. They learned them by ex eriencing them, not through rote
memorization or abstract theory. In addition, however, there were valuable
outcomes that cannot be measured objectively. Communication barriers
between children were broken down as they shared their .interests and
cooperated in a common effort. They learned to appreciate the value of
efficiency and hard work. They became self-reliant and had the great
satisfaction of producing something that others saw as having value. Many
letters from parents as well as from other educators attested to these
outcomes.

Finally, I liave seen a change in myself as a teacher. When I began my
course in economic education I hardly knew what economics meant. ,
Through, the encouragement of the instructor, the other students and my
husband, and through a give-and-take with the sharing of ideas, I began to

';' have the confidence to go ahead and teach things that I thought I was not
prepared to teach. I let the unit evolve, and I learned as problems arose. I let
the children work out the solutions to these problems. Because of this the
scope of my teaching was enhanced and my enthusiasm for economic
education grew_tremendously. I strongly recommend economic education to
other teac-hers; ,

Socioeconomic ActionWe Pay
for Play

Economics for Second Grade'rs

Arlette Miller
Fair Park Primary School, Little Rock, Arkansas

Introduction

Although we live in a free, enterprise economy, government plays a
major role in economic affairs. I decided to teacla economic concepts to

18
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second graders as those concepts relate to governthent, and I developed
learning experiences to achieve the following basic objectives:

1. To see the role of government in meeting consumer needs and
demands. .

2. To tOderstand the economic factors relating to the financihg of
government functions.

3. To learn and to apply principles relating to resource analysis,
N budgeting, modeling and planning.

One of the second grade books included a suggestion that pupils design
and build a model park, and this seemed to be ,a good vehicle for actively
involving the children in problem-solving and decision-making. Fortunately,
our city was in the process of planning a new park complex, and perhaps we
could participate in some small way. I contacted the Director of City Parks
and Recreation,, and he suggested that the children design and select play
equipment for the park complex being planned. This made our project much
more interesting and meaningful, for we learn by doing, and purposeful
activity stimulates and motivates learning as nothing else can.

In the process of designing and building a model park and playground,
the students would learn to work together cooperatively. They would begin
to understand such economic concepts as specialization, interdependence,
opportunity cost, the circular flow, the factors of pr' uction, and human
needs and wants. They would learn about our differe Is of government,
Community and city relationships, and how "gover t by the people"
works. Such skills as map-reading were td be taug t; an the children were
to have opportunities to make decisions, solve or°, ems, improve their
reading, organize information, and entify their . n feelings and values.

Looming Activities

Using the steps set forth in th book Economic Education for Arkansas
Elementary Schools, I designed a problem- solving poster. The children wele
shown how to use thisimodel to work out problems. It was not long beforea
real problem situation, emerged. Two children actually came to blow over
who would be first to use some play equipment. With the whole class Idoking
an, we referred to the chart and discussed this problem. First we identified
the problem, and then decided what our goal wasto get along well with
each other. Next we discussed the choices availablefight it out, play
elsewhere, let the playground aide make a decision, or take. turns. The
childrenjdecided that taking turns was the best choice. The pupils began to
realize that as we live and work together we must follow certain rules.
Classroom rules were formulated by the group in a democratic fashion,and
those rules were written on a chart that was kept on diSplay.

The concept of interdependence was taught through a study of commu-
nity helpers and of the ways in which families need each other. The children
drew pictures on one half of their papers showing a situation depicting a
wed, and on the other half they drew the producer who meets that need.
Each picture was .displayed on the bulletin board and the artist told about his
5r her picture. The idea that we need each other was continually stressed
mdapplied in helping one another, in cleaning up the room, and so on. We
taw how I as a teacher, need other producers to provide the goods and
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services I use in educating children. The film "Goods and Services" served
as aStimutus (or language arts stories about our roles as ccwOltmers; and we
read the poeni "At Your Service." Several other economic concepts were
introduced in various ways. We dealt with choice-making by discussing how
a girl might spend a dollar, noting that the items she did not buy instead of
the doll she chose were her opportunity costs. ,

Map studies included learning about boundaries, and how they help to
identify governmental divisions. A chapter in our textbook dealing with the
payment of dues to clubs was used to introduce a parallel situation in which
people pay a portion of their incomes to the government, in taxes. A circular
flow chart was developed al. this point for a bulletin board display. This
showed how government uses its tax money. Just as in the payment of club
dues, we give money. but we get something back as well. Pictures of
government buildings, such as the nation's Capitol, were displayed. Good
citizenship was stressed, and one boy learned how his mother (a Viet-
namese) could become a United States citizen. We used role-playing to learn -

how the city council meets and how laws are enforced.
It was not until March that the idea of having the children design a

playground and build a model park began to be implemented. The Director
of City Parks and Recreation visited the classroom to discuss the project
with dents. At about the 'same time, we were reading the story of howl
Frede 'k

rti
Olwtcd designed Central Park in New York City. Thtis, the class

was enthused about the visit of our own Director of City Parks and was
prepared to ask numerous quegtions. They learned, too, that he was a
producer who provided a servi 1/4 -e through our local government and who
derived
had dictated in advance were listed on t chalkboard.

ved hig income from our taxes. ut two dozen questions the children

The following week a designer with--the Parks Department came to the
classroom and spoke to the childrenabout how to design a park. He brought
a contour model for us to see and showed us the design for another new,park
in LittleRock. Each child received a design and plan for one of the parks.He
explained how costs are estimated, and listed on the board the things the
children should include in their design for the park. He warned about such
things as putting baseball diamonds near busy streets. The students then
began to draw designs. and work was begun on a model park. We-Wok a field
trip to the site of the park to observe the terrain and see where the

,playground would be located. This- also became a science:lesson, for we
studied the natural environment, types of trees and the like.

One of the most important activities was the selection of the equipment
that would be needed for ,a playground. The children worked in groups to
examine catalogues; discuss costs, and make value comparisons. We knew

, ow much money would be available for,the,equipment ($13,000), and now
e had to decide how best to use our Scarce reSouree. The class had already
eepintrOduced' tOthe fait that, money-is u Me'dium.of exchattgeo but math

lessons vere:needectto help them to utiderstadd how much $13,000 isi After,
the costs had been studied for ea,i'-i rtr, wetuok-tiotesto see'Whieh ones to
tlea:Vtien mbre than one ort9del I:; 's'Aiiiiialile, th0 would select the one ,0

.

Nthlis do morethat "had the most things on it':',art wo, the money it .

would cost. Consideration .;vplis gtv 'ca. variety ofveqUipment so:that
handicapped children and even 'babres,cWOtildAilye SOrnething they could use.
It was realized that the equiment 04.iittl-rdttkilOOseYWaS,,,oar,ppportunity
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cost. An architect who also works as 'a volunteer in the schools helped us
with our design and model. She taught the children how to measure
accdtately and how to make scale models. The youngsters often proved to
be quite perceptive, as when khey suggested that picnic benches should be
placed near the playground so that parents could eat while watching their
children play.

Two pupils were elected by the class to choose the best design. It is
interesting to note that they came to the same conclu%ion that I and' our
visiting architect had reached. The problem solving approach was used
throughout. In deciding on the best plan for a bike trail q,nd playground they
actually combined the best ideas from two mails' designs. We used this
incident as an example of representative govatiment in action.

The children became specialists, using the aptitudes and skills they were
developing.. Some were "building specialists," some were painters, some
were playground equipment constructors, and so on. Our model was saking
shape and beginning to look like a real park. When it was completed we held
a "Parent Party" so that mothers and fathers could view our work. A contest
had been held to see who could design the best cover for the invitations, and
the students voted to, decide which design to use. The children explained our
project and such things as the circular flow model to the parents. Pictures of
our field trips and various phases of our work were on display, along' with
examples of the pupils' stories and poems. /

The officials from the Parks Department could not attend the patty, but
they did come to our class the, following week to receive our park model and
our analysis of the costs. The Director promised to try to build the
playground as the students had designed it and with the equipment they had
chosen. He arranged to have our park model put on display in the, City Hall.

Outcomes

Our regular school routines had been followed while the class was
building the park model, but the !earnings from that project also had an effect
on other parts of the curriculum. The best evidence that learning has
occurred is that the student applies a fact or concept to a different situation.
For example, when one pupil remarked that she loved the "free" books in
our library I asked her if they were really free. She replied that the people
who pay taxes to the government that buys'the books for us bear the cost of
the books, and thus they are not free. A mother who happened to be helping
in the library at the time was astounded by the child's reply and said that she
wished all children would learn this concept. Our study of natural resources

: "was 'related to lessons in science, and there was a poster contest for soil
conservation week. During creative writing the pupils wrote 'stories about
what would happen if our natural resources were.used up; and we discussed
human and capital resources as well. When a dentist visited the school
during dental health week we talked about him and his nurse as producers of
a special service, and noted how technology helps to make them more
effective.

The incidental learning that took place was immeasurable. The p rk
model was a huge success, and many adults could not believe that it ad
been produced by children of this age. We had a constant flow of visito to
our' room to see the model, and we explained our work to other clas es.
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There seemed to be .a "ripple effect," as skills developed during the park
model project were transferred to other situations. For example, the itijpgs
they had learned about measuring and draWing were used later when the
children Were making "thank you" cards: (This was done at their own.
volition.) The children became more observant. Several reported to the class
on nels broadcasts concerning our government; and,many asked questions
about the functions of government. The results of both a teacher-made test
and a standardized test (the Primary Test of Economic Understanding.
available from the Joint Council on Ecogomic Education) showeg that most
of the basic concepts included in those tests had been learned.

Some of the most important learnings cannot be measured by tests,
however. The sense of pride in accomplishment and the feeling of group
togetherness were evident but.impossible to measure. Arrangements were
made-to let the class make a formal presentation of our park model to the
Mayor of Little Rock. Two TV stathms and a newspaper covered this event.
Imagine the excitement ¶hen the children saw themselves on two different
news prbgrams on the same day! Articles about us appeared in two
newspaperS.c There were other rewards as well. While we were touring the
City' Hall we visited the Parks Department office and were delighted to see
our "thank you" poster on the wall behind the designer's table. An
organizatiOn of school volunteers also publicized our work. TheSe unex-
pected outcomes provided the perfect ending to a fun .project. The en-

-thusiasm for-learning about government and our ,economy generated by
being involved in an active and meaningful way will, hopefully, grow as the
children mature and become' adult citizens coping with the problems of
tomorrow.

.Note: This is an abbreviated version of a lengthy report which also included much''
supporting material. The i)riginal project can be obtained from the Vermin R. Alden Library,
Ohio University, AthensThe Editor.

APPENDIX TO CHAPTER 1

Good Ideas in Brief: Primary Level, /

MICHELA HAVEN ER 'of Fairview Elementary School in Fort Sniith,
Aikansas, taught her second graders economics by relating the, basic
concepts to something very familiar to the children-7the 'houses we live
in." The pupils observed the differences in the houses they saw while on the
way to school and arranged a bulletin board display on houses. They learned
that natural resources, labor and capital resources are used irP building
homes, and that division of labor makes home-construction faster and more
efficient. They also saw how competition affects the home-building industry

I .
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and how the profit motive stimulates construction. Local industries involved
in housing construction (siich as a brick fictory and a sand and gravel
company) provided brochures and other useful informatiou. A study was
made of local resources used in the building of a house, and the children
made scrapbooks to illustrate their findings. Analyses were made of the
effect of consumer demand and of why the prices vary for different kinds of
dwelling units. The, ;role of banks was studied, and the law of supply and
demand was applied to the local housing market. The costs of operating a
house werealso examined, as the children learned about mortgages, utilities,
taxes, insurance and the like. Poems about houses, stories, dramatizations,
geld trips, resource persons, and games were used. liberally. The Primary
Test of Economic Understanding was administered on 'a pretest, posttest
NiSiS. A substantial gain in the mean score suggests that one can teach a
great many economic concepts timkgy by focusing on one industry in which
:hilaten have an interest.

a ret

ELLEN J. LORBER of the Centennial School in Bloomington, Illinois,
:vitalizes on her first graders' interest in fairy tales to teach some basic
!conomic principles and concepts. For example, the children discuss the
weds and wants of the characters in "Goldiloclss and the .Three Bears,"
HustratingAlthse with drawings and cut-outs. "Props" consisting of teddy
mars, a doll, chairs, and the like, are usgd to add realism. The concepts of
ieeds and wants are applied also to "Little Red Riding Hood" and "The
[tree Little Pigs." The children draw pictures of the characters and of their
Reeds and wants, cut them out, and paste them in a "Needs and Wants,
look." tFilms, records, flannel boards, and games are used also. ther
:oncepts taught in this manner are goods, services, producer:and co sumer.
;Is. Lorber developed a 24-item nonverbal test to use on a pretest, posttest
oasis. Although there was a five-month interval between test administra-
(ens, the gain in the mean score was substantial and statistically significant,

HARRIETT B. WIL$ON,. a volunteer in the Head Start. Project :in
come, Georgia, has developed - anumber of lesson plans and activities to
each Sortie economic concepts to very young children. To show hoW the
pings we need and want are:produced, Mrs. Wilson prepared flip charts,
epicting a factory tooli, machines, workers, etc. This was followed up
rith an activky in which the pupils themselves became producers of
:ool-Aid and had to determine the various steps in the production process.
'o teach:the concept "specialization," Mrs. Wilson wrote a story, -"The
'hree'Little_Pigs Who Learned,,to Specialize:" The story showed how a
mil)/ of pigs Could produce more if each specialized in what he or she could
o best. The children then discussed specialization in their own families, and
oted how specialization is used in such familiar enterprises.,as grocers_
tores and dairies. The children were divided into two groups to produce ,.
udding, revealing that the group employing specialization was more pro-
uctive. Role-playing situations were set up to teach the 'ecircular flow, ih
dictions of money, and the role of banks. The youngsters learned what
aces' are; and another set of flip charts was prepared to show the various
.I.ViCes,provided by government. Learning centers were established in the
assroom where children could acquire, skills in counting money, identifying
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prices, and shopping for goods. The culminating activity was a "flea market"
in which the children were able to buy and sell goods. Mrs. Wilson used a
simple test on a pre t, posttest basis. The mean score on the pretest was
63.6; on the posttest i was 80.2. (Only a feliy of the activities Gave been
included in this summ .)

DOROTHY YOHE of the Fern Hill Elementary School in West
Chester, Pennsylvania, has developed a large, number of techniques and
materials for teaching economic concepts to kindergarten children. A
"Kinder Shopping Mall" was set up in the classroom containing a simulated
bank; florist shop, shoe mart, gift shop, travel agency, and other "busi-
nesSes." A V.I.P. ("Very ImpOrtant.Produters") Club was formed to make
the children aware of the tnany peoplefrom laundry workers to police
officerswho provide us with' goods and services. Local 'resource people
became members' ,cf this Club. A ;`Mix and Match Game" was created,
consisting of three types of cams, represenling occupations, capital goods
(tools and equipment), and letters of the' alphabet associated with the
occupations. Cards are dealt, and the winnersare those who can obtain a set
of three cards that go togetherone showing a particular occupation, one
depicting the capital items used in that occupation, and one giving a letter]
associated with the job. In the "You Guess' Who!" 6me the children get
"cartoon career cards" 'and act out the occupation depicted on the cards.
The first child to identify the occupation the actor is pantomiming becomes
the next performer. A "Consumer, pay" is held, during which the children
can buy items donated to a "schoOrgeneral store." The money is donated to
the Cancer Fund. This is followed by an analytical exercise in which the
children compare the prices they paid for their purchases with prices for
similar goods charged in nearby stores. They attempt to explain why the
school store can charge lower prices, thus learning 'something about the
operating costs of a real business firm. These are but a few of the many
methods used. ,______

DIANE REINKE and JILL HAINLEN,'of the Zanewood Elementary
School in Brooklyn Park, Minnesota, teach economic concepts to their
second graders through career development in a business enterprise. The
students wrote and produced a book which. they then sold to parents, friends
and educators. A local bank-provided.a,toan to pay for various capital_costs.
After paying all their ,expenses and repaying their .loan with interest, the
pupils had a handsome- profit which they donated to the school library.
Simulations, group discussions, audiovisual materials, games, field trips,
and 'many other activities were also used to teach such concepts as
opportunity cost, mohav,. wants, needs, productive resource supply,
demand, circular flow, division of labor and scarcity. The children fedined to
perceive themselves as both producers and consunters, and visualized the
relationships among consumer, business firm and banking system. They
explored the ways in which various workers depend upon one another and
identified skills land interests that might lead to particular careers. An
economics test Was administered on a pretest, posttest basist The posttest
score was, nearly double that of the pretest mean score.
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MARY-M. GROSSMAN of` raft Elementary School in Eastlake, Ohio,
has developed four units for teaching economics and the free enterprise
system to her combined second and third-grade class. (The units can be
adapted to other levels, however.) These well-orgonized units start with a
series of questions which can help ,the teacher to. find out how much the
children already `know about the unit topic i:4 ihmple: Nyhat is a service
occupation?) Goals and behavioral objectiVe ?. are listed, as ire the key
economic `terms contained in the unit. The various activities and the
materials (such as filmstrips and films), to be used are listed and desdribed.
There le also discussion questions and "enrichment activities" such as
clrai.ving;ti,Pictures of the jobs in which thepup4 are interested and identifying
the other occupations that depend upon those jobs. Finally, there are review
questions and unit tests. Some of the activities pare similar to those
onimonly reported in the Awards Program'entries, such as the formation of

a business enterprise. One-of the unusual activities, however, was having the
Students interview the mayor of Eastlake. They asked questions about such
things ainetting more sidewalks and, having all the streets plowed during
snowstorms. From his answers they could see that available resources are
not always sufficient to meet all pur wants. Miss Grossman also had the
pupils identify local business firms and write to_them for ftirther information.
Thus; her units 'made good use of local resources and resource.people.

1 ,
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Pupils in Mary Grossman's class at Taft Elementary Schooyn Eastlake, Ohio, learn about the
free enterprise system by producing and selling goods. This young entrepreneur is finding that
the customer wants to be sure of the quality of the product before making a purchase.
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DEBORAH FORD of the Crestwood Elementary School .of Las Vegas,
Nevada, had her third graderi set up a ."city" in her classroom. A
government was,,established, a classroom 'currency was printed, laws were
passed-(with fines for violating them), and businesses were started. Careful
planning went into this project. Before opening their own hambuiger stand,
for exaMple, the children made trips to hamburger stands in the area to learn
how such a bUsiness is operated. Other produCts were manufactured also,

-parts of the curriculum were used. For example, mathematics lessons
luded the determining of .prices,and the computation of taxes.

.rs , .-

BETTY SEAMAN and DIANE STOUT of the Ranchwood Elementary
School, Yukon, Oklahoma, have developed a second-grade project called
"Money Makes Money.' This included many" of the activities normally,
reported in the Awards entriesvisiting community businesses, creating a
mural of a city, studying various careers relating the state's history to
economics, establishing classroom busines firms, establishing a class bank,111

. and the like. The evaluation scheme was m ltifaceted, involving anecdotal
records, observations of pupil behavior in economic. situations, feedback
from parents; the making of an audiotape on their learnings, writing creative

'stories, responding to research questions, and the use of a formal objective
test.' One of the uncommon practices relating to the evaluation is that these,.
teachers did an item analysis of the test results. That is,. they'provided
"percentage, correct" scores-for each item on the test instead of aggregate -

scores. This enabled them to determine'which concepts had been mastered
completely and which ones were 'still giving the children some trouble. For
ex ple, 100 percent of the class was able to identify the' definition of
i, r," but only 73 percent knew how to categorize "the money you have

n
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Idlermbdiate Level: Grades 4-6-

.

CHAPTER TWO

Monkey 13siness Is Money Busines
Fifth Graders Make an Economic Study

of a Community Issue

Polly Gray
Washington Intermediate School, Little Rock, Arkanscis

Backbround and Goals

The 'study described in is report was the outcome of the efforts of
9 young people who are beginning to recognize their responsibilities as

participating citizens in a free society. It reflects a two- month period of
intenserinvolvement on the part of thp 26 youngsters of varying abilities who
made up my fifth-grade class. Evenlyivided between black and white, the
children represented various socioeconomic levek. They had not yet
become entangled in the complexities of the role of civic decision-maker, but
their idealism was sound, and I felt that at this point in their lives they could
develop positive attitudes toward their city and acquire solid understandings
of some of the economic problems of urban places.

During the 1975-76 school year my economics unit had centered around
the study or the economic development of/Little Rock. It had beconie
evident that the children lacked an awareness of many things that affect ,

them, such as the sources of revenue for ouricity. In the summer of 1976 an
article appeared in the newspaper about ti4 possibility of new sources of
revenue for Little Rock. One part of this was the question of charging an

,edmission fee at the Little Rock zoo, and I saw in this an oppoilu ity to,?,
arouse pupil interest for Eny 1977 economics unit. Thegeneral goals ere to

1, acquire an understandineof some basic economic principles and how they
affect our daily lives, and to develop the ability to think.analytically abotit
economic problems. Some specific goals were as follows: C

To familiarize the students with such economic concepts as scarcity,
opportunity cost, comparative advAntaie, the market system, factors of
production; division of labor, mond, credit, banking, public expenditure
and income, the role of governntent, and economic growth.
To provide the students, witli an experierice in doing an ,in-depth study of
the fiscal workings of a public facility.

Note This is an abbreviated version of a lengthy report. Thefull report, with supporting
materials, can be obtained from the \ernon R. Alden Library, Ohio University, Athens,
OhioThe Editor.
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To show,that there aredivent views held by various economic; politfCal
and social interest groups within our cify, and to learn to "use objective
analysis in deciding which interests shall haVe priority.-
To help students to recognize their responsibilities as citizens, and to
prepare them to make the difficult choices necessary for econo is and"
social growth'in the cities.
To develop skills in public speaking, debate, group participation, leader-
ship, critical thinking, problem solving, interviewirig,vd objective re -'.

Parting

Lamming Adivitios

I chose to have thi economics unit take place during the st two months
',of the school year because a new zoo director was coming to tle Rock and
because a vote on the admission fee was expected in June. us, the issue
would be receiving much public attention and sources of information would
be readily available. My enthusiasm for teaching economics is well known
locally, and all year long both students and parents had been asking: "What
are you going to do in economics this year?" I kept them in suspense -by
replying: "Just Wait until April!" By the time April arrived I had a' very
attentive group of eager children, and when I introduced the fide of our
study, "Monkey Business is Money Business," I could see that their
curiosity was aroused. I gdve them some background on the issue of the
admission fee, and it became clear that this was going to be onlef the most
exciting economics units I had ever taught. Before the day was over we had.
developed a four-part plan of st dy., First we would "educate ourselves

-7' economi through a four-week minicourse. Second, we would conduct
an in-dep study of thetconomics of the. Little Rock Zoo. Third, we would
have an o eh community debate on the issue of the admission fee, with city
officials in ited to attend. Finally, we would conduct a mock election for city
officials, , simulate a meeting of the city board of directors, and then vote on
the fee. Each part is briefly described below.

Part One. My students had ireen exposed td some ecqnomics before
'April, for after having attended, an economic educhtion wbrkshop thiee
years ago I found it virtually impossible to avoid including economics in
some of my lessons. For example, discussions of the voyages of Columbus'
included the concept of scarcity and the opportunity cost to thb Queen of

olumbus' trip,The children had been taught to distinguish betWeen gOods-
and services, and theyhad been introduced to the problem-solving ap-
proach. Nevertheless, they had much more to learn.

Our social ,studies 'textbook United States Studies (Scott-Foresman)
c6ntained some excellent presentations of economic ideas, including charts
and graphs associated witti those concepts. I would distribute sets of study
questions relating to the material in the text, and the children would work in

Oups to write answer's to these questions. Then we would have all-cldss
f each item. Posters were also made to illustrate the concepts,

and Pefore lo the room was)overflowing with the posters. We viewed a
variety of films rips, such as "Economics in Our World" by The New York
Times, and "B sic Concepts in Economics" by BFA Educational Media.
Division of lab i r, money, productivity, trade, and wise consumer habits
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'were soril0f.the subjects that were easily related to the everyday activities.
of the youngSters. We also developed an economics 'voc,abulary chart which
was placed in front' of our classroom for. easy reference. Gradually,-
economics terms began to appear in the pupils' discussions and,they began
to identify economic concepts areas of learning.

We had several learning cen erg related-to our study. One was a reading
table containing our own economics_ library. This included books ,borroWed
from the school library as, well as pamphlets we had collected. The children
particularly enjoyed the booklets The'American Economic System . . . and .
Your Part In It prepared by the U.S. Department of Commerce (this uses the
"Peanuts" cartoon characters) and The 'Story'of Checks- by the Federal
keserve Bank of New York. Another learning center contained' old eco-
nomics games, some Of which were commercially mpared and some of
which were prepared by me. In addition to havingspecific times to play the
games, we made their available for students to use whenemer they had-
cOmpleted their daily assignments. This, was truly a "41igh interest area."
The games were not only fun, they strengthened mathematics skills, taught
economic facts about Little Rock, and required decision-making (such as
decisions to buy or sell particular industries).

During this phase we decided that- each student should have an
economic concept booklet of his or her own. The pupils decided to design
their booklets in the shape of a monkey, as this would be in accord, with the
forthcoming study. of the zoo. The booklets also provided an on-.going

1,.evaluatidn, for I. could see that' their illu,strations of scarcity; opportun*
cost, the factors of production, and-the like;,-revealed real utiderstanding.ht

a. thiS time we also read 4ifeon Paradise IslOnd by W. H. Wilson and Roman
Warmke: Thisbook depicts the process of a,very primitive economic system
evolving into an advancvl.,economic state. An important concept they
learned from this story is that decision-making becomes more complex as a

. community grows.
As a culminating activity for this "minicoUrsey in economics we

planned a field, trip to a bicycle -factory. The factory had an excellent
assembly line that would enable the students to view division of labor "in
action." When our guide pointed out .to -us-that the bicycle chains were not
made in the factory but were imported from abroad, one of my sp,idents
commented: "Comparative' advantage!" Backn'the classroom the students
wrote reports and mane illustrations of their !earnings. The children were
truly becoming "ecOnorttically aware." We were now ready for Part Two of

.,our plan of study.

Tart Two. There was, some overlapping of Parts One and Two. The
students were well aware, of our "coming attraction'' and kept bringing in
newspaper articles about the zoo. We made a special \131ace for these in the
room, posting each one so that it could be read by all. One of our best'
discussions centered. around an article noting that the new zoo director's
salary would be higher than that of Hie, former director. The students, felt that
demand for-the director was a factor in raising the salary. These articles'also
became good sources of information for the debate that Would come later. In
any event, we felt equipped with enough economic' knowledge to make our
st of the Little Rock Zoo.

On the first day of this part of our study it became clear that the students
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were learning to use the analytical approach. They began by suggesting a list'
of questions that would have to be answered, such as: Who funds the zoo?
What is,the budget of the !Little Rock Zoo? What other sources of income are
available to the zoo? What are the present financial needs of the zoo? What
are the various opinions regarding the question of charging an admission fee?
The next step was to decide how to obtain answers to the questions.

We decided to use the method of interviewing and reporting. City
officials, zoo employees, and parents became sources of information. The
Director of Little Rock Parks and. Recreation provided us with the zoo's
budget. The City Manager supplied informatio . n past ac,tions, of the City's
Board of Directors in regard.to the zoo: Th to Chamber of Commerce
gave us booklets describing our city govern ent. The children made oral
reports on their findings. A bulletin 'board spla gave the budget break-
down for the zoo, showing the amounts s ent fo salaries, food for the
animals, buildings, utilities, etc. The pupils egan to . mprehend the vast
amount of decision-making that goes into the reparation budget such as
this one. They saw that with a limited b 'get the .Zoo u d increase
expenditures for one item (such as purchasing new anim s ly by
saciificing some otheritem..(Opportunity cost principle./

To answer some of our questions we took a field trip to the zoo. We
made it clear to the zoo officials that we,did not want the usual sight-seeing
tour, but that we wanted to learn about the economics of the zoo. The Zqo's
education director made careful preparations for our visit, compiling de-
tailed ,information on the zoo's finances. She then guided us through an
"economic tour" of the zoo, citing the cost of everything from the food for
the sealions 40 the various buildings. We took pictures of some of the
facilities, including those that obviously needed to be improved. We-learned
that the price of an animal was only part of its total cost., Transporting a
giraffe, for instance, is especially difficult and expensive. One pupil com-
mented: "I'll , never visit a zoo again that I don't think of all the costs
involved in this animal business!" ,

Mrs. Patterson, the education director, explained how a zoo receives
financial aid from various sources, such as the Friends of the Zoo and the

.Civitan" Club in Arkansas. gut, even gifts of animals result in additional
expenses for the zoo, because they have to have special' cages, food. and
medical care. After our tour ve 'spent another hour with Mrs. Patterson,
asking her additional questions that we had,preparenn advance for the trip.
Naturally, the admission fee was a major topic of discussion. We learned
that the zoodid not even have enough money to have a full-time veterinarian
but that zoos help one another by,, trading and borrowing animals. As we
returned to the school our were swimming with the vast amounts of
knowledge we had accumulated about the economics of the zoo. Some of the
students began to prepare their written reports while on the returin bus trip,
while some debated the .admission fee question. All buiied themsel s with
something relating to study:of the zoo. Four girls composed a song bout
the zoo to the tune of "Mary Had .a Little Lamb."

Reports were written about the field trip, with such titles as: An
Economic Look at the 'Zoo" and The Zoo through Economic Eyes." The
pictures we had taken were put on display under appropriate titles-such as:
"City Dollars at Work," "Free Admission," or "Dollars Needed for Animal
Purchases and Zoo Improvements." We had already learned that there were
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many different opinions .regarding the problems of the zoo, as we had heard
these from people we interviewed and had read them in the,newspapers.
Now it Vas time for an objective analysis of the issue and for'ilie preparation
of our community economic debate.

Part Three. To test my students' readiness for this part of our study,
used an activity recommended in the curriculu'm guide Economic Education
for Arkansas,Elementary Teachers. This was a problem-solving activity

-, ("Mr. Smith's Ptoblem"), and as I- looked over the work of each group I
knew they were ready. Most groups had methodically labelled each

jdecision-making stepproblem, goals, >alternatives, probable conse-
quences, and solution. Now we had to prepare ourselves in the essentials of
good debating.

We asked Dr. John Gray, a speech professor from the University of
Arkairisas, to help us. At his suggestion, the class selected four students to
serve on the debate teams. We decided to word our proposition: "Resolved:
The Little Rock Zoo Should Charge an Admission Fee." The rest of the
class eagerly agreed to help the two debate teams. They would write down
all the arguments they could think of on either side and give them to the
debaters. All of our economic !earnings regarding the zoo really proved to be
beneficial now! pt. Gray visited our classroom for an entire afternoon,
helping the debaters prepare their speeches and giving us many helpful hints
on the correct order for the debate, the placing of the speakers' stand, etc. A
date was established, and the students decided to invite a number of
important city officials and officials of the zoo, along with school adminis-
trators and the parents of the debaters.

It was also decided that we should share our study with our visitors, so a
question and answer period was planned to follow the debate. By now we
were all experiencing a real "togetherness," and the preparations seemed to
bring out the best in everyone. We received affirmative replies to most of our
invitations, and we were very excited about the fact that important people in
the community were recognizing -our study as being relevant to a current
economic problem. Each visitor seemed genuinely eager to hear about the
research that our ten-and-eleven-year-old pupils had done on an issue they
were-Concerned about. The news bureau at Little Rock City Hall put out a
release lo,the three major TV stations, a state radio station, and the major
state newspaper.

Needless to say, there was an obvious increase in the feeling of
anticipation and e)tcitement in the classroom as the day of the debate
approached. To greet our guests, we placed a table by the entrance with a
large sign saying: "Welcome to our Community Economic Debate." The
two students posted at the table made sure that every guest had a program
and name tag. There was a "standing room only" audience when the time
for the debate arrived. Among the visitors were the mayor, the city manager,
the director of parks and recreation, the director of the zoo, the sehool
superintendent, the president of Friends of the Zoo, the economic education
supervisor, our debate coach Professor Gray, our principal, the parents of
the debate team members, reporters and cameramen from all three TV
stations, a reporter from a radio station, and a reporter and photographer
from the leading state newspaper.

The students performed like professionals. Furthermore, our economic
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_learnings were revealed in the speeches of .the debate team. The team
arguing fot an admission'tee listed the various advantages to having a fee,
such as hiring a full-time veterinarian. The other, team ,replied that many
people in Arkansas were too poor to pay the fee and thalthere were other
alternatives, such as a millage increase Tor cities outsid of Little Rock to
help support the zoo, and a zoo museum tax likethatlevi by the cityof St.
Louis. The rebuttal speakers had not rehearsed Their pres tations,-but they
showed that they had done careful research by citinf practices at. such
well -known zoos as the one in San biego. Theprobable impact of a fee on
people of various income levels was' noted. Unfortunately, limitations of
space prevent' me from repeating all the economic arguments that were
made, not to mention the value questions that were raised.

After the debate the students asked very intelligent questions of .the
officials who were present. For example; one pupil wanted to know what
had happened when the zoo issue had been voted on in the past. The mayor
gave his views on the issue, but told the students that they could write letters
to the city directors to set forth their own opinions on the problem. The new
zoo director described his experiences at other zoos and what had happened (
when fees were charged. ,

Other interesting things happened during this session. One of our
students, Patrick Studer, had won $10 (first prize) in a poetry contest
sponsored by -the Arkansas State Festival of-Arts. Patrick wanted to present
his $10 to the zoo to add to the fund for purchasing a new giraffe. The mayor
and the president of Friends of the Zoo accepted the check and recognized it
as the first public donation in the campaign to raise money for a giraffe. Our

'guests observed all the economics materials in our classroom and engaged in
intense discussions with the pupils on a one- to'one basis. The new . zoo

director held a group of students spellbOund bAhowing them pictures of.
Snowflake, an albino orangutan, and telling them how the fact that it was
one-of-a-kind raised its price to astronomical levels. Aftedlooking at the
pupils' economic concept booklets, several adults commented that they had
not learned those economic terms until they were in high school. And that
night, all three TV-stations carried us on prime time, thepix o'clock evening
news! We were on radio at noon the next day, and the leading state
newspaper gave us front page coverage.

+.'i So ended Part Three of our plan of stuay. As the reporter for the
newspaper had stated, "This was more than just another idle, acadeitiic
exercise." L

. Part Four. After the excitement of Part Three I thought that this phase
of our study would be an anticlimax, but I was amazed at the enthusiasm of
the students when they returned to school the nondSy following The debate.
Many students wanted to become "city directors," and had prepared
speeches in iepport of their candidacy. Campaigns were conducted, and
seven board members and a mayor were chosen. The pupils also decided to
hire a city manager. This gniup of "elected officials" then met to vote on the
issue of the zoo admission fee, while the rest of us played the roles of local
residents voicing their opinions. There were many heated discussions, and
the final vote was 6 to-1 in favor of the fee. (The city manager did not have a
vote.) The final act had been accomplished.. These students had taken -a
current economic community problem, studied it in depth by using an
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' analytical approach to problem-solving, and had come up with a decision.

Evaluation

Although evaluation had been going on all during,the two months of our
study, the best evidence of learning came during and after the debate. The
editorials and cartoons that appeared in the newspaper after our debate were
indications that we had stimulated community. interest in a current city
problem. Several city officials later informed me that the Little Rock City
Board of Directors had been influenced by our economic study of the zoo fee
question.

Formal valuation was undertaken. through the use of the Test of
Elementary Monomics (TEE) and my own teacher-made examination: The
TEE, which is available from the Joint Council on Economic Education, was
administered on a pretest and posttest basis. The errors ratiged from 17 to 34
on the pretest, but only 4 to 21 'on the posttest. (The test has a total of 4
items.) The results of my own examination were also very encouraging.

Another indication of success is that I was asked to share my technkiues
with teachers attending an ,economic education workshop at Southeast
Missouri State University in June. Also, letters of commendation were
received -fi(om parents, school administrators and city officials. But the most
important values of this economics study were the observable changes in the
young people involVed. I could see confidence growing in these children-'as
they grasped the basic economic' conc,epts relating to city problems. They
had learned to approach problems in a democratic and orderly way. When be
left our classroom on the day of the debate the new zoo director, Mr.
Rogers, said: "Mrs. Gray, don't ever allow economic studies, such as this

,one, become part of the endangered species."

L

o Market, to Market, to Buy . . .

A Fifth-Grade Economics 'Program

Billie M. Bryan an Mary Ellen Ellis
R. Homer Andrew Elementary School

Burlington, North Carolina

Introduction

"To Market, to Market, to Buy . . ." was designed to help our
intermediate-grade students to understand our country's economic system.
We wanted our unit to improve economic literacy and to provide a starting
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point for the learning of economic principles that would affect the students
for a lifetime. We felt that the best way to help our pupils to understand the
market system was to simulate the marketplace in our own classroom and
have the children play the roles of both consumer and producers

To set the stage for our study we drew from a local project of.great
interest to the youngsters. Burlington had just begun to redevelop the
downtown area by building a mall. The downtown area had been dying, and
it was hoped that the project called Company

to
Mall would provide

revitalization. This gave us the opportunity to make our teaching unit
irelevant to a real-life situation in our city. We, too, would build a mallin
our classroom.

We decided that the best approach to accomplish our goals was to let
economics be a-thread that would run throughout tl* entire school year and
to give economics greater emphasis in the social 'science curriculum. In
addition, economics would be integrated with other areas of the curriculum
whenever possible.

We put up the engine of a train'in September and told our students to
.climb aboard, for we were training to becothe good economists. As we
traveled along the tracks of the American tree enterprise system during the
schod year we added new cars, each major economic topic becoming a
"car." This not only served as an excellent motivational device, but
illustrated the point that one economic concept is related to (or builds upon)
another.

Developmental Activities*

Each unit of our economic project will be referreckto as' a "car," and our
desciiption will follow the same formata list of the major concepts to be
taught, followed by the activities used to convey those concepts.

Car 'No. 1. Economic Systems
Some of the concepts to be taught in this unit were as followS:

All societies must answer the questions: What shall we produce? How
shall we produce? For who'll shall gifproduce?
Variations in economic systems are 25.....ounted frit', in part, by differences
in culturest-governments and te8hology.
In a comniand system government authorities decide what goods and
set-vices to produce, how, and for whom. Most resources are owned-or
controlled by the state.
In a market stem the consumers decide what to produce through their
"dollar votes."
Every economic system faces the basic fact of scarcity because there are

f not enough productive resources to satisfy the wants of the people.
Because scarcity is a basic facj of life, choices must be made.

We introduced this unit be explaining that every nation must try to
answer the basic questions: What to produce? How? For whom? Several
periods were spent discussing the ways in which the market system answers
these questions in our country, and how our sy4tem compares with the

* This is an abbreviated version. The complete report can be obtained from the Vernon R.
Alden Library, Ohio University, Athens, OhioThe Editor.
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command economy of the Soviet Union. We stressed the fact that eco-
nomics concerns itself with making the best possible use of scarce resources
to meet unlimited wants. The various, institutions of capitalism werediscussed, and we wrote a skit entitled "Marty Discovers the Dollar Vote."
This little play 'reinforced the children's knowledge of the market system and
of the important role played by consumers. The fact .that economists do not
always agree.becameobvious as we followed the. Presidential election.

During a study of the role of economists we spent much time talking
about Adam Smith and his philosophy. While we were celebrating our
nation's birthday we also took time to celebrate the 200th-anniversary of
Smith's book The Wealth of Nations. To give the class a surprise, wearranged to have a local businessman visit us dressed in an eighteenth
century costume. He brought a copy of Smith's book and told the youngsters
about Smith's principles of economics. Later, during our Halloween Cos-
tume Parade, we had our own "Adam Smith," and a pupil committee
prepared its own version of The Wealth of Nations. Other economists werediscussed throughout the year, and when Milton Friedmari the Nobel
Prize our class wrote to congratulate him. It was an exciti g me when he
wrote back expressing great interest in what we Were doing. We then
constructed life-size models of Adam Smith and Milton Friedman.

An economics center was set up in the room, containing such things as
filmstrips to help in teaching the pupils how the market system works. This
was to, provide a strong academic foundation for4he "acting out" of the
market system that was to occur later. We were going to establish our own
businesses in our classroommall, which was named Polly Shops Mall. Our
simulated city was named "Parrotsville, A Bigger, Better Birdtown." A
mayor and city council were elected. We had now hooked our Parrotsville
Express to our Economic Systems Car, and our exciting journey across
America's free enterprise system had begun.

Car No. 2. Money and Exchange.
Some of the objectives of this unit were as follows:

To understand the various functions of money.
To see the relationship between productive effort and money income.
To understand how financil institutions act as intermediaries.

. To learn how credit helps to promote economic growth.
Our pupils knew that as consumers they needed money to obtain the

things they wanted, but we tried to show them that money itself does not
provide satisfactionit simply serves as a medium of exchange. We traced
the history of money and described the various forms that money has taken.
The disadvantages of the barter system were discussed. Many films,
filmstrips and books were used to teach this subject; and some children
brought 'Samples of money from other lands. United States currency_and
coins were examined, and we noted the advaritages of our moneyit is
portable, divisible, durable, and easily recognized. Much emphasis was
placed upon the functions of money; namely, that it serves as a medium of
exchange, standard of value, store of value, and standard of deferred
payment. We hung a giant dollar bill from the ceiling with the four functions
of money liSted underneath it. A bulletin board display on the circular flow
of economic activity was arranged, showing how money helps to make this
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flow possible.
Then we explained that our money supply includes checks and credit. A

study of hoW banks work was initiated. The children learned abOut savings
accounts, checking accounts, loans and interest. A bank was established in
our classroom, and we took a trip to one of the banks in our 'community.
Later, when the children began to earn Toney through, our classroom
economic activities, thek-W6tild-15e able to deposit money in the class bank
(the "Feather Your Nest National Bank"). The children took turns running
the bank, for they had, all learned the details of writing checks, making
deposits and keeping records. They even prepared monthly bank state-
ments. We stressed the importance of savings and investments to the growth
of our economy.

To make Mu- bank as realistic as possible,. we let students use "money"
from their accounts to buy the right to engage in sporting events or other
leisure time activites, and we urged them to deposit money in their savings
accounts throughout the year so they would have enough to pay their taxes
by April 15! The pupils learned about various kinds of bank loans, how
banks earn their income, and how bank loans help to stimulate the economy
of our community. There were lessons in how to apply for credit (including
the filling out of credit applicatiOns) and in how credit affects the 'national
economy. Later, when our classroom entrepreneurs established their busi-
nesses several of them had to obtain loans from the class bank.

Car No. 3. Working and Earning..
The concepts in this unit include&the following:

People who make useful things or do useful work are produceit.
Division of labor incipases efficiency and output, but makes people
interdependent.
Unemployment is an economic waste and causes human suffering.
Labor unions play an important role in our economy.

All of our students knew that some members of their families work, but
they did not seem to understand why work is so important. Thus, we wanted
the boys and girls to understand that for most people the most important
thing they have to sell is their own labor. The foundation for this unit was
laid through a vocabulary list that included such terms,as wage, salary and,
income. To stimulate student interest, we developed a career education
activity called "What will I be, from A to Z?" This helped the children to
realize that they would someday join the labor force and that they should
begin now to prepare themselves.

It became clear that individual initiative is a vital part of our economic
system, and that there are good reasons why all workers do not earn the
same income. The students learned the various factors that affect a person's
income; such as the kind of occupation he or she pursues and the demand for
his or her services. We learned why some industries have higher wage scales

. than others, and we saw why skill and training are so important. The
importance of making the right career choice was stressed.

Our students were now ready to seek employment in our classroom.
Each child filled out a job application form in our "personnel office,"
seeking employment in such things as passing out lunch tickets, distributing
supplies, and cleaning sinks. They were given to understand that they could
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be dismissed if they did not\vork efficiently and responsibly. Ech worker
was entitled to a vacation andlto five sick days. Play money was used to pay
the boys and girls their wages, and they could deposit this in 'savings or
checking accounts. 'We nev0 told them how much they had to save; but
most realized that we were leading up to 'a big project that would require
ready cash of those Who.wanted to start their owq businesses.

`Me discussed earning an inc9me, budgeting, and using one's income for
consumer goods and services: So line time was spent explaining how inflation
has eaten away at the buying power of our incomes. One all-Class activity
was the folloWing of prices of many products in the typical "market basket."
We made a charl to show the trend of inflation over a period, of several
Months.

Another problem that the children were aware ofwas unemployment,
for Burlington isia textile community and had been hit hard by the economic
Slow-down. Many of the boys and girls were directly affected,: for their
fathers had been dismissed and they knew at first hand.about the human
suffering that unemployment causes. When the national unemployment rate
was 7.9 percent, We terminated the jobs of that percentage of our classroom
"employees." We explained that we, as management, had to make cut-
backs because- of financial difficulties. The emotional response was
tremendousanger,:frustration and bitterness! The discussion sessions on
this topic focused on the social and economic costs of unemployment, and
the children began to empathize very sttongly with adult men and women
who had lost their jobs. We'visited a local trucking company that had just
released 600 workers and saw the rows of parked trucks and the empty
loading docks. It was a grim and graphic picture. We then went to the local"
Employment Security Commission to see how this agency helps people who
suddenly find themselves out of work.

The subject of inflation came up again, and we wanted to reinforce their
knowledge of the effect of this phenomenon. We brought, such things as

,candy, soft drinks, chewintgum and peanutg to the classroom and put a
"going'13riceffan these ite The children could alb spend their money on
movies, skating and other a tivities. We asked each child to decide how he
or she might spend two °liars on these goods d services, but 'after they
had done this we raised t e Piices. This dramatic 11y/illustrated the effect of
inflation' on their buying power. e

The next step was to relate the concept of inflation to the adult world. A
"market baskqtj,' of cardboard items representing food, shelte1 clothing,
fuel and medical services was prepared and displayed in the thorn. The
prices-of the items in the basket wer&rising, but the wages of Most parents
were fixed during that period of time. There was a lively discussion of the
effect of inflation on a family's standard of living. In response fo a student's
question we explained the Consumer Price Index. The causes and possible
cures of inflation were discussed, and the children acquired an elementary
understanding of demand-pull and cost-push. We also tried to explain how
the money supply has an influence and how competition can help to curb
inflation. Thus, it was shown that the ride in our "Economics Train" was
not always smooth, and that inflation and' unemployment are

,. unfortunatelypart of the cargo.
We were learning how professional economists try to help with the

problems, and how they often provide guidance. The role that economists
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play was discussed, and we add two more economists to our collection of
eardboarc( models which we alle "Who's Who in ,Economics." These
were Dr. Juanita Kreps and Dr Andrew Brimmer. Then our train headed for
its next stop, "Consumerville "

Car Nof. We Are All Consumers. . -

ThE Objectives of this unit.were as follows:

To help the pupils to realize that everyone is a consumer and that the
consumer's "dollar votes" help to guide and direct our economic activity.
To show students that wants are potentially unlithited and that the
resources to-satisfy those wants are limited.

. To see that 'choices must be made, and that choices are influenced by
es, beliefs, incomes, and the availability of resources.

o understand that wants vary because of personal preferences and age
erences, ,

- .4- ,

' We plained that our "train" was "stopping at Consumerville"
,

becaus e are all consumers. We viewed several films and filthistrips on the
consumer, and owl vocabulary list grew to include such terms as impulse
buying, budgeting, choice, competition, advertising and opportunity cost.
The opportunity cost principle was stressed, for when the consumer chooses
one item he or she sacrifices some other item that could be obtained with the
same amount of money.

Advertising was a popular subject, and the students chose products and
_ .wrote their own "ads" for them. We examined the various methods used in

advertising, and how advertising affects consumer behavior. The role of
government and of consumer groups who try to protect us from misleading
advertising was discussed. Such .publications as Consumer Reports, Con-
sumer Bulletin, and Changing Times were studied. Government regulation
of utilities and government antimonopoly actions were also considered It
this point.We noted, too, that advertising does play an'important role in our
economy, and we invited representatives from a local radio station. and

_ newspaper to visit us and talk about advertising. They provided valuable
information for the pupils who would be establishing a classroom advertising
agency, newspaper and radio station later on.

Each student selected a product and did &price survey in several stores.
The differences in prices were then discussed, with attempts to explain those
differences. It was noted that small prOpiietors charge more than Chain

..stores, and that "convenience stores" charge more also. (Consumers are
often willing to pay the additional charge, however.) Comparisons were
made of quality as well as prices. We made a study of "The Use and Abuse
of Credit," discussed impulse buying, and had the youngsters prepare
workable budgets. For the first time many of the children began to acquire.
,realistic notions of what is required to run a (tousehold and to appreciate the
problems their parents face in trying to stretih their incomes. They saw the
impoetince of having money, in savings acco to cover unexpected
expenses, such "as repairs or medical bills. We h not planned to teach

. - aboutusurance, but so many questiOns'arosewhe we included insurance
ptemitans in our budgets that we had to take one period to talk aboutvarious
types of insurance...

, Finding that ,imputse buying occurs very often in supermarkets, we had
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the students make shopping lists categorized in terms of the locati n of the
items in the stores-r-meats and poultry,°dairy products, canned g dds, etc.

"'is The items could be ranked in order of importance, so that those most
necessary would be purchased first. When our pupils later priced the items
on the list they were.amazed at the cost of grocerieS, for they had' fcfttimerly
taken for granted that their parents could easily meet their needs. Several
stated that they would now be less demanding and stop asking for expensive
snack foods.

Car No. 5. Taxes.
The following understandings were to be conveyed through this unit:

Just as we need money to run our households, the local, state and federal
governments need money with which to operate.
Governments levy taxes in order to provide various services for the
pedple
Government's income is limited, and thus government officials must also
make choices on what goods and services to provide.
A certain amount of government control and influence is accepted in our
economy for the protection of the people.

,7 'In addition to films, filmstrips and materials from our library, we had
materials on taxation provided by pur local tax office. Each- student was
given a worksheetOn which to list the sources of local, state and federal
revenue, and the services provided by each lever Of government. Each such
service was illustrated with pupil art work. We had a "tax tree'! in the room,
and each drawing was placed on the tree.

OnetImstrip showed alaxpayer becoming very angry when the tax on
his property was increased. We wondered if the children would react in the
same way when they learned that they would be paying taxes too. Our "City
COuncil" called, a town meeting which was presided River by our student
mayor. The mayor explained that each citizen of Parrotsville, would pay both
income and sales taxes. The filmstrip had shciwn why a town has to collect
taxes, however, so the class overwhelmingly supported This action. They
Were less enthused, however, when the time for payment of taxes came, and
one pupil had to obtain a loan from the bank to meet his payment. Our local
tax office provided sales tax charts for the use of the clasroont merchants
when they opened their stores, and our City Council hired a tax collector. Of
course, the town of Parrotsville provided a number of services for /its
citizens. One of the exciting moments for us came when a stpdent com-
mented: "You knovii, I've been thinking when we break out the windows in
schools and stuff like that we're only hurting ourselves because we end up
paying for it."

The nett stop on our "tiai'h" would be the new mall we planned to build.

Car No. 6. To Market, to Market, to Buy . . .

Thieunit was to be vitally important in teaching our students about the
market system. Some specific objectives were as follows:

To understand how profit acts as an incentive to businesses.
To learn about the role of the entrepreneur as the,organizer of productive
resources (land, labor and capital).
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To see,that competition is one of the important factors in a capitalist
economy.
Twunderstand and appreciate individual freedom and initiative in the

-naket system.
To become aware of the rights of owners* of property.
To understand that businesses may take the forms of proprietorships,
partnerships or corporations.

*.To understand supply and dem-aind, and how they affect prices.
--%

This was the final stop of the "Parrotsville Express," and we would
stay here longer than we had stayed at any other stop. There would be more
knowledge to digestand we would combine all the eco mic principles we
had studied earlier as we traveled across the tracks f America's free
enterprise system. We would simulate free enterprise a shopping mall
where our students could organize and run their own businesses.

'The' classroom mall was designed to parallel the, redevelopment of
downtown Burlington, which we had been following all year. The students
worked in groups to, decide what goods to produce for our Polly Shops Mall.
Work was divided into a number of specialized tasks, and the pupils could
apply for the jobs that interested them. Resource people from the commu-
nity provided expert guidance in such things as weaving and making pottery.
Students were paid in play money by Bryan-Ellis Enterprises; which was
owned by the teachers. Wages could be deposited in the class bank. One
group made jewelry; wall hangings, pillows and book covers: Another grew
plants and made flower pots and macrame hangers. A -third produced
paintings and made greeting cards. Assembly lines were where
appropriate. When enough had been produced to supply all the stores we
closed down our "factory." By this time the pupils knew what isvaslike to
be workers, and we had discussed labor unions with the president of the
AFL-CIO in North Carolina.

14.
By March the students ha enough money in their accounts to start their

own businesses. Among the b sinesses they considered were a craft shop,
newspaper, radio station, construction company, advertising agency, movie
theater, game, center, florist, record shop, jewelry store, potpourri, dud
bakery. They frad to think about the prospect. for profit with each business,

Viand whether it would be organized as a' p oprietorship; partnership or
corpoiation. Organizational meetings were he d, names were chosen, store
fronts were designed, and merchandise was urchased. Ea*firm had to
rent space from Polly Shops Realty and hire the construction_bompany to
build its store or office. Each firm could interview and hire workers.
(pnfortunately, there is too little space to perafnit -a description of each
iompany. See the original report For a detailed \ ccount of each firm.)

The students had considerable freedom q running their enterprises.
MOst chose the partnership form, but therewas one corporation and one
proprietorship. They learnecreconomic princips through experience. For
example, two girls discovered that they could increase their sales by
reducing their prices. The operators of the radio station found that their
income was not all profit, because they had to pay rental costs for records,
equipment, and the use of the control room. Those runnning the theater and
game center saw, that the consumers intended to satisfy their wants for
tangible goods before they would pay for their services, and thus they had to
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be patient before they started receiving some of the4mOney being spent:
Some enterprises required more capital investment than others, and a few
feared they, would go bankrupt before they could earn enough to cover their
initial outlays. The newspaper publisher learned that advertising brings in
more revenue than subscriptions. Advertising paid off for a merchant whose
goods had not been selling well. In short, the students had to make many of
the numetkns adjustments that any real-life business must make, and only
one firm failed. (The company had gone too heavily into debt, and the
partners did not work well together.) It is impdrtant to note that the student
whose poor work habits and lack of responsibility led to the bankruptcy did
not become bitter. Instead, he immediately began to mend his ways.

When the mall closed for good, the entrepreneurs could sell their
remaining stock by auction. We were paid a fee to auction the.goods and
keep the records. Some lessons were learned here also, for several pupils
forgot what they had learned about good consumer habits and bid too high.
Those who overdrew their checking accounts had to pay the bank a penalty
fee for their overdrafts. The Polly Shops Mall had given our students a rare
chance to look ahead at what the adult world would bring. Some did well,
but others experienced disappointment and frustration. For all of them it was
alarning "perience that should help to prepare them for the respon-
sibilities of economic citizenship.

Evaluation

Car Mo. 7 was the evaluation' of the program, and ,this took several
forms. One means of evaluation was the administratiOn 'of a formal written
test. We devised a test made up of 20 multiple-choice items (a copy is
included in the original report) and administered it to the class. We alsd
administered the same test to a control class that was not receiving
economics instruction. The two groups had about the save average I.Q.
score, and were from the same socioeconomic background. The students
who had been in our economics project achieved significantly higher senores.

Another evaluation technique was our "Economics High I.1Q. Bowl," a
game in which teams competed to see which could answer the greatest
number of economics questions. We used lighted signal boards, buzzers, and
other trappings employed by TV game shows. .A professbr of economics
from Elon College .served as judge. We even had official score keepers and
cheer leaders.Since-the winning team nosed out the losers by a very small
margin (120 to 1 lqpoints), it was evident that all had learned their economics
well. Indeed, we gave every student a certificate in recognition of his or tier
achievement in economics. ,

Student comments, attitudes and behavior were also taken into account.
_For example, one typical comment was: "I. hope we have economics in the

ixth, seventh, eighth and ninth grades." The pupils eagerlY' discussed the
economic costs of vandalism and shoplifting, using their knowledge of
economics to analyze these costs. Many, established goals for themselves
and began to save money for the first time. They also began to live more
thought to their future and to plan for their jobs.

. Many parents wrote notes or carne to visit us to tell uS how often their
childrentdiseussed economics at home. Several volunteered to help with
field trips and classroom activities. The response from business people was
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very positive. For instance, redevelopment bfficials invited our students to
be special-guests at the grand opening of Company .Shops Mall. Business
leaders came to our classrOom to observe our i:Irogram in action.

Finally, the success of our .program apparently ctrivincectliothers to
teach economics also. Net year every third, fifth, eighth and twelfth-grade
class in the_Burlinaton City SchOok will teach economics. We have been
involved in many local workshops to:share our expeiiences with Other
teachers, and we have been invited, to A. state social studies conference to
explain our pr4Ograrnt We have served as resource people at an economic
education workshop at the University of Georgia. 'We strongly feet that
economic edtqation has an important place in the elementary school, and We .

think our project has proven that young students can master many of the
basic concepts of the free enterprise system.

My School: A Laboratory for
Studying Economics

An Eight-Week Unit for Fifth and Sixth Grades
"'

Beverly Perkins
Wobds Elementrj, School, Fort Smith, Arkansas

Introduction,_

During the 1975-76 school year I taught economics to my pupils but had
some difficulty raking economic concepts "come alive" for them. My fifth
and sixth-grade; class included a total of 26 children. They were intelligent
and eager to learn, but as the 1976-77 year approached I was still unable to
come to-grips with an idea for a classroom economics unit that would "turn,
on" the children. At the beginning of the second sarnester, however, an idea
began to jell in my mind. Why not use the school as a laboratory? We were in
a new open-space school. The children were proud of'the one-and-a-half-

-7; year-old building, and it occurred to me that economics was all around' us.
But hoW could I initiate the-project?
a One morning I listed several economic terms on the chalkl?oard, such as
choices, 'scarcity,.specialization, opportunity cost.; interdepenaence, money
and circular flow. "Do these words make any-sense to you?" I asked the
children. "Yes, that's economics,". shouted several of the, youngsters who
had particpatod in,an economics projevt the year before. I then announced
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that we were going on an "economics hunt.
' ' "What's that ?:' they.asked. Y explainedltiatwe were ing to tare a
tour of the building and grounds-and "hunt"- foi eCortomicS. Upon returning

. .

't4 our teaching station the,Pupils woule expected to 'tell me what'they had
seen that would make good subjects for tfie study of economics. Gur tour
begah'with a quiet march through' the opehLbay area where we looked at the
carpeting, lighting, air conditioning ducts,'and the large open spaces. In the
cafeteria we saw men deliwing food for storage in.large refrigerators and
freezers. On our way to a large- storage room where machines and tools are
kept, we saw children purchasing supplies at the s-chool store. Out on the
school grounds we discussed playground equipment, the landscaping, and
the machines used to build the school and to landscape the grounds.

Back in the. classroom the children were excited. and eager to ask
..questions. "Who paid for this building?" `;'Where did the _money came

from?,,'' "Who hired the people to build it?" The questions seemed endless,
s and I assured the pupils that in due course' we would find answers. Then I

Aced, "What did you see that would Make good subjects for. the teaching of
economics?" There was no shdrtage of answers, :as they called out such
topics as the school store,-the men deliveringfood, the equipment, etc. I was
.elated. 1 'had found the spark that would kindle, the fire fin- learging
economics. -

lewas time to formulate the objectiVes for our unit, and the enthusiastic
4 que5tionssand comments of the:' students`. helped to give .. direction to .the

'course the project was to take. They,would learn that economics is a vitalpart
of their school day, and that they encounter economics in eiteryt,hing they do
in school. They would see that productive resources were used in providing
,them with a new building, andundeEstaild thatthe school and all that goes on
within it are 1-nade- possible by, both private and public enterprise. They
would underStand taxation, money, capitalformation, investment, credit,
interdependence, choice making; and the circular flowiRpspecially as those
concepts applied to Woods School. a
Develpmental Activities

The first phase of our study dealt with the open-space school,;..itser
'.What prodnctive resources were used in nbuildidg it? Why Was the-choice
made to build an open-space schook? What' was. the opportunity cost? Were
efforts, made to save' on produdtiv -resources?, How were productive
resources allocated? What is a public enUrprise?

. - We saw a filmstrip on productive resources d made lists of the ft ctors
of production (natural resourceschUman resources and 'capital resoUrces).
Committees were formed,to do research on topics .dealing -with. productive ;

"...resources 4tid how they are used in our society. Charts, posters and bulletin
board displays were - created. The specific resources used in building the

. school were illustrated on charts. For example, among the human resources
were architects, draftsmen,. skilled technicians and laborers. Natural re-
sources included the rand on which the building stands and the raw materials

:N.sed to make the briCks. All the tooaand equipment used in congtructingIbe
/building were capital resources. The class then,learned that-these resources

are brought together by entrepreneurs.
We.found that money had.to be borrowed to build the school; and this

i'..,acforded an' excellent opportunity to teacFabout scarcity and decision-
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Inaking. ,The school distlict had to decide how to allot to its scarce
resources. The film "How Shall We Usu. Onr Resources?" was shown to
introduce the concept of scarcity. li comes are limited, and we cannot have
everything we waA Thns, choices i ust he made among alternative ways of
using our limited resources. We in iced Wallace Floyd, the Director of
Instruction for the Fort Smith Pub c Schools, to explain how some of the
decisions about using resources to build the school had been made. The
opportunity cost principle was discussed, and Mr. Floyd explained that the
resources We use to satisfy one want cannot -be used to satisfy another. For
example, the planning cotnmittee wanted all-weather air conditioning and ear-

1.peting as well as 'a large-materials center, but the architect explained that the .
cost of providing interior walls for enclosing. classrooms would equal
the ceM of the air conditioning and carpeting. The decision was to eliminate
the interior walls and have the all - weather air conditioning and carpeting. The
opportunity cost, then,' was the interior walls. After discussing this, the
childrert decided that the com-nit-lee had made a wise choice. .

.
Theri we studied how both public and private enterprises were involved

in building the school. 1 showed th filmstrips ',.Movernment Goods and
Services" and !.. usineSS Organizatio Woods . ool is an example of a
public enterprise, and ,the administiat teachers were icited as
examples o wf people who work for government and produce goods or services
paid for by the taxpayer's money. The children listed the different groups
from private enterprise contributing to the construction of Woods Schodl
along with the goods' or services they provided: We also listed people from
the public sector who helped. 1,

Some DT the children had no undeptandi taxation or how taxes
were levied topay for Woods School. We used se e id , strips to ain an
understanding of taxis, such as "How Taxes Work" and "Why e Pay
Taxes." An official, from the Public Schools Service Center visite us to
explain schpol taxation. He noted that the taxpayers own the schools and
pay the salaries of school personnel. He described-the property-tax, millage,
and assessment rates. A pie graph was used to -show hpw much of -the Fort
SmithSchool budget goes to Woods School..Hit-'also helped 'Ate students to
see how interdependence and specialization applied to the construction of

sW
-Wo ds School. The role of competition in oureconomy was noted when our
s aker explained that competition- among contractors helped to keep the

ost of construction down. Each contractor hired various specialists (plumb-
s, bricklayers, carpenters, etc.), so the school created jobs and put

money into the local economy. Alf payments becatne part of the circular
flow. In response to a student's question, he explained th"ond issue; and
again we saw how competition helpyd to keep the interest rate down because
the school board had taken bids from investment.companies.

We planned a role playing activity'which. would incorporate all the steps,
involved in financing and building Woods School.'In preparation for this we
viewed the filinstrip %Tanks and Banking.' The pupils learned what, banks
do and hos-t, they were involved in-the financing of the schooKSorrie of the
children's own savings' might have gone into purchasing the...bonds. Taxa-

i tiOn, Capital formation, investment and credit were now beginning to make

and "Credit Buying" were helpful. The role-playing activity incl ded
sense to them. Such filmstrips as "Private Capital,'",r"How We Borr r,"

simulated., school board' Meetings, debates on the bond. issue, an eleCtiOn'on
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the bond question, the selling ,of the bowls to an investment company.
meetings betweena planning committee and'anarchitect, meetings between
the, school board and-contractors, competitive bidding, and the hiring of
specialists to .build the 'school. The students also wrote essays and drew
pictures to illustrate the relevant concepts.

With the study of the building of thOsihool behind us, we began to look
at the daily activities in the school and of Ae people who proVide goods and
services to Woods School. The role of the middleman was studied with .'

- considerable interest, for "middleman" was a new word to the children. The
pupils interviewed truckdrivers, salesmen, the mail carrier and others whose

1 services somehow helped to provide us with our needs and wants in the
school. The importance of these people was dramatically shown by a,
discussion-of what would happen if they did not come to the school. (No

-' supplies for cinssrOom use; no meals in the cafeteria, etc.) The filmstrip
r "Specializing and Exchanging" was shown at this time, helping us to see the

relationship between specialization and production. The people we had
interviewed were all Specialists in their jobs, and by specializing we can
produce more goods and services. This provides us, with mere to choose
from, but also leads to interdependence. Consideration was also given to' he
manufacturers who produce the., things we use in the school. .

The children were beginning to understand that interdependenceland;..

trade create the need for a 'Money system. Barter will not work in an
advanced economy like ours. To give the class an idea of the inefficiency of a
system without money we had a humorous discussion of the chain of events
that would follow if Whirlpool paid their employees with a refrigerator. Some
parents worked at Whirlpool, so the youngsters were. able to think of
problems that would arise in trying to buy groceries and pay. bills with a
refrigerator as the" medium of exchange. I showed the filmstrip "Money and
Exchange ". and invited a representative of a local bank to come and discuss
the forms of money commonly used. He also explained the diffefence
between demand and savings deposits and how. banks handle checks. The
studentslater dramatized trading in Woods School in a barter system. There
were many humorous incidents, such as the surf/rise the vendors would get
when they delivered goods to Woods School and got some other item instead
of money in exchange. We also studied credit as it relates to Woods School.

The market economy was the next major topic, and I showed the
filmstrip "Economic Systems." Although Woods School 'is a public enter-
prise, we could teach the characteristics of the' free enterprise system
through a study of the school store. Furthermore, the people delivering
goods to the school also represented private enterprise. I wanted the
children to learn that in a market economy the .consumers have a strong
voice nvdetermining what will be produced, and that decisions on "how"
and ,tfoNOirhom" arc also made privately. The profit motive and private
ownership of property were important subjects here. Students interviewed
the sgles people in the school store to learn why they carried the goods they
did. We learned that demand determined the type-of goods the store would
stock and that competition from other sellerslin the area had an effect on the
prices the store was charging. The pupils made a poster showing the
characteristics of the market economy, such as private ownership of
property, the profit motive, and consumer direction. The owner of a. school
supply company visited us to talk about profit and how it is determined. The
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impact of a change in consinw demand was showii very vividly when We
discussed the recent lay-off of vorkers in a Fort Smith plant that had been

\ unable to sell all its products. ..

The next question we tackled was: "What is technology and what does
it have to do with the extension of resources in Woods School?" After much
discussion we defined technology as "applying the, best knowledge we hav,e

\ to the manufacture and production of goods and services." Then we looked
at the resources being used in the school (including the human resources
such as the principal and the teachers) and, asked how these are being
extended through the use of technology. I made a diary for one day to show
hoW my resources are extended py the use of machines, such as "a projector.
Murals and charts were made to 'how how such things as television, films,

_cassettes and record players serve as "resource extenders" in the school.
The pupils visited the principal's office and noted how the intercommunica-
tion system extends the resources of the school's chief administrator. Thc
pupils were also regarded as human resources, and a bulletin board display
was arranged to compare a poorly equipped classroom with a room full of
modern equipment to show how the latter enhances learning.

In this section I have described only a few of the many activities in
which the school was used as a laboratory for learning economics:*

Culminating Activities
,

The project was brought to a close with an assembly prograrh entitled
'Economics on Parade" which was given for the intermediate children in

WoOds School. My class was divided into five groups, each representing a
major area of study, and each being responsible for a five-minute presenta-
tion. Group One gave an overview of "The EConomics of an Open pace /
School," dealing with productive resources, scarcity, opportunit3( cost,
public enterprise, and private enterprise as they applied to the building of the
school.

Group T opic was "Paying for Our School." This group explained-,
millage, the b d issue, in estment companies; capital format*, and
interdependence. Group Three, showed "How Goods and Services are
Provided for Woods School." Such concbpts as goods, services, medium of
exchange, banks, and the role of the middleman were covered. The subject

Store,"of Group Four's presentation was "The Economics of a School S
which inclUded such topics as private Vs. public enterprise, e proprofit ,,
motive, consumer direction, competition, and the private owne hip of

4 property. Group Five dealt with "resource extenders" in a presentation
entitled "Making- Work Easier and More Efficient." They taught the
audience about technology and how it makes teachers, the principal, and_
even the pupils more productive. , --

Evaluation

The evaluation techniques used in this unit included a careful check of
the children's daily work to sec if there was real evidence of progress, the
use of the standardized Test of Elementary Economics (available. from flee

* A more detailed version of this report can be obtained froin the Vernon R. Alden Library,
Ohio University, Athens; Ohio. )
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Joint Council on Economic Education), and a teacher-made test: In addition,
several teacher-made tests were given throughout the study; and samples of
pupil work at the beginning of the unit were compared.with their work at the
end of the unit The quality of their work improved significantly over the
period of our study, and their understanding of economics increased
dramatically.

The Test of Elementary Economics was administered on a pretest,
,posttest basis. The median score increased by 15 points! (The maximum 0
pgssible score on this test is 40 points.) I am convinced', however, that there
is no way to evaluate fully and objectively what children learn in a project
such is this ond'. Although it may be subjective in nature, I should like to list
the "fallout" tWat I observed while conducting this economics project.

I. The children become highly motivated because they are using an
activity approach in dealing with real-life issues.
The students become mere creative, as evidenced by their work in
music, drama, art, writing and the like.

3. The pupils learn,how to do research and acquire the necessary skills
to search for information.

4. The students read more widely to find answers to their questions.

In short, I know ofnO'approach that is more effective in teaching basic skills
than getting youngsters interested in a goodleconomics study.

IntrodUcti

Islands
A Learning Sequence in Econ mic tk.« eness for sixth Grade

6arles A. Green
South School, Crystal La Illinois

The "Islands" project started as an idea to correlate economic concepts
with the ```world theme" which is so common in the sixth-gradz±urriculum.
By setting up in the classroom a world that the students could call'their own,
they- would be simulating many important aspects of the real world o hich
they are parp. The plah was to have three islands on an imagi ry planet,

,-

Mote: ecause of the length and unusual nature of this report, we can.include only a
;summary iljand overview here.-Feachers who wish to replicate the project should obtain the
original entry from the Vernon Alden Library, Ohio University, Athens., Ohig,The Editors:
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each island being an economic unit. The c1aSs would be divided into three
groups, each group being responsible for making decisions concerning one
island and all its inhabitants. The students would make decisions about
business and industry, for example, thus lea' ing basic ecotmic concepts
they:Will need to know when they face life an increasingly complex world
economy. ,

The goals were to teach them specifi economic concepts, to reinforce
skills related to other curriculum areas.:lan to develop pegOnal and social
skills. Among the concepts in the first set goals were that resources are
limited in relation to human wants and need at capital is used to produce
goods, that countries specialize and trade with each other, and that the laws
of supply and demand affect prices. The skills to be reinforced in meeting the
second set of goals included such s4cills as working with percentages and
metrics, writing and oral expression, reading and making maps, the clarifica-
tion of values, and skills relatedS7consumer education. The personal and
social skills tore developed were to make the child an active ffiember of a
small group, cooperate with others, and learn to take an active role in
decision-Making.

The Learning Experience
c

After informing the class that they would become decision-makers for
three islands and dividing the students into three groups, I provided each
group With information packets including basic data and instructions. The
periods woe about 30 minutes long, but could be varied to meet particular
circumstances. The total project would consume about ;6 periods. Each
group' was,provided with a permanent meeting place as far away from the
other groups as possible. '

The first-information packet included a description of the planet which
indicated its size, the location of the three. islands, the amount of land
available for farming, the location of.the cities, the size of the population,
and various topographical features: A map of the planet was placed on the
bulletin board. Each group was then to decide on a name for its country; to
design a natio* flag, and to make a map of its island.

The second information packet described each island's resources (capi-
tal as well as natural) and gave instructions on record-keeping, the use of
money and checks, and other routine matters. The kinds and amounts of
each resource were listed (such.as iron, oil; coal, corn, manufactures; etc.).
Each country was to start withthe same amount of money, and with an
income tax rate of 10 percent. Incomes varied, of Course', but at the
beginning each island was collecting the same amount of tax revenues. Each
group was to keep a journal recordiingealligansactions, including trade with
other islands. Records WeN,,to be- 4Kof- natural resources, industrial
resources, treasury accounts, and tradelgreernentsForMs wgeprAvided
for" these purposes. Checkbooks were Ai) Prepared for_student use. The
pupils had to decide who would preside at meetings; who would keep each of
the journals, and so on. There would be expenditures for such things as
education, welfare and transportation. During a follow-up disculsion with
the class as a whole we reviewed the record-keeping procedures and made
sure that everyone understood key terms such as capital.; revenues, import`;
export,- budget -and-Apecialization. (Vocabulary lists were duplicated, and
distributed.
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Now,the groups wcitild begin. to show differences, as each island belian
to receive sets of problems. For example; Island No. 1 would lose ten units

, of livestockas a result of a cattle disease, and fivevits of trees because of a
forest fire. On th. other hand, new sources of oiPwere found, increasing
their oil supply by 15 units. Meanwhile, on Island No. 2 there has been an oil
spill, decreasing both its oil surplus and supply of fish. But its farmers hiive
had a record harvest, so the,;supply of corn has risen by 15 units. Island No.
'3, on the other hand, was losing corn because of a bad harvest and using up
some of its surplus oil-because of an Imusually Cold*Winter. Its fishing
industry was thriving,. however,.so that its surpluti

to
increased by 1-5

units. The students would haveto start doing research to decide how to cope
with these changes in their resources and needs. As in ?cal life, the problems

'did not stop. Problem set number two brought such tf9ings ali unemployment.
to Islan o. 1, the need for major. highway improvements on Isla N'o;'2,
and a fin ncial Crisis for the school's of Island No. 3. ObVibusly, th e factors
were causing shifts- in each island'S resource base and in e ..relative
advantage that . one ,would have over the others. The third problem set
brought shortages in iron to Island No. .1, an increase in livestock buk a
decrease in fish to Island No. 2, the discovery of new sources of gold in.
Island No. 3, and other-changes that would require numerous adjustments.

A major 'activity erigendered:by Information Packet No. 3 was trade
negotiations among the three countries. The negotiators were to discuss
offers and counter-offers until they could reach agreements then check back
with their 'constituents at home for 'approval of those agreements. Thee
negotiations wereComplicatod by. new sets of problems, such as a drop in
Island No.( 1'sj a's output while that of Island No. ,2 was increasing.
Furthermor , the three countries were now confronted with the suggestion
that they create military establishments, and they would have to decide how
much to allocate the various-sized armies, warships, planes' and the like.

--,---- .

Sample Problem Set
Problem No. 8
Island No. 2

I. co sumption of oil on yourisland is increasingDecrease your oil
sur us by 25 units.

2. The us of coal in your country is also increasing. Decrease your
surplus Y 25 units.

3. Becaus of risingeprices at the reiail stores, people have been buying
larger antities of, meat and fish and storing them in freezers. -
Decrease fish by 30 units.
Decrease livestock by 20 units.

4. The growing season has ,brought much rain and moisture to yob!.
whole island.
A. Increase wheat by, 20 units
B. Increase coicn by 20 units
C. Increase trees by 15 units
D. Increase water surplus by 30 units
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each had to decide on a military budget.. NeW.words were added to the
vocabulary list, suctetrs consumer, producer, urban, rural,, supply ,*mand,
automation, nuclear, and Market. ,,,

The problem sets became increasingly complex as time went on. In set
fiveve Island No. 1i-develops ti new type of camera, discovers a new

island thtat may be rich id oil, and cenfronts the serious problem of air and
water pollution. Similar events occur on Islands 2 gnd 3. The groups are
required to preparelan tten statements about what they will do about the
newly discovered isMeanwhile; labor problems erupt on Island No. I,
the gold, supply dwindles on Island No.,.'2.; and; sland No. 3 is suffering fibril

.

rt,.energycnsis.
Information Packet Number 5 requires the students to make

virontriental impact studies and to engage in urban planning. The city to be
pned -by each group must 20,000 people, and include 7

al aregis, commercial sections; residential areas, parks and recrea--
Oities. There must bk a hospital three grade schools, a high school,

highWays and a railroad. The pupilStnust decide where to locate
ty"a consider the impact on the environment. . )

e:Siith Information Packet concentrates on the problem of what to do
?Elie newly discovered island. EaCVgrOup is now informed of the

Sals otade by the other groups, and, negotiation sessions are set up for
A Rio_ itbof differencesMeanwhile, they city planning project goes'on,

es occur in Aemand.(On Island No I the demand for automobiles rises
:demand fa- clothing drbps for example), and markets must be found

e,thei'newly established industries (suCh as the camera industry of Islandts
80.1). Island No: 2 must increase its money supply and Island No. 3 must

;Ape with a decline in the demand for its electrical appli ces. Thus, as in
life, the people are faced with both domestic and inte atio I problems

samist time, and these problems are interconnected
ext, thenegotiations over what to do with the newly discov re "sland

areln ensified: The groups must realize that' if they decide to share t new
resources they must also share in: ny costs that might be involved.

It turns out that the island has oil;'Iron, gold and timber, but that there will be
high developmentalAnd transportation costs. Things,are not standing still on
the old islands, for again there are sets of problems including such things as
droughts, rising prices, increases in file! consumption. Technological
developments also occur, including possiblities for space exproration, com-
puterization and nuclear power.',The students are required to do research to
decide what to do abort their new problems and new opportunities.

Culiinination' /-.0,.
.

Of course, only a few of the activities have been listed above, and the
,n,- teacher can make this project aslong and as complex as time., resources, and

the abilities and interests of the pupils permit. One culminating activity is to
have each group learn that it is to be replaced by another group. The group:;:
then prepares a report for its successors, telling them what they have learned ,'

about running their island and what advice they would give the new rulers.
This not only summarizes-their !earnings, but serves as an excellent device
to show the teacher what economic, concepts they have mastered.

rmal test can also be administered. Such a test can include the
writing of definitions for key terms (such as capital and surplus), true-false
items, short essay questions ("What happens when demand for a certain

N
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product increars?"), and "thought" questiqns in which the student is asked
to evalUate a statement ("I think there is more than enough oilall we have
to do is drill for it.").

A project of this type enables childrep to experience realistic economic
problems by simulating conditions that exist in our, worldoday. It, arouses
and maintains tteir interest, reinforces and supports, other parts of the
curriculum, and challenges them to think.

APPENDIX TO CHAPTER 2

Good ideas in Brief: Intermediate Leyel

K. DAVID,POitTER of Belfast Central School in l w York,
has had some interesting experiences with the "Mini-Society" approach to
teaching economics. (For details on the ,use of this technique, see Marilyn
Kourilsky, Beyond Simulation. Los Angeles! Educational Resource As-
sociates, tqc., l974,) The classroom becomes a real (not a simulated) society
in which th students establish and operate businesses.and developtheir
own economic, social and political systems. Mr.jorter's pupils adOpted a
currency called "Liberty Bills." They were paid irthis currency for various
classroom chores, and the "Liberty Bills" beCame the unit of account and
medium of exchange for the businesses that were set up. When Jvlr. Porter,-
who originally acted as the government, began to levy taxes there were
frantic protests. This, of course, helped the youligsterseto understand the
"taxation without representation" argument of the American colonists, andt,
some students did attempt to rebel and establish4their town government.
Eventually, a democratic government was established. Many lessons .were
"learned the hard way." When one variety store boughfout the competing
shops, a monopoly was created and prices rose. Those who produced
inferior goods soon foundthat competitors turning out better products lured
their customers away. The students learned to have written contracts after
one partner in a three-partner business withdrew all the firm's funds from the,
class bank and kept the money for himself. Because it had been deposited in
his the other two partners had no legal claim to the money. An
insuran company came into being'after the students realized that absences
because of illness were costing them money. The pupils larttfa to use actual
credit application forms, chattel mortgage forritntand checks supplied by a
cooperative local bank. The children learned that nothing is free. They were
required to pay consultation fees to the teacher when they needed his
adVice. As time went on, the fifth and sixth-grade classes also established
mini-societies, and these new "countries" began to trade with Mr. Porter's
fourth graders. Since each country had a different currency system, 'the
pupils had to learn about exchange rates. They also had to cope with sales

--taxes, the federal inco tax, a state income tax, and FICA. (The fifth and
sixth-grade teachers o cooperated by establishing mini-societies in their
classes were Sue dbauer and Judy Barrett.)
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ADELENE NEISLAA' ElementarylSehool in Fort Smith,
Arkansas,'" has developed a fourth -grade unit in which the pupils learn
economics through the itudy' ofAtie., life of a pioneer family. Most of the
children watched the TV show .1ittle House on the Prairie," vvhicti served.
to stimulate their interest in pioneer' living. Mrs. Neislar ,4hen had her,
students read the series of books 13.(,.Lauraingalls Wilder which tell the story
of the author's life in WiscOnsin,.,KansaS, Minnesota, and the Dakotas
during the 19th centur . Committees were fornie'd to study each of _the eight
bOoks in the serie nd to identify the econoMisconcepts illustrated by each.
Of course, the class` had `received some instruction in ,basic economic
subjects, such as scarcity, productive resources, the market economy, the
circular flow, interdependence, and trade. ,While reading the books the
students would .be expected to try to answer, such questions a's: "What
productive resources did the Ingalls family have 'available?" "How was the
fannly income earned and spent?" "How did they get things they needed but
could not produce?" For a cultnating activity the children collected
recipes from the books and from old cookbook's found at home. They
produced a, cookbook of the cid time recipes and sold copies, thus earning a
stria profit after covering afl production costs. A standardized, test was
administered, revealing that the pupils had learned many-econofikconcepts
from this innovative project.

GEORGE NICKLE and D0kIS MORRIS -of the Lora Little Elemen-
tary School in Wilfrangton, Delawar'e, established a classroom community
called "Tiny Town" for their fifth-grade pupils. This was similar to the
"mini-society" developed by Marilyn Kourilsky. (See the item in this
section regarding the entry of Mr. K: David Porter.) Some interesting value
questions arose as this project emerged. For example, the citizens had to
decide whether or not to permit a race track.to be built in their town, as some
were opposed to gambling. (They voted to permit th;track when they found
that, a local race track was the second highest source of school taxes in the
district.) Each citizen received $5 of Tiny Town currency at 'the beginning,
but from then on they had to earn any income they received. The Tiny Town
bank, required borrowers to put up some sdrt of collateral and, of course,
charged interest on loans. The Pupils had to learn to be neat, orderly and
responsible. Parents and business people from the community served as
,valuable resource persons. A bank official visited the school to explain
Checking accounts and other banking services. When the students had a
disagreement over the issue of government controls over business; a local
government official visited them to present the government's view about the
need for such controls, and a repr8entative of a private firm spoke about
how business people feel,about government intervention. Then, on the last
day of Tiny Town's existence, a group of leading executives from major
Delaware industries visited the classroom. (This was arranged by the Center
for Economic Education at the University'of Delaware. In addition to the six
business executives, the citizens of Tiny Town were visited by six faculty
members frgal the University of Delaware, several teachers and school
administrators, and a class of elementary education students from the
Universitk of Delaware.) The visitors were asked to address alf.questions to
the pupils, not to the teachers. In addition to learning many economic
concepts, the students' improved their skills in mathematics and, oral
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SUSAN PILLAR of WoodN Elenzentary School in Fort Smith, Arkan-.

sas, has, created an economics` dnit entitled "Economics in a Nutshell" for
fourth graders. Since children. usually love peanut and peanut products,
they'were naturally interested in a study relating economic concepts to this
item. They examined the nutritional value of peanuts and peanut butter to
determine whether or not the money spent on these products was providing
the best nUtrition for the price. A consumer.survey was made-to find out how
many families used peanut butter. The children learned about the capital
goods and other resources used in making peanut butter and how the
scarcity of these resources affects the price. The work of George Washlhg-
tonSarver in discovering over 300 uses for peanuts was one subject of .
study-. During a visit to a Planter's Peanut factory the pupils observed
division of labor and mass production at work. The concept of interdepen-..

dence was made clear when they saw how workers in the plant depend upon
others in the economic community. The economic impact of the Planter's
factory,, on the community was also determined. The role of profits in the
industry was studied, as was the competitive situation in the industry, and
the way in ich the industry is affected by government actions and
regulations Finally, the students formed a corporation to produce dnd sell
peanut laths. s. A standardized test of economic understanding was adminis-
tered at the beginning and the end of the project. This showed that significant
gains in econotnic knowledge had been made.

.ROBIN WISARD of Portage Path Elementary Seim in Akron, Ohm,
capitalized on her pupil's' interest in toys to teach econ is concepts. A
"Toy Day" was held in.which the fourth graders brought their favorite
toys to display and discuss in terms of how well each toy met criteria for
being good buys. The market for toys was studied, and the children learned
about the factors that can affect prices for toys, such as increases in supply,
the development of substitute products, and newer materials. The impact of
demand was noted, and the costs involved in producing toys were identified.
The class visited the Akron Art Institute to study an antique toy exhibit,-lead
such articles as Sylvia Porter's The Art of Buying SUper Toys" and Erma
Bombeck's "Toys Won't Get a Chance to Gracefully Die of Old Age," made
their own toys out of cardboard boxe , held barter sessions in which. toys
were exchanged, studied adve ments for toys (along with advertising in

,general), and finally set up a classroom factory to produce toy boats. They
also did market 'research, created "ads," and entered the,Akron Beacon
Journarsi"Design an Ad Contest. ".

MARY E. VDVVARDS of ,England Elementary School in England,
Arkansas, taught many economic concepts to her sixth traders through a
study of rice. Rjde is a major crop in Arkansas, an England is a farming
community economically dependent up4n rice, so Bans and cotton. Tile
opportunity cost principle was learned thkugh a study of whether the land in
the area should be devoted to rice, soybelqs or cottonan increase ,in the
labd devoted to one crop would be at the experts-1W the output of the other
two. Factors affecting the value of, farm land were- Noted, with emphasis
upon the scarcity of the land. The various resources used in oducing rice
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were listed and the role that government plays was studied. Different forms
of business organization were examined, with the Arkansas Rice Growers
Co-op serving as an example of a coorierative. There were many other
activities, such as the formation of a company to,produce and sell a product,
a study of the economic issues in the Carter-Ft:it'd:debates on television,, and
a visit to.a session of the state legislature. One of high spots of the school
year was a personal tneeting with Governor David Pryor who was presented
with copies, of economics materials developed 6y the students.

GENEVA PARRISH of Cavanaugh Elementary School in Fort Smith,
Arkansas, uses "spontaneous drama" to teach economics to her fourth
graders. Each skit is precedecl,by background study in economics and the
use of .a filmstrip, guest speaker, book Or some other educational resource.
After viewing the filmstrip, listening to the speaker, reading the book, or
Whatever, the children decide how to dramatize what they have learned and
what role each person will play. For example, after viewing the filmstrip
'Why We Pay A'axes " the pupils might pretend to be a family discussing
such things as a local tax increase, services performed by government, Ind
tharee enterprise system. The skits can be recorded on tape, written down,
and performed again for other groups. A formal evaluation (including the use
of standardized tests on a pretest and posttest basis) has shown that the use
of tine/skits is very effective in increasing the economic understanding of the
stt5tents.

w

'

Fifth graders at the Central Elementary School in Idabel, Oklahoma, repay A loan they had
obtained from a bank to establish their ''Mexicala Corporation." The "Core ration" produced
Mexican type crafts and sold them at a flea market. The, pupils also bought a pony and sold
chances on it. The teachers involved were Nita Dean; Annie Brown, Patsy Goolsby, Louise
Ray and Diane Wake.
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.lutiior High School Level: Grades 7-9

CHAPTER THREE

Money, Banking and the,
Federal Reserve System

Robert Reinke
Hosterman Junior High School, New Hope, Minnesota

4r)

Background and Setting
I

, The ninth-grade social studies course in the lObbinsdele SchoolDistricl
consists of economics. The 'course, divided into three general' sections,
examines how people use their scarce resources to 'satisfy their needs and
wants. Basic economic concepts and relationships are developed in Section
One.. The next` section provides the oppiktunity for students to examine
various economic systems under the broad categories of traditional, com-
mand and market systems. Special emphasis is placed on the mixed .market
system of the United States. Section Three focuses on problem areas the
United States and the alternative policies that might be considered to regolvc
the major economic 'questions. The initial curriculum was the Minnesota
Project Social Studies. While much of the original, material has been revised,
replaced or discarde,d, the emphasispn providing each student with the basic
knowledge and the, basic skills of the economisttas remained a fixed part of
many junior high school programs. .

At Hosterman Junior High School we have shifted emphasis from the.
discipliqe-centeied type Of economics course; however,' to a course which
focuses on pergonal economic decision-making and skill development. The
-more traditional units covering basic economic concepts and economic-
systems have been condensed to a ten-week introductory unit. The following
fourteen weeks are divided into four -to -'six -week electives covering eco-
nomic topics such as inflation, poverty, international trade, the economics of
pollution, labor/management relations, money, banking and the Feddal`Re-
serve System, and otheiaontemporary topics. During the last fourteen weeks
of the academic year, a community planning simulation game, involving every
ninth grade student and many disciplinary areas, is twed. This, culminating
activity provides a real world context for all the instruction that takes place
during the year. s

Introduction

The Money, Banking and the Federal Reserve System unit is'the newest
elective in the Hosterman Junior High School. It represents an effort to
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identify the conceptual components of generareconomics which specifically
pertain to money and banking. The curriculum package' attempts to stimulate

- 'interest in nio`t y, banking and the Fe
provide background'knowledge which can be
unit is a blending of sound, c content

. strategies. The ultimate goal th unit is to
money, bankig and the Federal R

The unitis ,designed to uti
actornPliOh its goals and objectiv
traditional lecture techniques t
gaming exercises. No one st

Reserve System as well as
expanded in later courses. The

ith a wide variety of teaching'
develop. basic literacy bout"

erve Syst
e a variety of teaching' strategies to

s. These strategies range from the most
ase-study analysis to short simulation or

tegy is over-used and each is 'designed to
stundlate interest and to Ch enge students to learn the basic concepts
included in the unit. The unit was also designed to key into currently
available educational resources supplied at no charge from the various
Federal Reserve Banks throughout the nation. This tie to an "outside
community resource" improve the educational quality of the materials and
provides a relevancy component to the unit.

Th. Nosd
The unit was developed to mee t three essential needs.-The first was to

communicate td' students the basil` institutions and roles played by our
commercial banking system. Initially, the authors were concernedf.with the
academic presentation of information; essentially factual in nature, but the
unit was, not well motivating to junior high school students. The penduum
then *swung far iii the opposite direction, and ,the autllors created- a
simulation game in which students practiced the pefsonal banking skills they
would need as adults (check-writing, budgeting, obtaining loans)` While
highly motivating, the unit lacked a sound, conceptual framework as to how
and `why financial institutions operated as they did. This unit represents a
blendingof the two approaches. The materials in the unit provide the fabtual

.inihrmation about money, banking and the Federal Reserve Systeni and.is
supplemental to the banking simulation that was mentioned abow.

The second need met by the unit Money, Rankingand_tke Federal
Reserve System is that it provides a series of activities which can be
understood by junior high school students. The relationships -among banks,'
the Federal Reserve System, monetary policy and national economic goals
are extremely difficult to present in a conceptually sound, yet understand-
able, format to junior high students. A review of existing materials found
them either too conceptually Overloaded for junior high' school use or j

extremelymonotonous in,application. (AlmOst all'materials were exclusively. <
, readings and films.) At the junior high level, educators do not teach one .,

concept or generalization per, activity but rather use a series of-activities to
teach one concept. The authors have therefore taken a topic like the creation
of money and developed two to four methodologiCal approaches for instruc-
tor application, and. student use. Each broad topic can be taught through a
.reading, discussion, worksheet, film, filmstrip, group activity or simulation
activity. Educators realize, that all students learn best by 'any one
teaching 'method.' By proViding a variety of approaches this unit can
maximize thelearning of most students. .- .1,

The third need met by the unit is that it can be motivating to students,
e Xclusive of its use in conjunction with a banking simulation game. A quick
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,,,,re ew of he activities foUnd inMohey, Banking and the Federal Reserve
41

Sys in, s wi that there is a planned variety of teaching approaches. Any
teaching strategy which is over-used becomes.goring to students; therefore,
a planned mix of methods is used. A eiinsidemblestrength of tfie,unit lies in
the simulation activities. Research in simulation activities is incbnclusive,
but experience has.taught the authors. that junior high sch'ool students learn
best through participation in a process. This experience is'supported, by

, - - current research in cognitive developmental learning theory?" Therefore,,
When the unit ,sxplains the creation of money, check praCessing and

4, -"monetafy policy; si ulation activities;' employed. The use 9f simulation
.. activities alloWs the anticipants to see by experiencing, cause-and-effect'' relationships and the functiOning of various monetary. roles ig the U.S

4
'' d:economy. . -

.' . .

-
--v. .r

- ..,Ift summary, the authors feel /that the unite (1) provides.- needed cur-
-7 nen in mattrials i n area that-has been neglected due?to itvlifficulty of

content, (2)- presents activities which are canceptually 'sound and undir-
standable to junthr high students, and(3)cOntains a planned mix of activities
that can be motivating to students when presented by competent teachers.
:: Morley, Banking and the. Federal Reserve System wa&ClevelOped to
net the educational objectiveS and needS of ninth-grade studerqs. All

.content and mettiodological decisions were based upon reachiitg this audi-
,

7e
- <

nce: Early in the planning stages of the unit it became apparent that
L of the complexity ofthe tppics.being disCussed, the unit Couldincorporate

1 ',. Many concepts and generalizations. It was therefore to choose
..., .'"..onlY those concepts and generalizations ,considered basic' to'an Understand-i,ng p the proCesses discussed. The reader,will notice 'that the lumber of

Concepts and especially ,.'generalizations ,has been seyeMy,limited.- Gen-
_ : .-1 eralizations have also been: developed Which' reileCt broad relationships,

,.' ;among institutions. It ,is felt that the memorization of specifics. is not as
i.1.1nportant as the aevelopinent of..basic understandingS'Orhow 'a process

forks. ., _ ,,

7''z .1, The unit's activities also reflect the philosophy that.at'the nifeth-grade
-level -it is best to design Many activities' to teach one conciPt .or,.generalila-
cliOn. Difficult concept's and relationships are then ildwly -develoPed and`
reinforced in,the studenCs Mind., (With older-Oi more advaped students, the

'', instructor may choose tg omit some activities as too repetitive.) The cogni,
tive development of students at the upper juniorhigh level;suggestS activities,

: that proceed from the concrete, to theabstratt; 'the anthorS'realizethat many
' -,.°40' dents will have- difficulty with the moretab.stract relationships, but the
.. - :"Concrete basics that have been<developed, as well as the learning that occurs

by listening to other Stuants, makes the 'unit applicable to a heterggeheOns- , .

:',,:,. - . class population. . - . . :
k

.... .' BecAtise of the vast. differences Winch can occur .between classrooins
> and schools, the unit has been structured to apply. to °I. wide .variety .of

, v n

' abilities and age- levels. The progression of activities through- the topics
--.77;money and banking to Federal Reserve monetary policy allows for place-.
-,Jnent flexibility. At the jilnior high level,or with students.oflesserability, the

Instructor could choose to utilize the materials about money and banking
!omitting, rno dying or reducing the number of activities about the more
A bstitact topic of Federal Reserve monetary policy, or national economic goal

;,!attainment. With high-ability students or senior high stugenm, histructors
, .
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may choose to omit or limit the activities about money and proceed directly
to activities about banking and monetary policy._

Format and Organization

The unit on money, banking and the Federal Reserve System is a
self-contained curriculum package. All key instructional materials are in-
cluded ter each activity description. All,teachers trained in social studies
or bu ess education Should feel comfortable with the materials and

,strategt s. As no one strategy is used exchiS ively, it means that various
classroom environmenj,s must be developed by the teacher on a daily basis.
Theseenvironmentsfire described in detail in every activity description.
Activity descriptions include title, type of activity (or activities), probable
class time needed, an introduction to the content found in the activity and a
complete description of how the activity (or activities) can be administered.
It is realized and strongly suggested that teachers adapt, modify, delete or
add to any activity better to meet their teaching styles and/or the needs of
their students.

The studeneactivitie re divided into six topical sections. The sections
are:

Whey '-
Commercial' k Structure and Services
Federal Re ery System Structure
Clearing H use
How Ban s Create Money
Monetary nd Fiscal Policy,

6. Eac n is introduced with a_brief overview of its content, a list of 10

- the sectalflynd,;40,4eonomicseneralizations that are r-
aativ the introduction tire the activity descrip-

tions 6 Cb n Ole student materials needed. This organization allows ,

k instructors to utili e one or all six sections in any' sequence or ritmlber
%6idesired.

The fortnat also allow p,pstructors to modify the unit as they see fit. For
some classrooms the seqihen ce of sections and activities as presented in
Money, Banking ancrthe Federal Reserve System will proceed as written. If
modification is needed or desired, the breakdown of activities into topical
sections facilitates the revision or the addition of supplementary activities.

r
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Economics and. Values
A Teoch4 limit for Eighth -Grade Economics

. '

Margaret G. Thompson
Kimmon Junior High School, Fort Smith, Ar,kansas

o

Introduction and Goals

The increased emphasis on values clarification and the fat that I. have
!build many similarities between economics and values prompted me to play
a one-semester course on Manpower and Economic Education, tying

gether the two areas. I had several goals in mind when I prepared the
course: at least 85 percent of the class would master the basic economic
concepts which were to be included; all students would explore, then
interests, skills and experiences; each would have activities on the
decision-making process that seems to be the center of economics and
,values clarification; each student would examine and identify his/her value
system; am!, each student would examine career possibilities that would
provide both satisfaction and an adequate income for the individual student.

Course Organiltioe

At tIke outset of the course qn opinion survey was adininistered to all my
students. Included in the survey were concepts associated with economics

e as well as attitudes and stereotypes: Later;at the conclusion of thecoune, I
administered the same susrvyy instrument to deterniine whether attitudg had
changed and unrstanding of the basic economics concepts had occurred.

The next activity cpncerned the study of "What is Economics?" I
jrntroduced key economic concepts and terminology. As these were dis-

Cussed and defined, they became part of each student's notebook, and as the
course continued; -new words were added to this vocabulary, as this-activity
became an important part of the program. As new words, such as resources,
capital, labor, technology; and goods and services were defined, the class
was divided into groups 9f four to five 'students who were given the
responsibility of designing psters illustrating each term.

As the students became more comfortable with the vocabulary, class
discussions were initiated to deal with attittides toward work-and toward the
American economic system. The idea that habits formed, in sChool, are
related to the habits of workers was surprising to some studeffits.puring this
phase of the program, we stressed the importance of acceptingtesponsibil?ty
for decisions. It was "emphasiked that the self-concepts of individuals are
reflected in their actions through activities, choices; -dress and behavior.
Very important at this time, we discussed the advantages of a capitalistic
system in allowing the individual to develop his highest,capacityproviding
that the individual is willing to accept ,the responsibilities of self direction.

The circular flow model 9'w-as next introduced as we discussed the local
economy. This was an important aspect of the courseisiice-Fort Smith had
earlier in its history been the site of a large military base which experienced
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. the ups and downs of a" n economy .d endent upon government slecision-
Making. As the local economy became more diversified, many different.
types of jobs' were created. This 'part of our study provided a reality' and
background for understinding the interrelationships arming the sectors of
the onomy as well as the economic decisions that are made by society.
CizFtZlar flow became more than a model as it was applied to our own local
circu stances: As we began to 'understand the relationships among the
resources needed for production and the consumers who buy the goods and
services, an apparent change in.attitude took place among the students. My
students began to see themselves as a very ii fortant economic factor. The
idea that an individual was an important re ource. or contributor had never
been presented to them before. Lach learned -that theAiniqffe worth of the
individual can-be added to the total. ,

Our school' is a polling place and school elections are held in early
spring. QuestionstS about' schools provided the oppOrtunity to 'analyze the
institutions of society and how they are interrelated. The economic institu-
tions, such as private property and free enterprise, were discuSsed together
with 'social institutions such as public education. The class came to the
deCision, that 'social institutions can help to mold patterns that become
economic institutions. 1

Our next activity concerned the world of work. As we,held discussions
on many questions associated with work, the class began to see.work in a
somewhat different way, and the necessity of choosing carefully became
obvious. ' .

..
- We spent the better part of three weeks attempting to identify the

various factors that influence and are part of our individual value systems.
Our first activity was to lan 48, "perfect'', hours, using the motivational
question, "If-you could do ything you wanted for the next 48 hours, what
would you dd?" The class- came rather surprised that this was so difficult
an assignment. In this activity, each student was asked.to schedule the entire
periOd in 30-minute intervals. The decisions made by each student reflected
attitudes and in part relationships with families and friends.

;The next step was to have each student list 20 things he/she liked to do.
Some of the students had difficulty listing 20 things. After each had compiled
a listing the activities were placed in order of preference: The students'
listings were then.Compared to a class consensus of Criteria'. In order to allow
each student to focus on the results of these surveys, a series of questions
were completed. This exercise was designed to allow the students to
examine what they had learned about themselves and to see. themselves as
social and psychological, as well as physical, beings.

We completed the various activities which were devellied to have
students analyze themselves with a culminating activityto create a shield
or coat of arms. The shield was drawn and divided into six parts, and a sym-
bol was to be placed in each of the seCtions, symbolizing answers to six
questions, w i,Ch included:. what is your greatest achievement to this point in

*>,--your life; w t is your favorite tradition; draw a symbol which represents
yourself; w t rolesdo you see yourself playing in this world; what goals and_

aspirations d you have; and what three words best describe you.
As the class had learned about the ,world of work and about themselves

an individuals, the next activity in the course was in the area of decision-
' making. We used a film series dealing with,the question: "What would you

G
O
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-ado without . . `," Among the 'economic concepts t e ,relatec/o h--'
,segment of the study-were scarcity, opportunity cos -making krvillie
production function: . ' . , \,,....,s,

Business orgatillions andAmes were stildied next. Among the specific
activities includ thl*4Part of the course were: the orgImilation of a
corporation &ring which stock wasIoM and products, manufdctured°;" the

mechanics of finding a job, inclubding the filtingout of application forrns and
obtaining social security cards; and a final project on career education. Each
student had to research a specific career in-Which he "Or' she had interest.
Four major-areas had to be included in the research, which included post-
high- school training necessary, salary range, environment and availability:

1..
Evaluation

At the conclusion of'the course, the class and I began to check on what
we had done. We found that the students had learned a number of basic
economic concepts in a variety of ways. Their notebooks served as
permanent study guides'for definitions and explanations. Small group work

shad allowed opportunities for'creativity through such activities as the design
and construction of bulletin boards, mobiles and posters. The small groups
had also made crossword puzzles and games tiand done research. More
i,,bortantly, the students had learned to work cooperatively and to carry a
fair share of the work load.

In the values aspect, students checked theirattitudes and.interests. The
exercise that had, been used earlier during the course was administered
again. We found that many of the students had changed their self-concepts to
more positive positions.

vs / The corporation activity had not only brought out organizational
structure but also provided an important dimension through which students
were forced to look at responsibility on the job. Every student discovered an
interest area in the corporation that seemed to bring out a suitable wort
interest.

On the academic side, only eight students out of the 77 who participated
in the course did not master economic concepts that were related to the
course.

In conclusion, the combination of economics as taught in ourtManpower
and Economic Education prOgram combined with values clarification-pro-,
vides, a logical. .approach. It inculcates the basics of economic education

. wt.* at the same time gives the student the opportunity, to verbalize and
strengthen his or her vale system.



pnomies FrogranSor Teenage
Mentally Handicapped Students

"4;11

Introduction

. , , Lucille TaylorP

Hugo Junior High School, HugyOklahorna

re

My teaching responsibility is in the area of Special Education. This past
year, Fhad twelve students whose ages ranged from 13 to 16 years, with 1.9.
scores varying from 50 to 75. The students were heterogeneous, One hour was
sent each day on the various units that are detailed bilow., except when the
group went to the high school home economics department forJasic sewing
instructions.

If there is any group of "students who really need specific training iri the
value of money and how to use it wisely, it is the teenage, mentally
handic pped students. They have the same interests as other teenagers, and
when they are'lgiven opportunities-for active participation and involvement,
they pear to learn better and retain more of what they haye learned.

ur,:goal in presenting this program Was to provide content and
experiences which motivate interest among young people and to vary levels

. of difficulty in the activities in order to build self-confidence and security by
giving each student work that was neither too easy nor too difficult.

The program was developed to offer group instruction during which all
could participate and individualized work to help in developing a sense of
individual responsibility, self-confidence, self-direction, and mature mental
and emotional attitudes. Practical reading activities, spelling and vocabu-.
lary, and many practical and essential math skills that were` considered
necessary to succeed to the best of their abilities Ets they go out into the
adult world to get a job or manage a home %ere structured into the program.

-z,

Activities. A,

At. the outset of the program, each studethoretended to be renting an
apartment and setting up housekeeping.'hen each decided what was needed,

lin her individual apartment. They collected newspaper ads. thatincluded the
variety of items they considered necessary, suckas linens, )(fishes,. cooking
utinsils, food and.supplies. Each student prepared a budget and established
a household expense record which allowed for rent, utilities, food and
supplies. Deposit slip were made out and bank accounts were set up. As the
students made pprchaseey wrote out checks, kept a check record, and
were expected to keep thEir checking accounts in balance.

The purpose of the expense account activity was OD help the students to
, understand that they must be careful to make certain that their expenses did

not exceed their incomes, and that everyone needs to keep records of how
their money is being spent. An important lesson that I tried to teach was that
money management is, essential, and that unless accurate records are,kept,
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and if they shoilitrallow their accounts to become overdrawn, there will be
serious consequences, such as being judged a bad-credit risk or prosevn.

After apartments were furnished and necessary food and supplies were
40( purchased, the next unit dpalt with job-hunting. The studentifilled out

application forms for a job. Among the information that was provided were
name and address, birthdate and birthplace, marital status, name orspouse,
social security number, telephone number, experiences' and references.

To simplify the activity, everyone pretended that she got a job paying
$3.00 per hour, eight hours daily, and five days each week. In this activity,
the students learned about withheld taxes, social security, and take-home
pay. This proved difficult for some students,-but others, did understand and

ovided help to those who had difficulty with this concept. In the process of
this activp, discussions were1held on why we pay income and social
security t es and how tax mo ey is spent. .

.

Another related activity that we
.
used concerned the-use, of duplicated

copies of telephone and utility bills. Through this activity a detailed study of
the bills was made during which the studes'ntunderstood the rationalelbr the
bills, the importance sof economizing,din the, use of utilities.eincInding the
phone, and promptness i0-he .payment of bills. ...

Although several additional units and learning activities were included
in the program, probably the most successful was the sewing class. This
activity continued throughout the year as it created conkiderable interest.
motivation and pride. .1

We have two sewing machines in our classroom and all we clid to get
started was to ask the. studentwh.at articles of clothing they wanted that
were considered too evensive to buy. Nye then computed to costs of Ow
materials and the patterns that were needed, ad found that they could -be
made in class much Cheaper than ,they could bZ}. bought.

We conta ed the high school economics teacher and with the Help of
the commercial sewing class,. we made': arrangements for the junior 'high
sOool'mentally handicapPed students to go to the high school for each girl to
be measured.-Following several field trips to select materials 'and patterns.
the students studied color and, design. general fabric characteristics, and
fabric care. We alsO did some basic sewicig to, learn to operate the machines.

During all the activities that were pVovided in the program. which was
culminafed with astyle show.with each girl modeling what she had made, we
were able to relate many economic concepts. Afilong.theAc_pere the costs'of
production, deficits and surpluses,%income anti expendituyes: and money
management. The bookkeeping and accounting activities were exceptionally
successful as the students learned and understood.the importance of keepin
.accurate records. paying bills anking, making wise purchases, and other
commoncommon home rihd family eco rnic needs. / .r....

EvaluOion
. .--

1A program sucMis this requires an inordinate Lunount of time, pa V nct
. and work for the teacher,. but I belieVe thex eriences thy students ha
immeasurably successful. The various -ac vities improved the r age. ol

.. Special Education in our junior high school system. Behavior d social
adjuslment- iinprolied markedly in the classroom. and other ju ior high
school students saw what We were doing and indicated. that they ,w ted tc

..
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join us. Many of the regular classy m students asked whether-they could be
'admitted into °Ur classroom.

But most importantly, the students were able to demonstrate their
increased ability to use the skills they learned in the class, when without
assistance, they planned a ,surprise birthday party for me in the school
cafeteria. Securing the money they needed by mowing lawns, baby-sitting,
making cakeg and conducting a bake sale, they bought a birthday cake,
punch; paper plates, napkins, and a gift. As they did this, they showed that
they had become money managers and hadtreally benefited from their 0
classroom experiences.

Restatironomics
A Look at the Economic Factors Involved in

Beginning Small Business

ne G ree , Luvem" a Liggins, s, James Romano, Mary Jane Turner,

Introduction

and Frank Pichichero
Jennings Middle School, Akron, Ohio

- ,
q I \ 77'.

.,

the teagi-teaching concept; particularly at Jennings Middle School,
there is a greitt deal of opportunity for variety and innovation. We, the
members of the 7-4 team, take pride in both ideas. Our school consists of i
.seventh and eighth graders, and is organized solhat one house or division
representach grade. Teachers are,grouped in-teams to work with each of
the grade levels. The project whi9h we developed was completed in a
j9at m-teaching situation which included four disciplines: language arts, social

udies, scienca, and mathematics with 120 seventh-glade students in an
nnet-city school. Jennings is an integrated school with approiimately 24

percent black and 76 percent white students, The gtudentsranged-in age at
the time Of the project froth 12 to over 15 years and included 56 girls and 64
boys.

While discussing. President Carter's economic polioies--current events
Were being planned as part of our lessonwe realized that it was, very

'difficult for our students to understand a number of basic economic
principles that are part.of the current news. We decided to do something
about this, and as a result mbarked on a mission to make our seventh 1.--
graders and ourselves so 1 volved and enthusiastic about this project to
study economics tha learning processes would be 'both fun and
educational.

too

(1

I
.
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Goals and Objectives

The basic go 1 of our six-week unit'was to help our 120 seventh-grade
students to understand some basic economic concepts by ,studying factors
that are involved in starting one's own business. After a considerable
amount Of.discUssion, the team suggested that our projett should be related
to the local community and specifically tie the study of economics to a
food-related company, since we believed our students would have strong
interests in thiS industry. We inally decided to focus on the study of the

,econothics of restaurants.,
- For the purposes of this r port, we'have listed some of the objectives'Of

the prRject. Among these were: to have students understand the private
nterpnse system as it operates in the American economy; to increase the

1tudents' understanding of basic economic terminology; to understand the
roles of Iand,laborapital and governmentin the operation of a business; to
have our student s perceive the -procesg of organizing and °peat% a
business; and to motivate students to higher achievement in academic
subjeCts because of-their Interest in this project.

Scope aneSequence

k

This--project, an interdisciplinary one. invob/ing four academic fields,
conducted over a period of six weeks, It was planneeto use one

full+hour academic clasS per day and a 45-minute activity, period when
necessary. Because of its nature, the only related material that preceded this
unit was a basic introduction to economics. J

The main thrust of the project was, in the socialAtudies where all basic
economic understandings wert developed. The essential concepts that were
included were presented through reading, discussion, lectures, 'speakers,
games and written reports. In mathematics, ths,..ktudents were introduced to
basic stock market activities: The organizationalsstructure of corporations
was studied, and as our business was formed, stock was sold. Scale drawing
techniques were studied as plans for the restaurant were designed. Cost
estimates and capital needed to construct a restaurant led to a better
understanding of math concepts and their. uses as they were applied to the
study of economics.

In science class, students considered various forms of energl and
insulation to determine the most economical way to provide for these needs.
The'economic concepts which were studied included scarcity, the pricing
system as a rationing device, and supply and demand. Health regulations
and sanitary conditions were also studied. In this class in particular,' our
students discussed costs and benefits and learned about trade-offs and
opportunity costs. The language arts class was used for reading and writing
and worksheet activitie's kl economics. Spelling , activities included an
understanding of economic terms. We also 'emphasized letter writing,
preparation of thank-you notes for our speakers mnd resource persons,

'development of menus, de lopment of an employment application, and
other-writing-skill develop' 'actiNhties.

Teadting Techniquek

The foll2wing lesson plans serve as examples of the team approach
. ,

presentecby tt, four Participating teachers. The uniqueness Of this project

. , ,
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Behavioral Objectives Activities Resources

Students vvdl be,aalie, to under
stand the. purposes of the pro-
ect.
Students will be able to dis-
intuish - the varietie§. of
'estaurants available on North
Hill.

;indents will learn basic banking
unctions:

a, types of loans
b. amount of capital needed

for .specific types of
restaurants'

Day 1
Large-group session:
Students viewed teachers'
videotape of project objectives.
Students viewed videotape and
slide presentation of the various
types of restaurant we might
develop. Typeg: (1) cafeteria, (2)
fast food, (3) sit down. Sit down
was chosen.
Question and answer session
project ,objectives and team
'responsibilities was held.

Day 7 N..
Total group listened to a presen-
tation on the relationship of a
bank. to the building of a
restaurant.
Question and answer session.

['he full report includes 30 daily lesson plans.

Slides, videotapes, student
script .

See Slides

Donald FranceLoan Depart-
ment Ex'ecutive,.First National :j
Bank of Akron; First National-
_LOari Booklet, loan paPers
from First National Bank,
microphone, podium.
See folder lab-eled
Speakers" and picture post



' ,
and its strength are illustrated by the interdisciplinary approach and the
student-team interaction that was planned.

Evaluation

The culminating activity for the Restauronomics project was a fund-
raising project which we' called a Pancake Brunch. All the activities for
planning were headed and developed by the students. Following an advertis-
ing campaign during which,the students applied what they had learned in the
project, the pancake festival was conducted. About 300 people were served
and $235 in profits were earned. The team is planning to use the money for a
trip to Washington, D.C., during the spring of 1978.

The evaluations for the project took a variety.. forms. There we're\
continual efforts. to keep all students utir to date on the development of our
restaurant Their understanding of how a variety of,cominittee assignments
were correlated to form the business enterprise was enhanced by daily
reviews of the economic concepts that were inherent in our various

.activities. An example of this was the work that students did in the.?
advertising campaign and how a product or service can be identified through

,flogos and slogans.
Tests, quizzes and; worksheets measured mastery of the basic economic

concepts as well as how all parts of the project were interrelated: One
indication of the progresS made by'our students was brought out by the
intelligent questions that 'were addressed to the speakers and 'resource
persons who were brought into the classroom.

We also administered a test consisting of 35 items that we . veloped
from our basic soci4 studies textbook. We gave the identical test to a ontrol
group of seventh graders who had not been involved in our koject, and
found that those students under bur direCtion who took part in _the Res-
tauronomics project achieved significantly higher test scores.

APPENDIX TO. CHAPTER 3

Good Ideas in Brief: Junior High School Level

FRANK R. 1AC 1A: *Georg, J. West Middle School in'Provi- .

dence, Rhode Is and, c received a project designed to provide a practical
learning expene ce emp asizing the mastery of major conc'pts in eco-
nomics. The vehicle for the project was the development o a student-owned

-and operated concession for the sale .of delicacies durin school lunch
periods and at specM after-school. functions. The business was legally
organized and registered" as a corporation, operating under, the name of
Raiff Clow Counter, ,Inc. The business activity' was designed to operate
concomitantly with the schoors established Social, studies _program. Which
does not formally include course-work in. economics. Duration of the
corporation was 14 weeks, in addition to two weeks devoted to planning and
basic planiition. The -corporation was certified by the stale, it paid a
perCe

e
go of its profits to the schools stock was sold, and it functioned as a
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profit-makinkentesprisef In addition to the economic concepts which were
learned during the project, students increased their ability to handle cur-
rency, became sensitive to contract arrangements and negotiations, became
aware of marketing and promotion, and became alert to cost controls and'
conservation of resources. p

;BARBARA D. CQ,NRAD, of Stone Valley School in Alamo, California,
desiring to integrate economics into her World Cultures program. Prepared a
series of activities related to career education, The unit was initiated by
providing each studeift -with a leaflet entitled California. Occupation Guide,
which desd-ibed one job in detail. Following this, each student completed an
application form for the job. After the students had learned about their jobs
and the salaries that were provided for -specific ilines of work, they were
assigned a variety of activities designed to foster investigative and informa-
tion seeking-skills. Included among these were: studying the lifestyle which
matched the job, budgeting "takeihoine'.' pay to determine priorities of
spending, complpting tax forms, finding_housing,purchasnig insurance, and
other expenditures. Since almost all the students who participated in the unit
werefrom higher socioeconornic levels, one of the key objWtiyes of the unit
was to develeip an 'understanding of how people of moderateomeans must

he participating students.
lealm to live lower:and .more realistic levels of .inc,Orne than were
experienced b

ELIZABETH ,A. BEIKMANN of Manhattan Junior High Xchbol,
Manhattan, Kansas, developed a project designed fo make a comparisbn of
the local economies of two university towns, each having a population of

. app. rdithately 50,000 people. The project was conducted as part of a
ten-week dilit iffcluded in the ninth -grade civics class. The unit covered
general economic concepts, alternative economic systemso..issues and prob-s
lems ikthe American economy, and various aspects related tb consumer
economNs. After two weekS of study of general economics, a class
composed of g8 studentk4astaiRigned the economics comparison project,

s the class Studied and prepared materials related to Manhattan's econ-
/ a similar class in Lawrence; Kansas, studied and prepared a report on

its local economy In the process of the project, numerous interviews were
Conducted and aldng with various other activities a slide/tape presentation
was made. At the conclusion of the project, the class traveled 4o LaWrence '
to presesit their report to junior ,high school stents. Later, a group of
Lawrence students presented theirslide/tape sho 'to the clasSes in Manhat- e

tan. One dyy a week was allotted to the project 'which ,was planned over a
ten-week period. AS-an outcome. pf the Koject-a_publication describing the
economic. political, relik:i* 'eand seem-a:dr:mai featires.of the. OM

. munity-of Manhattan was prepaied.--;

7-J
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High, School Level: Grades 10-12

CHAPTER FOUR

Eco Benefits Resulting from
e Port of Green Bay,

Wisconsin A World Marketplace

. Sister Marion Joseph Gerl
St. Joseph Academy, Green Bay, Wisconsin

-Introdu4tion.

' ,In,an addiess given to the Busi ss and Office Education Division of the
,American Vocatibnal Associati at their 1976 convention in Houston,
David Shirey,,President of Shir y Company, lreenville, Texas, said:

Over the 'past several ye s students have been displaying a
growing interest in oUr economic system. Possibly.the shortage of
jobs or the general interest in workings of the business commu-
nity have been the motivating, factors behind this interest and
subsequent change in student attitudes. r

if,there is any trigh in remark's like those of,Mr. Shirey, a business education
teachel'has mar....5;oppOrttnities to incorporate economics in an interesting
'way in the classroom, particularly through the study of local businesses, or
throug an approach which is of interest to many people in a specific area.The ort of Green Bay, Wisconsin, a world. marketplace, offered many '
opportunitie4 for a unique study,. also because of the economic benefits
which accrue to the people of the area through its port 'operations.

Our senior high school is one block away frOm to Fox River which
flows 'north into the bay of Green Bay. and lies about (irk mile from the port
itself. Green Bay is part' of Lake Michigan, and connects through the St.,...

Lawrence Seaway with the ocean and foreign land;.
.Our schoolan all-girl high school has an enrollment of 625., My-three .1$

,1 classes, heterogeneously grouped, and consisting of a total
corollmeht of 72 shidents, are scheduled in a module configuration and meet
for two 20-minute mods daily. Students are free* to practice typewriting )° before. and-after school as well as during four mods available during the
school day, , *

61.

Goals. of the PrOject

To integrate economics in my Typing I classes, I developed several
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general objectives, which included: to promote interest in economics
through the study of a community Project; to study the economic benefits
witich accrue 'to the Green Bay arealhrough port operations; to learmabotit /
alternative econotnie'systems; to study navigation as applied to the port; and ,'
to learn how to, beconI' invohied as voters and active citizens in Brown ,

, County,: - ' . ° -

Among the specific objectives of the project were: to type. (and
.

comprehend) in left - bound and top-bound manuscript style three reference
. materials relating to' economics and the Port of Green Bay; to study an

economics mcabulary and terminology applicable to manuscript typing; to
type tabulations--words with economic connotations and number tabula-2
tions (statistical typing); and to do. one-, three- - and five-Minute timed
exercises extracted from the reference materials used i4 the project. Each

-student who participated in the project wasto,be rewarded with a,Ceitfficate
of Achievement upon successful completion.

The refer'ence materials used in the pr5ject were: People Politics, a9d
, productivity: The World Corporation,' the 1980V, by Walter B. Wriston; .,

excerpts froin the 1973 Foreign Tr Syrvey,. made by the League Of-
Worffen \loters of Green Bay; and excerpts from the ipm Alline Report of
Mr-Brown County Board of Harbor Cominissioners.°The regal% materials
as categorized by the use of the Fry formula were found to "be at the lower

O eleventh-grade level.
To carry out the objectives and goals okthis study it 'was necessary for

-my students to develop a good background in competing economic systems
and to gait a thorough understanding of ecoaomi terminology.
Activities

Fifty words -having economic connotations were selected from the
booklet People, Politics and Productivity, ,and underscored in red. Several _
students looked up definitions and hyphenation of the words; and all
students were-'held responsible for knowing the definition and meaning.
They were assigned to study five to ten of the words daily in order to knoW
them prior, to typing them from the printed copy. The words were arranged
in the order in which they 'appeared in the booklet. This enabled the students.
better to comprehend that 'which they were typing. .

The students'-had been taught how to type a left -hound manuscript.
They were reminded to use the term paper guide while, typing and-use.,
KO-rectype for correcting errors, thereby reliminating the need to tyk a page
more than once. .°

The vocabulary words, properly hyphenated, were also arranged in
alphabetical order and typed in tabulation four. Information -ter this was
given .at the top of the duplicaked sheet, and a copy was provided to- each'
student. All students were given a mimeographed sheet containing the last
paragraph of page 13 in the Wriston booklet. This showed the number (4..
words for da one-minute an a three-minute timed writing exercise.- One
three-minute activity was given without pd ctice and two three-minute
exercises 4ere given afteq!a.cottsi ble a unt of practice. The Gross
Sneed-Per Cent of Error Method w lsed'.for 'grading.

. 'The second manuscript' which consisted of excerpts from the '1973
Foreign. Trade Survey was typed' in top-bd fam. The first page of the
duplicated copies was in rough-draft formtudents 'had to -interpret the
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,
various printers' symbols, and this,activitY served as a review.r .tudents were asked to compare the Iasi" paragraph of the first manu-:"
"scrip with the lat paragraptf of the seCond manuscript. to nottArnilaritieS

global
both articles focused on the significance of international , and the

g,lobal .e'Conorney. All new vocabulary words were posted, on the. bulletin
Vard. ., . . -. , :

..The third moriuscript'consisted excerpts, from the 1974 and 1976
Annual RE.ports of theTort of Green y and was typed in tOp.bouncl form.,
Again; as unfamiliar words i,k/e,re, encountered they,were added to the new ,- ..

words list of the bulletin board. These exc rpts from the Port
;;If.G4

reen My
..

- Annual Reports.for.1971 and,1976,containe' e total tonnage of expOrtS-dnd
...; 'imparts, the dollar value, and many o th6 economic effects ttliak, were

evident in the lirdwn County area Th -students. typed theSe data using
.

'. ' judgment Placing. , .

,- :., .- Ckpmparative annual tonnage reportS 'for imports- and- expoi-ts fo.r tile v, °
. ,t Pat of Green Bay \Nere then prepared. These served as statisticateteports

. . .-

and a review intho typing,of numbers and for their proper alignment.,Pnring.
this-phas 'of ifie-stndy attention Was called tothe fact that the Aniericanr;'

:system Otint'eastifileniient differed fr,om the metrics ystem used by_.tiripst `.. .

! cotIntriixsii441.iiworid. As Part of this "activ,ity students ,converted 'total
lonnageIgtikeA(soet ton) to.the metric tonnage by adding appithiimately -"
Jen pereentlipf the;total short tonnage. , , - .".

AS,,,the:ntypin&actiliities continued throughoutlhe project, a number of
economic Coricept.sre discussed. For example, the fact Was_noted- that the'

Ate services. The .i:Otnplete benefit to the area economy as 'a result of port
Ne:figurei represented in the reports were direct berefits'to those ho produced

operations amounted tda.multiplie'rlif 2.44. The regional multiplier indicated -,
/he' amount ofincOrne-or employment generatedas'a tesplt of eachadditional
dollar of new sppndipl in the community. Through the circular flow model of
economic actiVi,ty, students learned that economic, benefits to the commu- ..

i_nity mushroomed as, a
i

result of world trade..' $ .; - :,-
.

An mpartan(4Sp ect of:the: project dealt with ,Ornparfitive. conomic
- systenis.eas the stildents analyzea the similarities and differenc s among .

' communist ,socialist and Opti talist systems. Alsoinciuded in the udy were
several concepts relating OworIci trade which included deficits and balance

t.': ... ..,
''Ok trade. .3

cl)ntiring O "'re. course .of the project, a number- of community. resource
;" pets s were'inited to speak- to my three Typing I classts. IlLgratit,u,de` to

the speakers, students were, asked to compose "'thank, you' letters 'af.the
typewriter,41fi ii4litiot to paying attention to the form qf the letter, puncttia- '
tion,. spelling '4.nd trnrnmar,-. the students were asked- to incorporate 'eco-
nomics in their .'.enters if only3o ,name a few of-the economy benefits ,
accruing to the locak:cornmunity because of port operations. ', .

: ,Throdghout the project the student were asked, to note, Well that -"`if
°"' theY are,to prosper inThelfree enterprise systerti they must understand how it. -,

Works, understardhbw' wealth is created, andtrigW, where it comes from.;',',
-

Andagain,--if theyare td.pass On tofuture geneEabons all the blessings they;...

enjoy today, they mom' reassert thoSebasjc ,Inn-nap values 'of self reliance'
and self - restraint and contribute to the system, noetear it down They must

, %. ,
reaffirm their'faitt.rnhcfree entergrise system and add to it the dedication,'
and commitment necessary." . ;

N



. At the conclusion of the project and in appeeciation of the students'
cooperation and feedback to me, I prepared Certificates'of Achievement for
their participation. Each studentzwasyresented with one on the last day of

-school. Perhaps it's something they Will never forget.

valuation. . .. .....
. .

Getting away from., typical, exercises and drill that are mt
. .

less t

cotyped in a typical textbook to something relating to the w s. )f
lOcal community affairs , is an effective 7 way 'of motivating i

economics. .

. . .

As I found out frOm the students'..thank you notes and letter y. .

learned..some. things, about economic concepts,, uhderstandings, 1 r.-1)
minology that they had not known before or have ever been made re of
as applied to local economic activities. The method of,adding new words -....

(mostsof them' economic tetms)..to the bulletin boat' ud ing and re= -"
vieying;them in 'typing. activities .proved to be. very effec ve. tudents
watered f the bulletin board, and many who were not in. my ,,i; es asked
ifthey could see it.

Very impotiantly, the typing skills of the students were refined.
especially in their being able .to phrase .kind type al ilable letters using

. complete sentences. . . -'. /
. A project emphasizing the 'free enterprise sys em can surely'make an

impression on students. in a typing class, and Attu nts indicated that th4
'understood how a coMpetitive market oiiented economy operated asa result
of studying comparable economic systems during the project. .3: 4,Etri

Lastly; the typewriter itself provides trviendous. economic benefits. ,'... ^1

.The economic world would be lost without it as a means for fast communica-
tiontion in the global market, be it a letter or the results of the modern computer.
This, too, was leained.bY_my 72 students. -'41.

c
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Etotiomic. tOOCnepsinieIntegratedgra

into, Acthitintin&

Using Value, in Decision-

Marguerite Ross Cowan

Fayetteville High School yetteville, Arkansas
. -

Introduction
1:14

After,,N, years of teaching Acco g l at Fa9-etteville'lligh School and!
after attending a Workshop in Ec c Edtication at the University of



Arkansas in 1976,. I was motivated to introduce some.ecqnontie ,concepts
into my, accounting classes. Towards the end'of my wyykshopexperience; " it
occurred to me that' the economic, concepts I had leaii-ted yould lit in with
many of the accounting principles .being 'taught. A,, 'the same time, the
concepts would add'a new dimension to my teachingWd would fill a need.'

A survey was made to detertyine the number of local. students who
'ejected to take a coLirse in economics. it was '11 shocking situation. Out of
124 accounting students;'orily eight were enrolled in the ont-semester cimar e

. ineronomics offered. The total class in economics enrolled only 66 students.
Bec'ause of my belief that'every student shOuld knoW something about the, 'world beyond high school, 1. committed myself to the task of developing

i i
.greater interest' n economics an the 'free enterprise 'system. The project
"

describe.d. below is a result of that effort. .

;

God s,

. tier
;;The 'most essential goal of the project was to integrate economic

conceptS and values into the accounting -curriculuM, both to enrich the
course and to make it more enjoyable. It was. structured in such a way. that
all academic pressures were removed from the students. No grades were to
be given and only reports from selected students were required. The time
allOcated to the unit was approximately 15 hours (using a class period for each
concept). Other goals' of the unit Were: to develbpan understanding of the
rel9vance of accounting and economics," of .the' relationships between The
two, and of how botb.play im rtant roles in-the student's' world.

'Course Organization

During fhe first, days of the project: the students were administered a
pretest, using the Joint Council on Economic Education's Test of Blemen-

-'tary Econdmics. A Rokeach vAlueS inventory was provided to the students
to rate and keep for later decision-making. ThiS' was followed by-a brief
description of the values which were to be introduced in our discussions

ater in -the project. It was hoped that,, by learning ..to make economicj. udgments through value decision-makhe the students would apply this
'method to making other important decisiCns in life..

The outline and table of contents for the course are detailed.'on paa 75.
Integration intervals indicate what concepts are to be introduced and where
during:the .first,, second and third Accounting Cy .s tcolumn 2). The values
associated with the economic concepts are fisted in column 3 and ar,e
indicated through the numericarcoding ervals tiroughout the cobrse
manuscript.,

The projec(manuscript was develop as printed originals to be used as
"ITIasters4 to make, transparencies for use with an overhead projector. The

-b..

teaching proceihirs' Was to use the tranSparencies as the giiide, foCmaking ,

classroom presentatioos.*
-

Evaluation

Pre- and--posttet..'scores revaled that the students shovv;k1 significant_

Includedin the original,vdtry are $0 masters and transparencies Which, we 'and4 used during the course.
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Table of Contents Showing In

Accounting I Foonomic Concepts

tion4 Intervals

Values

First Accounting Cycle .1-11

Service Business (6 wks.)

I-11 Types of Business Organ-
izations /Economic
Systems

Problems of Production

Feonornielloals

Economic -Pretest and Values
Inventory

Values of American economic
system

Limited Resources

Problem- solving= -Goal Values
Continuum: Sloppy SEIc/

Exactness Ed
Valut affected by uncmploy-

mcnt

No. 1

No.

No. 3

No. .4
.

\: No. 5

Second Accounting *le 12.19

Merchandising Busi
u4g combination jou
gaeral ledgetfi subsidi
!alters ,

12

13

Stability--Acct./Bus,
cycle _
Instability

Banking

Workshe . lfinancial
statem ts

14 Money and banking
money creation

P...!!2,41 18-19' Government taxing ----Values related to taxation
Continuum:I.:Mies tax

No. 6
No. 7

i,,,----- Data ProCessing (II wks.)

Third Acctunting Cycle 23-31
I. Merchandising Bus. 23 -24, Monetary and Fiscal Continuum: Monetary /Fiscal

using live Palmate, and . Policy policy No. N.
subsidiary ledgers e 4:),.

-4
-

2. Merchandising Bus. 25-26 American Economy Continuum: Saving/Spending Ni,. y
Rising cash register,
petty cash

Fact, Concept, Value (FCV)
Money/creation/spending No. 10

3. Merchandising Bus. 27 Demand and Sup FCV: Scarce Product No. II
,,With sales t4x, had
debts, depreciation 28.39 Modilicidion of the market Continuum: Private/Cloy. No.vI2

4. Merchandising Bus.
noteseiend interest,
accrued income and
expenses A 15 wks.)

30

31

Economic Growth

Problems of Cirowth

FCV: Economic-Growth
Continuum: Percent griiwth
FCV: Probs. of growith

Ni'. 13'
No. 14
No. 15

Partnerships and Corporations World Economy/Am. Economic Posttest.
(2 wks.)7 Economy $

growth in their knowledge of economic concepts as they were integrated into
the accounting eurricurum. In the pret 27 percept of the studentS correctly
answered. between 29 oand'36 questions,, Of a possible 40. The rOults of
the posttest indicated tbat 41 percent of th students' fell i9to this category. ,

Similarly, the number of students Who answered from 7 to 24 questions in
the pretest (38 percent) dropped to 29 percen* theposttesez indicating that

hstudents ad advanced to a more successful el of accomPlishmen .

In the student evaluation, administered through the development of an
appropriate questionnaire, 81 percent of the students indicated tha the,

e-economic dimension in the accountingcourswas worthwhile. ,In response ,

to a question concern) knowledge of economic concepts, 94 percent
responded positiV . ther responses indicated that 97 percent of the
students understobd better the economic services of business and goverrbr
ment, and 74 percent,fievored the integration. of economic conceptS arid
values in future classes in accounting. 7

Conclusion

While the economics. conceptS presented in the Accounting 1 classes
this year did not result in ;100 percent success, the statistics gathered did
show that 59 percent of 4he students increased their scores on the posttest,
10 percent remained the same

4tit
and 31 percent regressed,

,ee Jr?
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Adjustments'will.be made next year; however, what I did this ysar will
remain a guideline, and I. definitely, feel that all the work that went into the
project wasWorthwhile. .

. In a. philosophy course that I took this:,year, I was reminded ofear,
Marx's philosophy in which he described five historic phases: (I) the
primitive communal; (2) slave; (3).fehday,(4) capitalist; andc(5) (a prediction
of things to come) thesocialist and'commthnst phase. These predictiOnsInive
become a reality in stich,a large portion of thewOrld-that they cannot be'
ignored:Therefore, both socialism andcommUnism must be understood and
analyzed: !feel,' that free entortirise and,democratic governnwrft need to
be taught to this'gerieration so that ouroung peopleare,thade aware, of What
their nation and itseconomic system has to offer; anlhoW they need to'l,vbrk.
to preserve it for future generations. Educators, .nsiness persons, labo .leaders*and politicians all need to join' together to'presnt the values of fk.ifse
enterprise and democracy.

Teaching Analytical Economics

to Intellectually Gifted Students
in-a Math and Science High, School

Jaci66' Irgang
turtesant High School, New York, N.Y.

8".

:44 hate beeri icachi economics at Stuyvesant.Hiyh School since 1966.
The student body'; for the ost part,.is oriented. td*ifds math and science,
and: represents a cross seCtiqn of ,mceS.. religions and income groups. It

_would:be, safe, to say that the nutjority of the parents orour students hold
profes;, '- : I positions and bajie annual incomes in the $15,000 to $25,000
rangrang ..'-- ',fir 'students afeintelIectually gifted.. Out of the 2800 enrolled in the'

. Scho ..,aPproximately 50-percerrt plan'tooThajor,,in one` of the branches of .,
'math and science. at the college leVel. Thtr others, also. college bound, intend'

. entering the flelds of, business adininiseration; economics and finance, or the
humanities:" - ..,, s, .

,My teaching load varies frOm sernesrer to semester and ranges froin iwo :
to five classes- in economics, which is a required course forAl.our students. ,

. The. innovative aspect of,. My' program is that Neach a full year's,course.ort

. '76 , ,
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college level introductory analytical economies to gifted twelfth -grade high,
school studehts in only five months. My approach is a straight-forward.
lecture-discussiod-ind6endent research one. The objectiye of the course is
to stimulate interestin the study of economics as well as to encourage
critical 'thinking about important economic issues which affect the ,student---
now as well as in the future.

The analytical approach which, I present, utilizes various economic
models such as statistical analysis, geometricdiagrams, algebraic eqhations,
and graphs to explain and clarify basic economic concepts. My primary
objective is to give students theanalytical tools and underitandings they
need as they come to grips with die numerous economic problems and issue
which ,confront individuals and-society today.

. For most of our students-high school in,the last time they receiveformal
instnictionin economics' since it is not a required course in many colleges in
the country. Although. the 'analytical approach tends td be highly objective;
my experience has proven to me that it is, an eflyetive and informative
Method of teaching student's about the coMplex relationships which exist in a
four sector economy. Finally,. the approach taken; when combined 'with. ,

praqical-apRication,.can be used to illustrate, the (usefulness of economic
t Oryto the real world'of micro and inaerbeconomics.,For example, firms
m e' practical use of economic: concepNstich as supply and demand
elasticity, marginal utility with respect to advtrtisitiand cost analysis; On
the macroeconopieleVel, analytical economics' clarifies.the meaning,and use

, of filcal and monetary policies. The studOht can understand,Clearly ^why.,a
specific fiscal or monetary action used at .one, tithe, maj,:be ineffective, at
another point in-time.
Course grgonizaiian , ,

I have organized the course into four areas:..
_

I. .Gener'ql IntroAction. 'An introduction to tiasic eoonothic concepts
'through .the stii'dy Of .(a) the- nature and methdd of economics;.
(b) economic -growth...through the use of a prOdUction possibilities
table..*and curve;

41,4
)1concepts.,suChas- unemployment, underemploy7.

.ment,iproducti, economit; efficiency; - (d) "the fundamental'
problem of scarcity; fe) social and influences concernin&
attitude towards economicYgiowth; (f) an overview..of. the American.,
economy. through the circular flow of income; (() tfii.frare elcments

.

of!supply and demand: . .

Micj'oeconbmis. 'An analysis of indiViduaL demand' decisions by
k

consumers and individual supply decisions by firms in both `perfect
and imperfect competition.,This unit includes the study of (a)7Consumer
deman,dTatid utility; (b) .demand and supply 'elasticity; (c) cots of
.produCtion; (d) the (Om problem; '(e) elements of accounting wherein
the StudentiN shown .hp#''..to prepare a balance sheet and income
(profit statement For latiT individual , firm; g) the role of
business ih.our -0

Macroeconomics. A nanalysts'of:fiseal and' inimetary tAkthei. .1 .

the, goal of full employMenrwithOut inifnnOL-It includes. s udy
of(a) national income, and- Prodiict aceimiitiitg;...(b)'.consuMPtion, Sav
ings, and:investment fiinetions; 4iir'ilibriuin 001 of output for a

.
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three-sector economy; (d)--the "multiplier" effect; (e) economic
stabilization through fiscal policy; (0.inoney and banking (the role of
the commercial bankiperpferri and the Federal Reserve in influenc-
sinthe supply of money in the economy diging a given period of
time); (g) money and prices;-(h) the public debt; (i) business cycles;
(j) evaluation of fiscal and monetary policies to prom'ote a "full
'employment" economy with price stability.

IV. International Trade and' Finance. An analysis of world trade, currency
exchange rates, international balance of payments, international
finarial institutions, and current problems in international trade and

' finance.

In addition to the basic high, school level textbook, students axe assigned
readings &dm some pf the leading 'college textbooks on introductory
econothics. A variety of supplemental readings include publications of the
Federal Reserve banks and several magazines.

_Each student is assigned three independent research papers_ durtvg the-
term. The first deals with economic growth, the second focuses on a specific
topic as it relates to microeconomics, and the final paper is either to be a
critique of fiscal and monetary. policy, a specific problem in international
trade and finance, or an in-depth study of an alternative economic system.
Methodology

As an exitmple of the. locture-discussioq appioach that I use, the
introductory topic "The Nature and Method of Economics" will be dsed:
This topic is the gateway to the course because it serves to introduce fhe
student to the analytical tools used by the economist. It brings out the
problems and pitfalls the economist confronts when making predictions
About of the economy, and is used to emphasize the limitations or
economic as a science.

To initiate the topic, I use the question: "Who Needs Economies?"
This is intended (0 hiring out- two salient poiuts: (1) how economics affects
the individual ancsOCipty directly; and (2) mjor economic problems which
confront the United States and the rest of theworld. The heart of the topic
piyots on the methodology:Used, by economists in suggesting economic
policy, and in making predictions when called 'upon to do so. '°

As we .dikuss the methodorogy used by economists, I present a
prAlem that is often put to the President's Councilof Economic Advisors:
"Assume you are a member of the CEA[The ecOnkhy is faced with 'a rising
inflailon rate of s.6 percent and an increas% in theNemployment rate to' 8

prpercerit. What problems Jo you Wantthe government to tackle first? As an
economists what steps might you .take to deal with the dual problem of
unemployment and inflation?" .0Initeaching about methodology used by the .

e mit, I introduce the
rious kinds of models which, are used. de arithmetic and

gecietric models. In the process students learn the s and limitations. In
addition, since aOptimics makes extensive use o 'sties, i introduce a
mimeographed example of statistical data used by economists, Through this
activity concepts such as arithmetic means, median, mode, and normal and
sewed distribution are reviewed.

The major purpose of this unit is to introduce the students to theNstiidy

.

. _
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ofs,economies;, to Inaket.them aWarre of the analytical tools used by
economists; and wty instruct the students' about the *fact that qonomic
decisions made by individuals and society are ihfluenced by- political and
social circumstances. As a result of this, the Student is Provided with the
framework for a study emphasizing economic analysis.

I

evaluation .

Throughout the course of the term I: administer approximately seven*.-
full period examinationS in class and at least one take-home examination.

xaminations are ji ally given after we have analyzed one or two specifk
. 'topics. The first ination covers the material on (a) the nature ancrm

'method of econo s; (b) the production-possibility frohtier; and (6) the
overview of the American economy.

The second examination tests the student's understanding of supply and
demand. The third test covers material on.consumer demand and utility, and
the concept of elasticity of demand and supply. The fourtheiamination is a
test of the costs of production for both a perfectly and imperfectly competi-
tive firm. Examination snumer five is one which.includes the material on the
elements of accounting.

Our final marking period is extremely short; therefore, to save, time for
classroom instruction I give the students a lake-home examination which
covers income determination, fiscal and monetary policies.

The classroom examinations consist of 15(to 20 multiple-choke ques-
tions and one or two essay questions. The take-home examination, includes
20 multiple-choice questiens and four essays involving cpntent and
Pibblem-solving questions. Occasionally I will give students an extra credit
take-home examination on a topic such as international trade finance.

Examinations notwithstanding, I believe that a teac m st go beyond
the written test in the evaluation of a course. It is my vi th. "real"
learning occurs when students :gain new insights and perspec we r . a
subject:mhich everyone thought they knew everything about. Using this
poinf'ds one of my guidelines, I tiglieve my course in analytical economics to
be successful. 0

The students find the course difficult, but also admit it to be challenging.
Meashring insights and perspectives can be difficult. However, I do find that
as thescourse moves along during the term the students' questions become

sharply perceptive. There have been a number of occasions when students
have fiterally "pinned" me against the wall with some extremely thoughtful
questions. ft is also gratifying to die, as well as to the students, that they are
Ale tose economic terminology with increased facility. Furthermore, their i
written toapers show concrete evidences of awareness of economic issues
and they tend to evaluate them more critically.. ,

-I have learned, through personal visitations and by mail, .thatanany of
my former students take the course over again in college and perfotm very
well in it. Sonit of my student's have received up to six .college credits for
introductory economics and have been allowed to 'enroll in advanced

urses in the subject. There are also some students who have taken th
rte and who have decided to major either in economics ororb busines

fdministration.
From what I have been told by students,and their parents, the course in

to analytical, economics hag opined doors for thoa deeply involyed in math
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. .
.a.norscience.- e.course apparently has given them a new perspectve with
respect to cbnibining math or science with a career in.eConbmics..v

Throughout this 'school the students referred to the course as
ganomics." This is certainly one indication of the effect the course has had
on former students and those currently attending the-school. .

Finally, I am wholly satisfied in knowing that five classes of students (36
' in a class) at, the end of a school semester'know more about economics than

they originally did upon entering the'class on the first day. Personally, I am
proud of the coarse I offer in analytical economics. Although.it entails hours
and hours of work on the part of the student and the teacher: I truly believe
that the result is definitely worth the effort: What is even more important is
that the students are more than satisfied and gratified with theresults of their
first experience with analytical economics. I don't think a teacher can ask

-fbr anything more than that.

a A Self-Contained Mini Economy
A.One-Semeste; High School Course in Economics

James Dennis Geraghty
NoritiglenrghSemol, Northglenn, Colorado

Introduction ...% '

Northglenn High School, a three-year school with over 2400 students, is
located in a blue collar suburb of Denver, Colorado, where the median
family me is apprOximately $14,000 per year, Less than 40 percent of the
student are college:bound and academic achievement is not necessarily
considered paLamOunt to success. a

Econo current- offered aS a one- semester elective t ugh the
Social Studies Department and is open to all stud.Cnts. Juni ,and seniors
are encouragedito take' the course, But interest has'been so arginalthat it.
hasebeen neceSsary to accept - sophomores just to offer one ecti

The purpose of the following approach to teaching hi schOol' 'eco-
nomics waSlto create -a more meaningful,' relevant method during' 'which
students might experience the real impact of a market-type economy on their
oavriives. In ksence, the.course was planned to transform economic theory
.irito reality Within a: classroom mini-economy. It was hoped that this
approach would generate greater inter it in the subject of economics and
perhaps influence morp,students to elect economics courses in Northglenn.

7 t
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Description of the Course

Upon omptetion of the 19116 fall semese , I encouraged all my students
to take a s cohd-sembster economics courst that was to be focused on the
world offeality rather thdh orteconomic theory. Twelve students decided to
elect the course and with the addition Ofdifteev neW students who had little
or no preyious knowledge of economies,'I developed the approach which is

.

-bed below: . ,

-

class was organized to operate as a self-contained mini-economy
fo ie entire semester, and would have one basic objectiveto earn income
and to purchase wealth. The "wealth" in the classroom mini-economy was
to consist of the grades that each student wished tvarn.

ik?,
Organization
44 Each student assumed, the role of principal wage-earner and bead of a
typical household of a family of four residing in Northglenn, Colorado. The
student was expected to earn a gross income of $270 per week ($14,000
divided by 52 weeks) to""buy" an average grade of "C." All earned incpme

.was taxed and Social Security payments were deducted from gross wages
following IRS Circular E, Employer's Guide to Taxation. Deductions were
determined by using the tabtes applying to married persons weekly, payroll,

4/four deduction's. 4 ,
.,

Every 'four weeks, prior to the time for students to ,purchase scarce
grades, a cost of living deduction was made from net income after taxes. The
cost of living figures were compiled from U.S. Department qt. Labor
statistics and reflected various forms of taxation, i.e., regressive, progres-
sive and proportional. Standard deductions for houSing;Tood,-transportation
and utilities were included in the computations. All deductions and_

computa-
bons were predetermined and are described' in the unit.

A Gross National Product for the mini-economy was calculated on a
monthly basis after the respective values of all grades had been established
during the first four-week period.

...f eyhtqnagnitude of the GNP played an integral role in determining the
,, value of future grades. For example, if the GNP increased 20 percent, the

value of grades was increased by a proportionate amount. As GNP was
determined, the students computed per capita income and this figure

--.1. provided the opport nity to Understand their economic status as di?ectly
related to their earni gs.'
. Students. were ' paid" a base wage of $5,00 for attending class (or
showing up for work). If the studeT )1,y,#s absent or late to work more than
five minutes, he lost a day's wages.

As.the unit progressed, students devised methods for producing goods
-and,services for ,exchange in the mini-economy market. The laws of supply
and demarld prevailed, and depending Upon these forces as well as the
quality of the .goodstr services produced, each student earned income.

Among the various activities (goods And services) 'that students pro-
- duced in order to earn income were the following: give an oral report, on an

.economic issue or problem; provide tutorial services; sell insurance to cover
absenteeism and tardiness; create and set up 'a banking system; etc.

A bank was established 6y two students. It was empowered to make
loans, charging prevailing rates of interest. It established accoutts for the
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students, and criiotedtund issued checks. All loans had to be se red_through
collateral, whichlnoseoften was the student's future grades. s part:a:the
unit, a welfarb !system was established and students were given aCtivIties
relating to the use of taxation monies, deficit spending, and:options of.oking i rA-

tO.allOw the governinent to disperse Welfare funds. In Arttrally every- case ,
the students voted tfot to have tU money spent to support a welfare state.)-

The limited length ,Of-this report does not le9d itself tb pE9virding details
. . describing the various' enterprises that were..9rganized by the students in our

classroom mint-eqptiomy. In!addition to the bank; an insurancR., componY
* was formed,,.a stock market was created and several business6 providing

classroom services were'fornied.

Evaluation and Conclusiore

In general the experience was well" worth the effort, from both the
teacher's and student's point of view. As the teacher I had reservations as to,
whether I could keep student interest alive for one semester by t., 'zing
the mini-economy around The single topic'of money.'As it turned o tent _

became irrelevant as discussions evolved from specific ft-01197k terns : : -
arising out of ciasNrOpm experiences. Prepared-hosson,plags_were uddenly
not necessary or meaningful. The structure of the class became's(); UkI ttiat
we simply ealt with issues as they arose. ,There,,,was no ,s.s 'ntial ..

progression as ne topiC led logically to thenext. My ror as teacher beca
one of adViso and facilitator of information. ;as opposc'd to a lecturer
diSseminating facts and figures.

At one time or another- during the semester the topics of banking,
creation of money,sinfiation, recession, business cycles, taxatton, welfare,
capitalism vs. socialism, Gross National Producl, deficit spending, concen-
tration of wealth, and the role of government in a free enterprise system
were discussed, as well as experienced, in a "real" way. By answering their ,

questions as they arose, we spent more time dealing with economic
problems that they actually expekienced instead of talking about, topics in
which I might have felt thore secures.

As for the students,--1 believe the classroom experiences benefited them
greatly. The students were learning inquisitively, as 'opposed to being
"taught" doghla by the teacher. The problems experienced in the mini-
economy generated questions which made 'it 'easier its comprehend the °

problems facing the U.S. economy. The analogy between their economy and
that of the U.S. was constantly,emphasized. In essence, they were learning
by doing.

.. In addition, with the possible exceptioreof the two students who failed, I
felt that all students got involved in the class. Perhaps this was because of
the uncertainty of it all. Some felt everything was "unfair.".Those students

m
were reminded that capitalism does' not promise equality. Some were highly

by the profit incentive, trying to become rich so they would not
have" to work so hard, if at all, during the last four weeks of the semester.
Some were satisfied to be wage-earners. Some chose not to make the
necessary effort to earn enough incOme.to pass. All attitudes associated'with
a "real" economy seemed to surface in the mini-economy of the classroom.
Most importantly, the grade they achieved was virtually the result-of-Their
own efforts. If they didn't achieve the-grade they thought they deserved, ,

0 '",



they had nobody td.blame except themselves.'
In general" the mini-economy was a 'practical exercise in a free

enterprise sygtem in which the great majority of students were actively and
ciihstantly. the teao .don't think I could-have eXpected.
more. - r .

,
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APPNDIX TO CHAPTER.4

Good Ideas in Brief: High School Level
,

ELAYNE 'FELDMAN, of Fridley-Senior High School, Fridley, Min-
nesota, developed a three-week unit for twelfth-grade students to supple-
ment the nine weeks course nvieconomics in her school. Entitled "The
United States.and the World. Economy; " ,the unit was designed to provide an

rstanding of international economics. The unit Preesents a nu mber of basic
un erstandings, principles and concepts, and relies heavily on student
activity. Each activity is designed to promote total student participation and
is related to current a airs, including the1, energy crisis. The principal

' economic concept; brou t out in the unit include specialization, scarcity,
absolute and comparative advantage4'111e balance of payments, and the
rationale for international trade. Among the activities emphasized in the unit
are simulation"' exercises, supplemental readings and related discussion
questions, import and 'export transactions, currency conversion problems, -
and pre- and posttests. ,

.
, ,

MAXINE M. MILLER of Northside High School in Fort Smith;
Arkansas, developed a multifaceted and interdisciplinary.rProject in her
sociology classes through an urban study of Fort Smith. Using a sense of
community as the focus for the full semeSter program, the, five major
institutions of QII communities--family, economics, governmenL, edtka-
tion, and religio0were studied in depth. The project devgloped ourdf an
urban studies institute that had been attended by four students and the
instructor. Throughout the project various techniques of d4 '%:- °fleeting
were utilized by the participants. The complele project is preset m, .n seven .

-.: , scrapbooks, a set of slides and other support materials. While the participat-
ing) students were heavily involved with the learning process and had a
direct resportSibilityn11eXurrioalum, they also learned a great deal 'abOut
their owh communiiji, and'.;.giVen heir personal Values, were able to, indicate
their ideas on organizing a new society. The students then tested etrt4. new
society against several fundamental needs, including the ability to pri6duc,e
and distribute goods and services, the maintenance of order and security,
sense of purpose, add the socialization of members of the hew community.

''JOEL FISCHER of the City-as=School, Brooklyn, Nett, York, And
JAMES ILLORAN of August Martin High School, Jamaica, New York,



using scarcity as the basic economic problem and the energy -crisis -as -the
fodus for an instructional unit, developed auniques4 classroorn-tested, highly

motivating series of activities that .may be used ant duplicated by other
,teachers. BelierMg that, enetive -teaching requires. a marriage between
significant Cont&it tofxsubject matter and "process:' or metho4..ology, the
teachers established -seVeral,goal .

includfig ars ,understaiVing,'of basic
economic concepts; hypothesis formation and testing; and an increase 'in
students' involveMent in the learning process. To achieve the stated_goals
the instructors created an-innovati'v'e series of activities that was integrated
into a larger course of"study in comparative economic-systerns The unit is
organized to include the rational& for the project. model lessons on hypothe-
sis bVilding, the "enetgy" game, debriefing activitq, and rnodel.follo1W-up,..
lessons.

HOWARD SCI-10BER of Cranford High School, Cranford, New
Jersey, and his eleventh and twelfth-grade econorrrirs published an
economics Magazine expressly created for secondary school students.,
While the primary.goal of the project was to help students to apply the, basic
economics principles learned in class to the immediate environment,. the
activity, wasdesigtled to teach the. students about the various economic
elements invoked with the formation and operation of a business enterprise.
Among the various activities related to eeonomics.which were included in
the project were; analyis of. demand for.the magazine assuming various
prices; studies of various forms of business enterprises; attitudinal surveys
on student beliefs about the-business world; budgeting; and determination of

, costs of. production. Two magazines were published in the course orthe
year, and -as the corporation was liquidated the business.committee reported
a profit of $35 as a result of a 350 copy'Sellout in one day.?

ELIZABETH H. ALEBAUGH of Broadway High Schthil, broad-
way, Virginia, developed a unit on money and.banking called "How the Fed.
Spreads the Bread:7' The unit was designed to develop an understanding of
the commercial banking system, the rO14 of the Federal Reserve System, and
hoW..monetary policy is used to approach vary us economic conditions, In
the ProcesS of the Unit, students developed an understanding of the overall
scope of the bankin g/system as it relates to many varied "aspects of the local,
community, the state, thF nation and the world. Highlighting the unit was a
banking seminar and a field trip to'a local bank. The culminating activity in
the project was a Simulation exercise which involved critical analysis of the
economic situation and consequent decisions on how to utilize the three
major monetary tools. Phase. II of the siinulation.involved ptirticipation of
students in various. .activities designed to' indicate how toe commercial
banking system can create money through the fractional reserve. system.

DONALD E. NORDLUND. of Scottsdale High School, 'Scottsdale,
Arizona, has developed. a pilot program called "-PROJECT:

Alesigned to implementethe; state-mandated high school course 9n the
. "Essentials and Benefits of the Free Enterprise 'System" bind at the same

time to include the Carter EdUc'ation Thernes identified by the, Arizona State
bepartment of Education. The program was designed to provide students
With hands-on experiences as they related economic concepts and principles
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to practice through the formation of businesses orga'Kzed to produce goods
-3?

.,and services. Students utilized their own Capital to form'their businesses and
earned profits,or incurred losses,in their enterprises."Taxes and rent were
paid to the school's student council for business activit.%.5 conduCted on
campus. &total of 27 tudents participated in the project dK they formed 89
separate enterpri e ore than $3500 was deposited in the.schOol bookstore
which served as the commercial bank for the businesses. At the conclusion
of the projedt all businesses were liquidated, -1),A from the successes enjoyed
by several of thei'students; expression of iritefestl was made on est`abIlShing
the ,same .businesses in the local community: The entry includes. all details
for utilizing the project irk

;TN
seluilkfisuggested calendars, bibliographies, cour

.

.

z outline and content materials, and necessary forms.
. JO§EP 'W e FSON of Andrew Jackson High'School, Queens, New

York, and JA a,:.1#:EV-11q., Queens College, NeW 'York, developed a,Pred t
%.1coon fricome ineq :iity in the United States. The...project was part of ,t

Queens College-Atidrew Jackson Partnership Program in which the staffs.iif:'
both institutions share resources, curricula and-appropriate materials id a.
number of subject areag; The major goal of the unit-was toloster student
understanding .of. the causes and Consequences- of economic inequality,

emosing them-to a variety of viewpoints and alternatives on such issues as
the relatiiie distribution, of income, taxation of inherit0 wealth, al, :the gap
betw,eed the rich and the poor. Issues and, data are 01-esented in a way to

-, encourage the students to develop answers and.inake decisions batied Upon
their own -value positions, regarding economic inequality- in the, United
States., Through a'vriety of exercises, related_activities and discussion
questionS the unit,'eeeks to answer .in 'a reasonable. and. meaningful way:
What does economic inequality mean?Why, does economic inequality exist? `'<,
What does the evidence show are the consequences o inequality?' Can or

'-should our "peopt ;more equal economically? Socially? How can this be
actomplished?.I inky of wealth and income inevitable or modifiable?
Is it morally defer r an eil?. .

`./..f I Is.-

CARL FL9WERS,
.Florid q,. has designed,.a si ulation called '"'Money-DaysAn Econbrnics: ..
GameY" to ,Stimulate peer group interaction through a series of activities : ,
related to'buying'and selling,real estate The e emphasizes !`see atid.
do'-' rather. thaa,a see first and do. latek,activity. .ach student is. "paid" 'an . '"
amount equal to the grades earned in claS.s4(i.e., a radp.of 92 $92.00)'and ..

1.. with this money he or she mustpa9 rent, and as the game progresses, buy
real estateNThe simultatTon .may' be related` to topics normally found in ,

.' American History which are somewhat diffieult to understand...or which
provide only marginarinteteSt. The key economic concepts emphasized in

emand,4
d 'n the

rtgage
"WI offieel>,-Federal Reserve Bank employer, a grocer.,a welfa e a ent, a
tax. askesSor, a dax collector,. and stock broker. Each has a specific set, of i..

. rules Sand functions. to perfOrm. 'Iricluded in the ''prhject arc...appropriate
record- keeping procedure; facsimiles of bank forms, ipforrnation on deeds,
and the eValliatiOn instrument that was prepared forlhe game..,.

. of Northeast High School, Fort Lauderdale.

the game include money, banking, and credit, inflation, supply and
and the .role of. the Federal Reserve System. Each class igvplv
activity has a community bank cashier, a real estate salespersod;, a
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-Change
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'' Fotq , ,I ' ast threei acadernic years (1974-75 to 1976-7-7), the .IllinoiS'
gourkcifOn ...de

.

ononiicAdbeatiena consortium of ,liniviefSily 'land school
educators, 14t4sinessJabor_and apicultdralleaders tlitougho%

Progtairkerffiitted ".-The Merl(' of Work Economic Education- (WOWEE)
,projeet..Sili'e 1974, the WOWEE cuiTioulurtrhas beeti,deVelOPed; riNdified
and refinyl iliidergbings,(-1*room implementation in scores of schodls
across th state of

Previ4u41y,publisheil:eValuattlins' have focused on various aspects of.
the projict inthearst i%.(4o Yers,ot its (19:74./76), Here we attempt
to stress. the thitt year:°Of the ":,-Project' implerlientatiOri :(1976-77)1' which .

embodie§7-a ritimbii: (if reihiemerftr*gested byAbe evaluations of Prior

AlthotigObe's .sNi,,oiv,g7,13rhject focuses oh.ect-nOtilic educa-

the II5CV gr ram - or College Vn
,project deli erY'has-Weet.(ina
'Progriarlis for experienced, teachp s
sities affiliated with-the Illinois Cou
ive contributidp of 'the;
*IllinOiS Model' for Curriculum clianie".) lies in itsredsf-effective mOde. Of
program delivery,.1through the miiitraditional uses of uniyer?ity,4aV comma-

resourdes to-aChieve continued implementation in the .ciassr

GOals' of the, filinqvakoriEE prtieck '",
7: .

theyrirnar3/ objective nas'411)qen teaChaboutwork through, the- use of..
a selected ' set. of economic coficeptS.. l'he conce:ptS (or topicat areas)f 4

conducted ajt innovative and broadly based currieurum plernentation

iion at the Sec dar-"kscihcici le,,60, we are litlinitting.-tliivpplteationthuOtigh
tS because_ the principal medium ror

Inlet to'be)gragnale--credited inservice
ecinducted throligh a 'nullifier of univer-,

il. We belitrie that the-Major innova-
,prOjeot iand of the underlying

selected 'to be. s4essed %ye

1. Scarcity :,-, ; ,` 3.., OpPOrtunity Eost
2. Indiyidua1 choice , -. 4,, . Work satisfaction

"er 's
...,.,4L . :t86'
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5, Occupational projections 8. Unemployment
6, Job discrimination .9. Productivity of labor
7. Collective bargaining 10. Cost, supply, and demand

The .project also stressed the integration of three related curricular
areas: career, consumer, and economic education. The generalized objective
of the Illinois WOWEE project. is to generate among secondary school
students an understanding of, and an appreciation for, the importance
work per se in the American economic system. Thus, at an operational level,
tile project has both cognitive and affective (or attitudinal) objectives

: focused atAihe student level. .

In addition, we expected (but did not set out to evaluate) cognitive gains
in a number of other (noneconomic) disciplialtirgas (e.g.% U.S. history,
sociology, psychology, anthropology, and 'timer edtiCatibn). Thest:'

. expectations were due, in large part, to the interdisciplinary nature of the
WOWEE curriculum as modified through the Illinois implementation'proj-

4 eCt. However,16 specific student performance objectives were established
in these related areas. In any event, the projectAtaff, felt that substantive
Ons in student cognition of economics would sery ris some form of proxy
for (unmeasured) gains in other disciplines whicbf would reap "spillover" 'de'
benefits from the WOWEE implementation.

Another high-priority goal was the dever6pment and refinement of a
cost-effective and educationally sound model for. curriculum dissemination
and classroom implementation. We chose to measure cost-effectiveness in
terms of percentage gains in student understanding of economics per dollar
of project real costs. Thus our cost estimates for the pcuject as a whole
include more than just the explicit costs incutred by funft. agencies, the
Illinois (911uncil, the participating schools, and the universities involved.

We included rough estimates of the opportunity costs of students
exposed to the project, their teachers,' school administrators, the project
staff members, a d even those of relatively high priced (but unpaid)
community resource eopie used in the project. The "educational sound-
ness" of the model eveloped can be assessed by the degree of classroom
acceptance which both the, project and the curriculum have enjoyed. Many
past efforts at curried um change, in economics as in other disciplines, have
failed miserably in this sense, despite the fact that they were "good
projects" in a content sense. We felt th oany proje'ct which failed at the
classroom implementation stage (in either the short or long run) must be
adjudged "educationally unsound." Moreover, the development of such a
cost-effective and educationally sound model for curriculum dissemination
and implementation should be applicable to a variety of .curricula and
disciplinarystructures. In short, if the model worked with WOWEE, it,ought
to work with other, unrelated curricula.

WOWEE Project History and Procedures

History
The Illinois WOWEE project is an outgrowth of a curriculum originally

developed between 1966 and 1968 by ,Darcy and Powelt at the Ohio
University Center for Economic Education entitled, Manpower Develop-
ment: Opportunities in American Economic Life.3 Th elrtiginal program was
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'designed to bridge the gap between education and work by helping stuerrW.
to'understimd such themes as thestructure and functioning of the U.S.
economy hanges brought about by technology; the changing role of work
in our' ety; hoCv market processes, qccupational oRportunities, and
decisio4 skills were related; and hOW the individual could become a
better t d consumer, worker and voting citizen when tt' or she had a
basic u 4 standing of our economic system. The original curriculum
attempted, throug!? an interdisciplinary base, to cut across and integrate
many of the social scienees; for example, by providing an exarpination of the
economic, psychological 'and sociological implications of carkoer choices.

Although the oriiiinal.Ohio-developed WOWEE curriculum was funda-
mentally sound in a coriteni, sense, it' appeared to the Illinois project staff to

4c1c,,a number of important components which would make it educationally
successful upon implementation in the classroom. For one thing, the Ohio
WOWEE curriculum lacked an articulated teacher in-service design which
would facilitate its implementation. The Illinois project staff knelt, that no
new curriculum could succeed in Illinois without an effective (and funded)
in-service component. For example, in eccnt years the Illinois legislature
has mandated a host of curriculum, pro arms. However, few if any of these
legislative mandates have been baCked p with budgetary appropriations to
support their dissemination and imple entation. The obvious result has
been a widespread neglect of, or "paper -ompliance" with, nearly all of the
mandated curricula. Moreover, no fu s have been provided for either
formative or summative evaluation of t e mandated curricula. Hence, the
state has no way of gauging the success (or lack thereof) of its mandated
programs. Therefore, the staff of he Illinois Council felt that the WOWEE
project could only be im ment effectively if substantial teacher-training
and evaluation component built into the project from the start.

Another problem with the original WOWEE curriculum (perhaps even
more serious than the lack of teacher training and evaluation components)
was inherent in the overall design of the program. Thlit design appeared to
require the addition of an entirely new course to an already overfilled school
curriculum. The Ohio program also appeared to be too grade-spedific and
thus narrowed the options for. implementation across various secondary
grade leVels. Thus the Illinois Council staff decided to modify the structure
of the WOWEE curriculum substantially so that an "infusion" approach
could be followed. The infusion approach allOws teachers to build smaller
instructional modules which can be slipped into existing courses of a wide
variety.

By the end of the 1974' summer workshop, the WOWEE program
consisted of the base material, Manpowir and Economic Education, plus a
packet of implementation and lesson plan units consisting of over 500
mimeographed pages of activities and implementation strategies. In
every subsequent year, these have been further improved and enlarged. Most
importantly, the materials weretbroken down by school district and cross
referenced by discipline and grade level. In this way, teachers at different
grade levels could implement specific activities in the WOWEE curriculum
which were not contingent upon either prior training in the curriculum ora
vast knowledge of economics per se.

Teachers, instead of tearing up their- entire stock of existing courses,
lesson plane and classroom activities, are in a position to infuse WOWEE
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concept.and lesson modules into what they are already' teaching. This was an
invaluable asset of the project, for it presented a method of marginal
curriCulum change.that was nonthreatening to the harried teacher and both
meaningfip and readily adaptable to local classrootns in a variety of
disciplines and grade levels, II%

-

I A fuither enefit of the icifusion approach (and of the strategy used to
implement it) as the,development of a strong "ownership intereston the
part of parti pating teachers. That is, the WOWEE curriculum was not
imposed on the teachers "from above," either by inflexible legislative
mandate, unsympa etic school admin. trators, or "outside experts carrying
briefcases." Rather, he Illinois WOW E project stressed teacher develop-
ment and modificaltion of preexisting se materials: many of whi h came
from the original, Ohio program. In thi process the teachers developed an
"ownership interest" in the WOWEE curriculum: if, ,it succeeds, it is
because of their efforts; if it fails, it is because they alloWed it to fail.. _

Procedures
To effect this infusion approach, the following procedures are followed

each year of the project:._ 4 .

e

I. January 'and February 1976Key school districts within the intended
focus areas for the next year are contacted.4 Contact is made with a district
representative, usually the assistant superintendent for curriculum level.

2-.- March 106Presentations on the WOWEE project are made to the
district's consumer, career, and economics curriculum committees. In-
terested committee members and other teachers they have contacted, have
until May 15 to preregister for the class. ,

3. March-May 1976Reminders are sent to all persons ho attended
the March meeting. These reminders are followed up internally by the
original district representative.

4. May 1976Arrangements for the locations of the workshop are
finalized at Northern Illinois University. The partipipants are to stay on .

one floor of a local dormitory, the class sessio
of the same building. Plans for an office on th residential floor are made.

dg held on a lower level

The office will contain a liquid duplicator, two typewriters and a basic
library of materials for use by participants.

5. June 1976Welcome letiers are sent out to the 30 registrants
representing nine school districts within the threelocuSoreas. Included in
the welcoottsrs are instructions on registration and housing. ,

.
During this time -the Illinois riiiincil on Econo *c Education (ICEE) staff

6. JuilMlykl976--Instrucfors and guest are finally selected.

meets with key business representatives to set up "4ction Committees"
within the focus districts. * '4' -

' 7 . July 1976Copies of the tentative schedule for the summer workshop
are sent out to all participants.° ,.

8. August 2-13, 1976An intensive 2-week summer workshop is held.
The final Friday is a 1-day seminar to introduce WOWEE and the district
infusion/plans to a group of administrators and Action Committee members
from-their districts. This begins the i4Iementation phase'ef the project.°

9. August-September 1976Key teachers, who attended the intensive
2-week .workshop, each recruit, five or sik teachers from their district to
attend the year-long extension course to be held within their districts.
i'.' " '
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, 10. September-June 1977In this phase the participants, now number-
ing 130 teachers, attend a year-long extension course, offering .3 semester
hours of credit, which meets every other week. Assisting with this course
are the university instructor, the local keY t achers, curriculum consultants,
guest speakers,, and local Action Com ittee members. All WOWEE
teachers, pretest both control and experim ntal classes in September and
posttest these same classes in May.

11. May 1977WOWEE participants meet discuss classriihm results
from the past year. Suggestions are made for changes in procedtift for the
next year, resulting in six new WOWEE units, allowing a greater expansion
of the program and a better articulation between consumer, career, and
economic concepts.7
(Please note: In January 1977 these same procedures were followed to begin
the 1977-78 project.)

411
Through the intensive summer workshop, the teachers:
1. acquire a background understanding of the basic economic concepts,

facts and generalizations needed to understand the world of work;"
2. , learn a Method of constructing individualized classroom activities

related to WOWEE for use in their own 'classrooms; and .

3. lay the groundwork for an extended Implementation of the WOWEE
curriculum-irptheir home districts by many more of their fellow teachers.

The last of these three objectives is perhaps t e most impbrtant and
significant innovation of the WOWEE project as it ha een implemented in
Illinois. By training a relatively smar cddre of dedie d and committed
"key teachers" in' these intensive, on-campus summer ins itutes, the. Illinois
Council hag been able to multiply the impact of its efforts and resotifces by a
factor of 5 or 6. The key teachers, when they return to their home districts,

-1Thmediately begin to recruit sizable numbers of their peers, as -enrollees in a
year-long extension course taught within or very near the home district. The
recruiting process is'facilitated through pribr staff contact and coordination
"with district superintendents, principals and curriculum specialists. In fact,
the "key teachers" are selected by school district administratoys to partiei-

1pate in the intensive summer WOWEE institutes largely on the basis of the
teachers' ability to work with and lead their peers.

This phase of the WOWEE implementation program is another innova-
tive feature and is also the principal contributor to the high cost effectiveness
of the program as a whole. This is the case because the ongoing tension

" workshops are co:instructed by univers y faculty members (who re also
staff members of the ICEE), by the y teachers who had previously
undergone intensive summer training, and by businessmen in the local
community. The key teachers and business representatives thus ope ate as
peers of university faculty members. These tea hers also perf rm as
resource persons ilbtheir home districts, assisting the r fellow teache in the
process of WOWEE implementation.

The Illinois WOWEE project has developed 'a procedure to tap
noneducator community resource people in a useful way. As the intensive
summer institutes draw pear,-staff members from the Illinois Council meet
with key community representatives from business, labor; agriculture and
government in the local area to be serviced' during the 'academic year
ettension p The purpo .of these community meetings is to form local'



"Actin Committees',' to assist the focal schools in WOWEE implementa-
tion. ese, Action ComMittees consist of prominent individuals from the
cote unity who help to' bridge the gap between thecreticareconomics and
the eal world of work. The Committee membeis assist teachers by
pro Kling speakers for tightty-specified topics;° by coordinating and arrang-
ing field trips, plant tours and similar activities; by supplying materials and
inf ation about the local economic base; and by standing ready to answer
the questions,oe1te four or five teachers who are "assigved" to each Action
Committee member.'°

In 1976-77, the project was supported by the Amoco Foundation. Since
1974,-,over 35 11 nois school districts have participated. In its third y ar,
three separa OWIEE extension programs were conducted during the
academic ye ,one in Joliet, another in Naperville, and a third in Wood
River. kach' e tensictik workshop was conducted through a different Center
for Economic Education: the Joliet course was tun-;by Illinois State
University, the Napery-111,e course by Northern Illinois University, and the
'Wood River course by Southern Illinois University-Edwardsville. Previous
year-long WOWEE programs have also been carried out through Bradley
University' (in Peoria and Pekin) DePaul University ..(in Chicago), and
Western Illinois University (in MacOrtib, Springfield, and all cil? McDonough,
County).. Other WOWEE prOgramS have been carried out kin Rockford,
Crystal.Lake, DeiCalb, Chicago Ridges Des Plaines, and MouritProspect by
the N.I.J. Center. The graduate-credited extension courses involved have
been stretched over the entire academic year (meeting once every two or
three weeks) in order to insure Atquatelime for quality implernentatic% of
the WOWEE project.

.A" serieS. of 12 to 16 class sessions are typically involved in each
extension workshop. A significant feature of these workshops is the partici-
palm of -local Action Committee members. An exemplary three-hour

IWOWEE instructional, session might run as follows:

t. 30-45 minutes of,,,c,vntent instruction by the university instuiptor and
course coordinator.

2.,30 minutes of implementation work by the key teachers. (Each key
teacher is joined by four to six -"iinplementing" teachers in the academic
year course. Each enrolled reacher earns three serfiester-hours of graduate
credit upon completion of the course.)

3. A 30-45 minute presentation by an Action Committee member,
dealihg with a topic related to, the previous "content" and "methods''
instruction.

40-71 question-and-answer session, followed by independent work by
teachers on classroom activity, development. (In this phase, small groups are
formed school district or by grade level to facilitate the development of
rational implementation plans.)

A most rewarding aspect of t 111e project is the ability of educators to
work in groups of four or five with local community repreithiative.s. Here
provocative and penetrating questions revolving around those 'issues most
asked of teachers by their, students' are discussed candidly with, Action
Committee members. As assignments between fortnightly :sessions the
teachers are expected to create furtheri lesson plans reflecting the new
information gatherelfduring the session .with the Action Committee mem-
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bers. These preliMinary lesson plans are then reviewed by peer teachers,
university instructors, and Action Committee members in order to make
certain they are correct in content and truly reflect the economics of the
area.

, Reviewed and completed lesson plans are then duplicated and placed in
a community lesson /Man WOWEE pack& The packet is divided by
WOWEE content area and grade level. Each lesson plan contains separate
suggestions for community resource use, i.e., field trips, speakers, audio and
media materials and simulations."'
ResOurce Naomi, References and Teaching Maur als

In addition to the applicants, a nurnb r of economists, and educators
served as resource persons (i.e., instructors, curriculum specialists, and

'visiting lecturers) during the intensive summef institute which began the
1976-77 WOWEE project.

A number of community kaders (including local Action Committee
members) were also called upon to make brief presentations on specific
topics.

During the 1976 summer institute and the 1976-77 academic-year
extension cpurses( the following basic text materials were used:

Paul T. Heyne, The Economic Way of Thinking (SRA, 1973).
Robert L. Darcy and Phillip E., Powell, Manpower and Economic

Education: A Personal and Social Approach to Career Education
(Love Publishing Co., 1973).

Wingspread Workbook for Education Change Agents (Social Science
Education Consortium, 1975).

S. Stowell Symmes, editor,' Handiw.a fp" Curriculum Changel
Guidelines (Joint Concil onNEconomic Education, 1%9).

.W. Lee Hansen et al., The Mast Curriculum Guide, framework,
Part I (Review Edition; Joint COI-Mei! on Economic Education,
June 1976).

Other, materials referenced are too numerous to list The libraries at
both Northern Illinois University and the Illinois Council on Economic
Education were used as needed, ant all materials on the Joint COuncil's
Checklist were available and used as appropriate. Several films, games and
simulations, and even interactive computer-ass ted instruction algorithms
were employed. ago teaching aids. The instruction rocedures used for the
participating teachers were the same as those the teachers were expected to
use for their own students.

On the other hand,' there was relatively little formal instruction in
teaching methods. The strategy of the project staff was to use a wide variety
of sound educational methbds, make the participating teachers aware of this
use and, by example, convince the teachers of the usefulness of these
methods in their classrooms.

Project Evaluation

During the 1976 summer institute, the first norming edition of the new
Test of Economic Literacy.(TEL) (Joint Council on Economic Education,

,17 8) was used as a pretest (form A) and posttest (form B) to generate
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evidence of teacher learning. The performance data for the WOWEE teach-
ers were as follows:

Pretest P.osttest

,

Change

Mehn Kores 36.25 40.00 + 3.75
Standard deviation / .115.69 3.53

. Percentage correct 78.80 86.96 + 8.16
Range 23-46 33-45
Number tested 28 27
Forms used A A3
The average percektage gain (measured_ by Post-Pre/Pre) was 10.34

percent, a substantial gain considering the shortness of the time bet(een
pre- and posttesting (8 actual workshop days).

A more meaningful measure of teacher improvement, however, is their
sd-called "Gap-Closing Score." This score divides their actual improvement
(Post-Pre = 40.0 36.25 = 3.75) by the amount of potential improvement
(Maximum possible score Pre = 46.0 36.25 = 9.75 points). On this
basis, the WOWEE teachers, on the average, closed 38.46 percent of the gap
in their economic knowledge (as measured by the test instruments) in just
eight (8) days of workshop time.

Another index of improvement can be found in the number of test
questions (out of 46 on each form) which all teachers answered correctly. On
the inetest,..100 percent .of`the teachers answered only three (3) questions
correctly. However, on.the posttest, thirteen (13) questions were answered
correctly by all teachers. ,

Also ndteworthy is the fact that the four teachers who scoreti lowest on
the pretest achieved the largest gains (35.5 to 50 percent improvements) on
the posttest.

During the academic Year extension workshops, we switched to the
"Hybrid" Test of Understanding in College Economics (TUCE) as a pre- and
posttest to gauge teacher learning. One reason for doing so was to retest the
summer "key teachers" with an independent instrument of known reliability
(partly to check on the reliability of the new TEL). Use of the TUCE apo
allowed the measurement of differential gains in knowledge of economic
concepts between teachers who had and those who.harl not participated in
the intensive summer institute. The evidence here revealed that:

1. There was a strong positive correlation between TEL postteSt sores
(at the end of the summer institute) and the "hybrid" TUCypretest
scores (at the outset f the fall 1976 academic year extension

rprogram) for the 26 "key teachers" having matched scores. (The
`Spearman p = Q.83.) . 1' .;.

2. The summer-trained "key teachers" entered the fall extension
course phase with significantly higher pre-TUCE scores when com-
pared to the "implementing teachers" who were to be trained only in
the academic-year extension phase.

3. Both "key" and "implementing" teachers achieved 'significantly
positive gain scores between pre-TUCE and post-TUCE adminisira4.1.-
tionS. The "key teachers" retained their absolute advantage over the
"implententing teachers," although the gap between the two groups
narrowed somewhat.
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In our view, however, the most significfnt test of the effectiveness of
teaccier-training program is whift happenei to student learning after the
teachers have ..Keturned to the classroom. The most important aspect of any
economic education program is not what teachers learn, but what their
students learn:Hence, the WOWEE project involved an extensive student

-testing program as a, part of the total teacher-training program.
For evidence of what the teachqs taught their students, both a cognitive

and an affective instrument were used. We relied on the Junior High &Iwo!
Test of Economics (JHSTE) (Joint Council on Economic Educatio , 1974), a
nationally normed, validated instrument designed for testing conte tbacquisi-
tion at grade levels 7 through 9. At, ,

- The affective instrument used was an extensively- moffi red version of
. "Were I a Worker . . .." an unpublished 120-item instrument, originally

developed by M. F. Smith, Project FArS (Fusion of Applied and Intellectual
Skills), P. K. Yonge Laboratory School, UniVersity hf Florida, Gaines-
ville, 197 I. -The Original instrument was field-tested by Project FAIS ' '
and 'algo used by the Manpower and Industrial Relations Institute at -North
Texas State University."' Our 1976-77 xersion ()lithe instrument had.been
previously modified for WOWEE project use during the second ye-
implementation (1975-76). Both the original and the modified ruments
rely Jul the .Osgood semantic differential technique to me- r affective

)
changes.' 4

The empirical results for The 1976-77 WOWEE project ave not as yet
been generated;. as a number of student groups did no complete the
ppsttesting sequence until June of 1977. A lengthy seri s of data-reduction
and consistencyt-eitecking procedures ust 12e complet d before regression
estimates can be produced."' Howeve , we do have c mpleted evaluations
for both the 1974-75 and 1975-761sam les, yielding matched s&nple sizes of
1,010 and 1,833 students, respectively. Tables I and 2 display these results
and we have rig reason to expect significant deviations from these results for

y the I 976-77.sarnple (which should produce another I,5oq or so observations).
The empirical estimates for the first two years of WOWEE implementa-

tion in Illinois are based on a "sipgle-equation model where cognitive
postscoies are determined by cognitive prescores, a new "affective change"
variable (0.eaoured by a coefficient-of-variation analog),'6 a control-.

experimetU dichotomous variable, a student sex variable, a teacher sex
variable, a sex interaction variable,'.' and a set of schoOl district dummy
Variables. OLS regregsion analysis was employed to test the model and 1p
estimate coefficients for the explanatory variables chosen to predict 5tude

,

postscores on the cognitive instrument.
These regresSion results \show (fdr both, the 1974-75 and 1975-76

implementations) that the students' Infor knowledge of ecoliomics (as'
measured by the cognitive prescorea "human capital" variable) was the
single most important determinant of the students'cognitive postscore. I 8

The second most- important and significant determinant of student,
postscores was exposure to the WOWEE program. The "Conex" variable
shoWs this 123/ staking on a significantly negative coefficient whenever the
variable is equal to unity (for "contr151" groups). "Experimental" (or

-WOWEE) classes were coded zero.'Weur measure of affective change enters,
into the equation as the third most important element, with a large,,positive

icoefficient.olt stiggssts that students making large changes in a "pzi9ve"
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Table 1

Regression Estimates of Student Cognitive
Achievement: 1974-75 WOWEE Sample

(Depenclet vcstiable = Posttest score; N.= 1010)

Variable
go,ression Beta
Coefficient Coefficient t -ratio

pretest score " 0.757 0.655 26.44*,*
111

Conex (c = 1, x = 0) -27175 -0.142 6,45**
/ Affect score 541.178 4 0.055 2.54*

/ Sex, (same = 1) J0.635 -.0.044 1.85
Sex, (M ='--'1, F,= 0). -0.145 ar, ----0.010 0.42
Sex, (-M = 1, r = 0) -0.031 . -0.002 0.07
Dt

..D2
D3

D4
D5
D6

. D7
D5
D.
.D10
Constant

-0.043 ( , ..,--0.001 '0.05
A 0.578 0.012

2.706- ,0.24 "
4., -0.092 004

2. i 145
4.1 8 . 0. 1

-2.345 i. 0.06
1.424 0.065

-0.413 -0.008
K407 0.078

. 6.723 (

Tt2 = 0.5342

0.47
4.13**
0.13
4.84**
4.73**
2.46*
2.23*
0.34
2.41t

43.78**

S.E. . = 4.88 F 2 (d.f. 993 and 16)**

'* significa t at the 0.05 level.
** significa t at the 0.01 level.

dfrection e affective instrv.ment scored higher-on the cogniti posttest,
ceteris paribus,

Also of note is the fact Qlkstudent sex, teacher sex, and the c rrespon-
., dence of teacher and student sex were not significant deter inants of

cognitive learning in economics via the WOWEE curriculum. T s indicateS
that the curriculum is relatively free of sex-role stereotyping, nd is also
consistent with the hypothesis that WOWEE teaching materials and strate-

.gies were free of self-bias.
Among the schQ district dummy-Variables (generally indicating differ -

e t school districts in each of the two implementations), several were
'significant determinants of ttudent cognitive achievement.-To a large extent,

othese dummies are measuring teacher quality and community socioeconomic
status. However, they are also picking up the influence of grade level (a
proxy for "student maturity " anther human capital riable) in they
1974-75 regression results. A grade level variable was added t e 1975-76
evaluation design, but it does not enter the\ equation in Table 2 with _

statistical significance. 7.1

Despite- a number .of shortcoinings (some of .which we hope will be
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corrected in,t4s 1976 -77 design), the model use xNaitis well over halfOf
the variance in student cognitive postscores for the first two years of project
implementation. Moreover-`;' it-prbVides adequate, insights into a number of
the underlying determinants of student achievement in this 4domain. The
equations as wholes are, both . highly significant, as ,measured by the

f-statistics.
thus far, the cliscu i n has con ntrittp.4 on the educational benefits of

eWOWEE curriculum, tit no ev luation should be considered complete
ithout some reference to the inevitable Costs associated with it. One might
tempted to measure these, costs by.s mply adding up the funding provided

y foundations and by p g school-districts. But such figures grossly
nderstate the teal, cost of major curriculum efforts as they leave out the
pportunity costs of .p icipating students, teachers, school administrators,
nd even over -zeal -project staff members and community Action Com-

mittee members (though th6 latter costs may be charged to "labor of love"
in some instances).. There are also opportunity costs in terms of curricula

Table 2

Regression Estimates of Student Cognitive
Achievement: 1975-76 WOWEE Sample

(Dependent variable = Posttest score; N = 1,833)

Variable
Regression Beta
Coe icient Coefficient t-ratio

*Pretest score .781', _

ConeX (c = 1, x = 0) 7
Affect score 4.:
Saky,,(same = 1) 0.
Sexy (M = 1, F = 0)' 0.0
Sexy (M = 1, F = .-(1.027
grade level (5-12) 0.122
Do, 1p 0.059
D04 0.101

3.219
1.221
2.814

D51 -0.441
D52 1.421
D53 0.129

4.321
D6y, 0.398

1.588
Constant 6. r34

D40

A) 4 I

0.673 29.33**
0.169 7.38".

0.088
0%040 1.72

03008 0.33
0.002 0.11'

1.34
0.003 0.10

0.003 0.14
0.157 .98".
0.062 .37*"
0.133 0

7 0.009 0.61
0.051 1.68

0.007 0.89
0.077

0.009 0:77
0.081 2.34*

39.58"

of

RZ = 0.5961 S.E.E. = 4.26 F = 132.11 (d.f. 1814 and )8)**
T

* significant at the 0.05 level.
** significant at the 0.01 level.
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foregone result of the project activity. A rough estimate of total costs for
the first ear project discussed above is $75,000. o be second and
subsequen years of project implementation, these cos s deaine.rapidly as
fhe fixed c s of'development (incurred in the first year) spread out. But,
ven if we e entire first-yeatr,ccost as the basis, we find Oa the

ts-per tu n on the cdt:nitive posttest costs approxi ately-
$7. 3 er stu t (based on a first-year student exposure of rough 5,000
stud s). Pikanother wad), a twetrty percent increase in the avers e level of
eco mic literacy costs about $15.00 per student. MoreoverthN unit cost
doe -not "correct" for gains in the affective domain or for inckeased
co tive achievement in'other (noneconomics) disciplinary areas."

nally, this project suggests the potential for WOWEE implementation
thit'ough diverse curriculum areas such as social studies and busilless,,
education. In Illinois school districts the WOWEE curriculum has foutfd a
place-in home economics, fifth-grade mathematics, English, history,. win-.
tional and distributive education, and counseling as well as IR social studies,
and business/consumer. education. Through the 1976-77 sool year, over
14,000 students and nearly 500 teachers have been exposed to the WOWEE
cu culum. In almost all cases, the initial imple ntation has "stuck"
wh e it was infused: This has occurred becausi 4 e.project has met the
needs of students and their teachers in very direc , loW-cost, and useful
ways. In 19'77-78 the prciect will enter its fourth yea of rmplementation in
three entirely new areas of the state, with combines suppor local
community groups and renewed support from the ,Tslation enCe Fo nda-
don (NSF). In sum, WOWEE is a program about work that works!

Footnote:
'

, ' For preyiously, published evaluations refer,tdSuppOtting.Materials.;(2; 15,;anti 16, and to
John C. Soper, "A Simultarteous-EqUation Approa6t to Cognitive and Affective Learning in
Economics," Atlantic Ec;onomic Journal, 5,(Spring 1.577); StyPorting materials arativailable

- with the complete report-from the Vernon R. Aldettlibrary; Ohio University, Athens. Ohio.
" Sec Supporting Materials 1-4 and -17 for soineThackground -specifications of the WOWEE

project's content: Items 2-4 and 17 reveal the, evolution of the project (in terms of content
changes) as it moves into the fourth year of imple.rnentatiOnA1977.-78)._

.

3 Robert L. Darcy and Phillip 'E.Powell, Meintmit;er and EC iconom'Education: Personal
and Social Approach to, Career Educa(ioni(peliver:"Love PUblishing Co,: 1973).°

See SUpporting Materials 5 fOr''a -WOWEE'School Districts" throw 41926-77.
See Supporting Matefials 17,fora ligting of the 1076 -77 Summer'workShop sate at

,1977-78 reused Schedule. ."; ' 4
6 Be nning.with the summer of 1976. a-secOnd intensi summer institute

'Sotathe Iflinois.Unk>ersity_at Edwardsville for groups of St. ouis-area teacher
'Supporting Materials 2.'3 and 4- of c rse content.88 Materials 3 in particular.

" e porting _Materials 6 for 'a set of staff-developed "assignments" for Action
Committee embers. . ;.... . -

' ''° See Supporting Materials 7 for o comany's "in=house" newsletter on Actio9 CLiMmit-
..... ige. activities during the 1976-77 projee .

4.4 See'§upporting Materials 8 for examples of teacher - created. WOW Ematerials.
12 See Supporting .Materials,9 for a copy of the WOWEE testing instru is used:
"For 4 description of the Texas project, refer to William A. Luker .ey'al: Integrative

Manpower.- Economic Education: tin pperituent in Cerricalar Change\(periton, Texas: The
Manpower and Industrial Relaiting Institute, North Texas-StateUniverSity, 1974).'

1),.Itefer to James G. Snitlq and 'Charles' E. Osgood. ,Eds., A Semantic-Differential
Technique:A Souicebook (Chicago Aldine. 1969): C. E. ,Osgo4)d. G. Suci. and P. Tannenbaum,

t
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The Metisarernent of -Meaning (Urbana: University Press;. 1957); and Supporting
Materials 10 for both the general and prOjeet-specific background on affective evaluation..

13 Again, see.Supporting Materials,R) for details.' '
"'An explanation of thg procedures used to cons.tru thi. "affe).itive change" variable may

be found in Supporting. Materals 10. .* 7
The sei" interaction vatiablt (Sex) takes on tl value me whenever the sex of the

student and the teacher are the same, and the:value zert When t sexes differ. Sec Supporting.,
Materials'll for a.discussion of the problein addresseeth ugh t e use of this variable.

".The "human capital!" reference is discussed in John Sope "Needs for Evaluation in
Economic :Education." PerspectivA nn Etonomic EdDea (m (Jo t. Council on Economic
Edication. 1977), See.Supporting Materials 12 foLii draft cop'. As is ell-known.the cognitive
pretest score actually measures two different dimensions t 'stud nt human capital: prior

. knowledge of .economics and itldividual intelligence. The for eris a specific skill whilethe
:latter is a gOeral ability. Consistent and reliable data on tudent general ability were

unavailable Co us in'this project evaluation, given the large n tiers of districts, sehoolsp
teachers.and commOnitie!iinvolved. . ;

1" Further eviihiative evidence on the WOWEE prOject is conti ned in Supporting Materials
13 .and 14. In particular. pp..12ff.. of item.14 Contain? list ;ind.disc ssion of the "beneficiaries"
of the. WOWEE project in the first two years of its operation in Illinois. *

4
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As`

Exploit the Economic.
ucation Resource Market

.Jack R. Rouge anckfodrbw.fslappi
Economic Education, St. tCylobd StateUniversity, St. Cloud, Minnesota

4

I. Inttoductlan and St ement of Goals
c. .4 .

. ;The course we are abotit ts),:klescribe grew out a Needs Assessment
. ..made by our Center for EconokliC'Education. It was lid that the ttachers

__wanted to incorporate economics into their curriculum, K-12. They were
especially interested in current-trends in economic education,`,both in
material resottrces.-and in current teaching methods. The teachers repre-
sented all grade. levels and many:different subject areas including math,
home economics, industrial art:, agriculture, language arts and social
studies. Thus, economic backgr upds were as varied- as their teachin
situations. Manrof them had nev , had an economics course, while a
had a fairly good economics baekground,

Our goal was twset up a course in economic education that ould meet
a variety of.needs; but we, were not expecting, to put toget r a miracle
course that in one quarter would meet all the needs. The bigge concern was
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to organize an introductory course that could be followed by at least one, or
possibly two, more quarter classes with the same participanj4. ,

After.much discussion and debate we felt the most important goals ,of
this introductory course should be to acqu4nt the teachers with a*Mtiltitude
of materials and methods for tea-Ching economics.' This, we knew, the
t3articipants would most readily.identify with because it would be directly
related/to theirdaily teaching experiences. It was eve6nt from theoutset
that they were eager-to .put their hands on material and activities that they

. could use in their classrooms. , , ,, ,

By using a Methods and Materials approach to this course we were able
to attain some other goals. First it helped those without an extensive
economics background to acquire an understanding of many bisic economic
concepts and generalizations. This was a-prerequisite * .o that the teachers
would fed-confident enough to use economic content in their (Win class-

ioorris. Another goal this format helped us to attain was to prove to teachers
that setting up a course in economics is not a costly venture. It was our
obtive to provide them with access to-a multitude of material resources at
no cose-oi very little cost job their school districts. Along with this goal,
probably the' most .impiortant aim was ,:to: prove. to, the participants that
economics is certainly not a dismal science. It can be taught at. any

, educational level with a wide variety of interesting_ child- centered methods
and materials.

The most difficult task for this class was the preparation. Our planning
began 3 or 4 months prior to the first class meeting. What materials should be
used? When should they be used? Are they available when we want the ?
Are the materials appropriate for both elementary and secondary teach s?
Are the methods and materials innovative and educationally sou d? we
providing enough ety? Is/there a balance between printed and non nted
materials? ere a lance between active and passive cla oom ac-

6,

tivities?
With these questions i mind, we began ptting materials together. This

,. required that many letters b ent to get confirmation dates, especially on
audiovisual materials. From our n library at thg Center we filled four large

`.. -boxes with printed materials, mo of them being c rficulum guides and
classroom activity booklets. We h d many of the' materials (both audio
visual and printed) from the Joint Council on Economic Education's
Checklist. Those we didn't have were ordered and received by our first class
meeting. Our Center also has a large collection of classtoom simulations for

ching economicskat all grade levels. ,
After making our inventory of the available materials, we previewed all

for heir economic content, grade levelappropriateness, and to see where and
ho they would be introduced into our class. From this process we were

e to set up our tentative class activity schedule.

II. Class Organization and Description of Steps and Procedures

The next series of questions that had to be answered dealt with how -to
organize the class meetings to meet the various needs 'of the participants.
The participants were roughly divided into three groups of teachers
elementary, upper elementary-junior high, and senior high. We felt that
during the first part of every class meeting we should conduct an activity.that
would be appropriate for all three groups together. This was usually a film,
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filmstrip*or a classroom method for teaching economics. Following the
activity we would discuss how the activity could be modified or adapted to
make it appropriate for any specific grade level. Being together in one group 4
at the beginning of every class also gave us an opportunity to make general
announcements and to provide the students with a general introduction to
that evening's activities. Each class meeting we, would also divide the
participants into the three groups previously mentioned for activities that
were specifically geared to/heir grade level. This segment could be divided
into two parts: (1) participation in the activity, and (2) discussion of how the
activity could be used in thir classrooms. To implement this we provided
the participants with a re ource guide form that they could use to make
comments about the specify 'economic resource they were being exposed to.
This form had a dual purpose. It served as a guide in evaluating economic
education materials and it eventually became a resource guide for materials

_for future Curriculum development and revision.
W6 ended each class meeting with an economics materials display. A

separate room was set up each week prior to class with a large number of
materials spread oul7on long tables. For 15 or 20. minutes teacher,s could
browse through the materials and check them out for classroom use. In
many instances we would give a short introduction prior to the materials
display to focus attention on specific materials that might be useful in a
particular teaching situation. Each teacher was required to check out at least
one set of major economics materials, preview them, use them in his or her
classroom, evaluate them and explain the results to his or her pnrticular
small group in our class., This method proved beneficial in many ways. It helped, to individualize
the course by allowing teachers to select mIterials for their own particular
classroom needs: Sharing these ideas in sftl- 1 groups with persons with
common classroom concerns also proved to be motivational and it allowed
us to examine more materials than could hay.e been done individUally.

We hoped that this method would also stimulate the participants to-Put
together a unique and creative approach for teaching economics at their own
particular grade level. With this in mind we highly recopy that they
prepare and submit an entry to both the state and national awards programs.

III: Economic Methods Introduced

leis very difficult to separate methods from materials or materials from
methods. Our goal was to introduce at least,. one method for teaching
economics at every class session. What one has to keep in mind is that there
is a spin-off and multiplier effect when dealing with methods. Depending on
the grade level and sophistication IA the students, any material resource can
be utilized in a variety of ways. Each partici ant views materials and
methods from his or her frame of reference and ither adds to it, subtracts
from it, or modifies it in some way. The reader s ep this in mind as
we briefly describe some of the methods we introduced.

1. Using the Circular Flow Model in the classroom tb teach eco-
nomics. We discussed the economic concepts that this model helps
to teach. Many of the later materials we 'were exposed to were
related back to this model. We basically wanted them to view this
model as a tool for understanding many economic issues. In their
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various grade level groups they discussed how this method could
best be introduced and utilized.

2. Using Games and Simulations to teach economics. We felt very
.strongly about this method because the,,field of economics has a
wealth of materials that are introduced or can be introduced by this
means. Some of the sin1ulations we used were:

tWheat Market Game D. Erwrgy X
The Big Apple E. The Economy Game

. The \kgaricimic Valves
were

F. Bronze Axes
wMany other simula ns ere made available to the participants to

Check Out andNpr nd use in their classroom. The results of
tb'ese were discus their small groups'

3. How to set up and ommanity Resources to teach economics.
We used the loin* .ncil on Ecbnomic Education to provide them
ivith'a model of how, they could ,do this for their own loial
community.

4. Haw to learn economics from taking Field Trips: We again used the
Joint Council's guide to show the participants the questioning

.-technique. We discUssed what economic concepts and gen-
eralizations could be introduced or reinforced by using this-method.

5. ,Testing Instrumend available in economics. We provided them
with the appropriate tests of economic understanding and discussed
what .econornic concepts and generalizations the instruments were
trying to cover. We combined this with odr state test on social
studies assessment. The film "The National Economy Quiz" was
used ant well received by the participants.

6. We introduced the College Bowl method of reviewing economic
concepts and generalizations previously taught. This method can be
used to teach any content, but the important ingredients it adds to
the classroom are excitement and group competition.

7. The Budgeting Exercise was introduced to teach the economic
concept of scarcity, alternative costs, economic values, and
decision-making. This method offers excitement, movement, and
verbal interaction.

'8. How to ielect and use Audiovisual Materials for teaching eco-
, tnomios at various grade levels. A large proportion of our time

ducring this course was used doing this. We had two goals during this
phase. The first was to provide the participants with a source of
audiovisual materials. We wanted to acquaint them with the wealth
of materials available in this area to teach economics at all grade
levels. Secondly, we wanted them to learn a strategy of "debrief-,
ing" jiudiovisuar materials for their economic content. Inquiry

iquestionng techniques were introduced throughout this segment.--\.

Possible follow-up methods were also continuously discussed.
9. Using the Case Study approach for teaching economics. For this

method we used case studies from the DEEP project. We demon-
strated how the concepts of scarcity and alternative costs could be

-taught by using this method. The case-study "Fable" which is also a
simulation was introduced. This helped to teach the economic
questions of What to produce? How to produce it? and How should
it be distributed? Various case studies were made available for the



participants to check out and try in their classrboms. One that
deserves special attention is the case study available from
MCDonald's. This was especially good for the elementary teachers,
and the cost is minimal.

10. Using the Small Group Process for teaching economics. This
method was introduced as a means of allowing students themselves
to play a major role in analyzing materials such as films, filmstrips,
simulations, current events and case studies. In groups of four or
five, students rffe.-promitied with discussion questions (teacher:
written) that allow them to examine the economic issues from the
perspective of ci,cepts previously learned. Models of how this can
be done were pro ided, and the various small groups discussed how
thi4 method could be utilized in their particular teaching situations.

11. Using Student Independent Projects to teach economics. For this
segment we used projects from the Joint Council's Annual Awards
programs. The one project we went into detail on was "How Your
Leisure Time Activity Affects the Economy of St. Cloud." This
project served our purposes well because it shows how economics
can be taught by going beyond the classroom and out into the
community. It allows the student to be creative and a director of his
own learning. Most importantly, it provides the teacher with an
evaluation tool to see whether the economics taught in the class-
room can be applied by the student in the re4 world.

These were only a sampling of the methods introduced during the
quarter. Many variations and modifications of the above were discussed.

IV. Teaching Materials Used During the Course

Because of the volume of materials used during the quarter it is almost
impossible to make individual comments about each material resource.
Many of the materials listed were made available to individuals, some to small

-groups, and others were for the entire class.
A. Audiovisual Materials and Sources

1. From the.Ninth Federal Reserve Bank
a. In Reserve
b. Inflation
c. Money and Banking and the Federal Reserve
d. Money
e. What consumers should know about truth-in-lending

2. From the College of St. Thomas (St. Paul', Minn.)
a: Buyers Beware
b. Economic Topics Filmstrips
c. Priorities, Decisions, Security
d. Money Management
e. Protecting the Consumer
f. The Case for Competition
g. Allocating our' Resources: The Search for Stability ..

h. Ecynornics and the Individual: of Dollars and Sense
i. Eco 'bomics and the Individual: Which Comes First

3. From Aetna Life Insurance Company=The National-Economy Quiz.
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4. From Modern Talking Picture ServiceThe American Enterprise
Series

a,Land d. Organization
b. People ° e.`Gwernment
c. Innovation

5. )From Proctor & Gamble
a. Consumer Choice
b. Is Anybody Listening?

. 6. From the Minnesota Bankers Association
a. Ranking: No Limit to Dimensions
b. Paying by Check
c, Your Town .

d. Banking in Action
e. Bread
T. Manage Your Money

7. From the Joint C4uncil cnomic Educaticin Checklist:
a. The Econoinics of the. eans 4
b. The Economics of Crime
c. The Economics of Pollution
d. Economic Stabilization yolicies
e. The Economics of Taxation
f. The. World Economy
g.. Unemployment and Inflation
h. Government and Our Economic' System
i. Economics in American History

8. How to Set Up or Participate' in a Multischool 'District Economic
Materials Consortium.

For this activity we called a consultant, Dr. Craig Kissock from
the University of MinnesotaMorris, Who was responsible for the
planning of the Economic Materials Consortium in Litchfield,
Minnesota. He explained how school districts could share in the
financial burden of purchasing economic materials and thus increase
the benefits to each' district while decreasing their costs by not
duplicating purchases of the same. economic materials. It was ex-
plained in detail how the consortium was set up and how teachers
could utilize it for ifiximum benefit. At the end vf the session
teachers browsed through the materials available at th1 consortium.
This session was highly beneficial. .

9. Printed Materials Used during the Quarter
Most of the printed materials made available to, the students during

the course were from The Joint Council on Economic Education
Checklist,* 1

V. Economic Concepts Introduced Using Various Methods and Materials

' Scarcity Shortage
Resources Surplus
Wants Supply
Needs Demand

0

* For a (Wailed list of materials see the complete report. which can be obtained from the
Vernon R. Alden Library. Ohio University. Athens. Ohio.
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Ards Banking
Services Credit "

Expansion
Contraction

Economic choice Growth
Production Stability
Consumption Lahor
Saving BUsiness '-
Investrpent Comparative advantage
Distribation Diminishing returns

ProfitTrade
Interdependence Economic values
Markets Division of labor
Money. Specialization
Regulation Fiscal policy
Inflation Monetary policy
Recessiod'

VI. Evidence of the Learning Experiences by the Participants

initially this type of course is difficult to evaluate objectively. It was
taught during the Spring Quarter; thus, many of the resources teachers were

-introduced to wouldnot have an effect until future dates. With this in mind,
we administered a subjective course evaluation during our last class meet-
ing. We are convinced from these teacher reactions that-the course met its ,
initial goals and probably even more.*

Alternative costs
Trade-offs

Summary Statement

This course stimulated,the participants to do a cost-benefit analysis on
whether economics was worthy to be in their curriculum. The results' were
that the benefits far exceeded the costs. They were able to see the wealth of
resources available at all grade levels to teach economics. It,,was proven that
these resources are available at a minimal cost to their 'thool districts.
Above all they learned that economics is certainly not a dismal science. It
can'be taught in a variety of interesting, innovative and educationally sound
ways at any.grade level..

At the outset of this paper we mentioned that this course would serve. as
an introduction toother courses offered by our Center. Three more quarter
classes Will lie prOvided to the same participants during the next school year.
They are '(l,) Games and Simulations to Teach Economics, (2) Adventure
Environmerft, (3) Contemporary Economic Issues.

I' The evaluations are included with the original report which is available from the Alden
Library, Ohio University, Athens.
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A Project Pttsented for the
Chadtpuqui Short Course on

leaching !abduct* Economics

Purpose

-the purpose of this project was to introduce an exercise which would
help to clarify some difficult concepts in the teaching- of introductory ,

economic theory. In alfdition, there was the objective of relating the
conceptual and Theoretical components to a current public issue in order-. to r
enhance interest and /demonstrate applicability.

The exercise wais initially conducted in an undergraduate introductory
economics course at. a 'small 'private, two-year, liberal arts institute in the
East. The class consisted of approximately 30-35 women. I have continued
to utilize the exercise each year in an introductory economics course for
graduate students in administration.,

Teachers often make the false assumptiOn that units ergraduate students
will only "groove on" clever examples utilizing beer, piña or marijuana.
Nevertheless, this exercise did utilize marijuana as the subject because I felt
it had partkular characteristics as a product (e.g., its illegality) which would
be beneficial in explaining certain concepts. These will be discussed below.

.(\
David Hopkins

Rider College, Lawrenceville, N.J.

Administering the Exercise
The Questionnaires: The f si questionnaire (Demand Schedule "A")

was distributed to each member f the class. .The students were asked to
take it home and fill it out er reading the directions carefully. The
importance of Completing the questionnaire individually was stressed. I then
took between 15 and 30 minutes to clarify the directions and assumptions
with the class.

The absolute confidentiality of the exercise was noted, though it is
difficult to assess whether responses were at all distorted for fear of being
exposed. My opinion would be that if there were any distortion it would
involve over-estimating mangy due to the peer opinion outweighing lea
considerations. No one fa' ed tcEturn in a questionnaire. They were asked to
put some identifying nu er eir own choosing on the questionnaire so
that any questions of clarificat n on my part could be conducted anony-
mously by referring to the number. They were.specifically directed ;not to
put any names on the questionnaires. fr

At the following class session the questionnaires (i.e., Demand Schedule
"A") were ,collected and the follow-up questionnaire (Demand Schedule
"B") was distributed. The single difference between the questionnaires was
in the first assumption. The firstAuestionnaire (A) assumed that the current

5
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Demand ScImpule A
Number

Description.;
This survey is being conducted in order to estimate the market demand -

for malijudia among various populations under various market conditions.
The survey is strictly anonymous and we request that no names bewritten on
the questionnaire.
Assumptions. ,41

In record' your demand preferences in the demand schedule below,
please consider the faring aisumptions^:

1.' Assume that theurrent laws regardingmarijuana are in effect (i.e., it
,

) is illegal to buy, possess or sell)
2. Assume that it will only be sold in' ne-half ctunce, (1/2 units or

multiples thereof. Thus, if you would normally-buy 11/4 oz. you should
choose between 1 and 11/2 oz. ,

3. -Assume the prices given below will he in effect for the coming month
. and record -your preferences as they would be any time during the
coming month, not necessarily on this particular day.

4. Assume you would not be receiving any marijuana as a gift and that
, you could' not receive it for, free from any source during the month.

Special Questions:
Please answer the following supplementary questions by circling the_

correct answer:
1. Were you ever a "user" of marijuana? 1( ES NO
2. Were you ever a "buyer" of marijuana? YES NO
3. Do you consider your disposable income to be VERY LIMITED?

SOMEWHAT LIMITED? FAIRLY UNLIMITE ? .-
4. Do the quantities you have listed below reflectamou (all or in pa )

which you intend tp resell (i.e., above-your personal nee 9
5. How- oldare you?

Demand Schedule: (A)
Please record below the quantity of marijuana (in ounces to the nearest
half ounce) which you would be both able and willing to purchase at the
stated prices, given the assumptions stated above.

PRICE (per oz.) $5.00 $10.00 $20.00 $25.00 $30:00

QUANTITY (nearest 1/2
oz.)

r

Comments: -

,-

Please make any personal comments and/or explanations you wish to:
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DeMand Schedule B
Number

Description: .
This survey is being conducted in order .tq estimate the market demand

for marijuana among various populations under various market onditions.
The survey is strictly anonymous and we request thatopo names be written on

.._ the questionnaire. .

Assumptions: /
In recording your demand preferences in gae demand schedule below,

please consider the following a,skumptions:
1..fissume that marijuana has. just been made legal in all 'respects (Le.,
I you can buy, possess or sell it).

Are 2. As§ume that it will only be sold in oneibalf Mince (1/21oz.) units or
multiples thereof. Thus, if you would no ally buy 11/4 oz. you should
choose letween,...1 and 11/2 oz, .., ..

3. Assume the prj*given below will be in effect for the coming month
and record your preferences as they would be any time during the
coming month, not ntIcessarily on this particular day.

4. Assume you would'not be'receivirig any marijuana as a gift and that
you,could not wceive it for free from any source during the month.

Spec7bl Questions: .

Please answer the following supplementary questions by circling the
correct answer:

1. Were you ever a "user" of marijuana? N(ES NO
.2. Were you ever a "buyer" of marijuana? YES NO
3. Do you consider your disposable income to be: VERY,LIMITED?

SOMEWHAT LIMITED? "FAIRLYUNLIMITED?
4. Do the quantities you have listed below reflect amounts (all or in pa

whicttu intend to resell (i.e., above your personal needs)? YES NO
5. How d are you?

Demand Schedule: (131
Please record below the quantity of marijuana (in ounces to the nearest

half ounce) whiCh you would be both able and willing to purchas-e at the stated
prices, give he assumptions stated. above.

PRICE (per oz.) $5.00 $10.00 '$15.00 $20.00 $25.00 $30.00

QUANTITY (nearest 1/2
oz.)

I

.

..,

rnmmentc
Please make any personal comments and/or explanations you wish to:
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laws regarding marijuana were in effect (i,e., that it was illegal to buy, possess
or sell marijuana). On the s int , questionnaire (B) it was , assumed that
marijuana had just been ,ina e legal in all re4pects. r r 1 '

Again, the students w e as d to ta0" e questionnaire home and to
record their demands for m: lju a, consider ng the assumption of its being
legalized,,Stutlents were ca 1 ti , ed to jot, dto the identifying number which
they had l'ed on the first qu, st onnaire so they could use the same number on
tbe 'wcond questionnair: , , nd he two could therefore be matched'.

Tip results of the t questionnaiws were then recorded on a summary
sheet and it was photocopied. The results were distributed to each student at
the third class period. (Note: This entire process could be collapsed Into a
singleclass period, though y61.1 lose the advantage of carefully .codsidered
responses and increase the )ar of

e
violations of confidentiality.) ,

The Assumptions: The first assumption regards the legality of the
progloct, It is the only one ,), ich' dhanges and it was discussed above. Pie

,.. second Assumption simply limits the expression of demand to not less than 1/2
oz. of 'grass." It is, unnecessary to explain how much that il for the first r

_qtiestionnaii-e; if they don't know, they aren't buying. ft.may be necessary to
clarify this for previous nonusers on the second questionnaire. While tkis
'assuinption may exclude some people who would buy considerably less ththi
1/2 oz. (e.g., a "joint'), it should not affect the results substantially' 'joints"
would normally be received as gifts rather than being purchased.

The third assumption is perhaps the next most important (after the first).

s,by Sa g. "I just bought some yesterday, so I
It simply )states that the demrd period i to be a month. This should preclude
someone distorting the resul
wouldn't buy any today." It is a. so quite realistic; a seller of a product is
'usually not concerned with the sales on airy particular day, but rather over the
near future. . ,

The fourth assumption is less realistic. It assumes no marijuana will be
received as a gift. However, we are concerned withestimating demand from a
particular-group. This assumption simply incorporates the external demand
which would in fact service the group under study.
. Special Questions: The first two special questions help to separate the
reasons for a person's demand. It helps in analyzing how many "nonusers"
become "users"- after legalization, and similarly how many "nonbuyers"
become "buyers." Likewise, some previous "users only" become "buyers"
after legalization. Strangely, there Are even some who are "buyers,"-not
"users." These questions help to clarify the underlying reasons for changes
in the market demand, and to emphasize that the market demand is a
composite of many individual decisions which often reflect quite different
underlying motives.

The third question asks respondents to estimate their disposable income
within three rather broad (and subjective) groups. This helps in analyzing the
importance of income to demand and the relative demand elasticity between
various income groups. .

The final question asks NI. theage of the respondent. It w4s included in
Order to analyze the demand Oithin age groups if the questionnaire was to be
extended to nonstudent groups. It is probably irrelevant to a homogeneous
student group, although other demographic information (e.g., sex) may be
useful. I
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Value of Exercise '4'
The 'primary value of thisexerciSeis that it helps the instructor to explain

rather complex economic'concepts in a compl,ehengible and interesting Way. I
have found it most useful in explaining such concepts as market demand,
elasticity, and substitute and complementary products.

First, it is often difficult to explain that "market demand" is an aggregate
"re net result. Sonya- people don't buy the product, and those who do; buy
different amounts at different prices. Likewise, when changes take place..
(other than price) individual buyerk respond in different ways for .different
reasons. Idthis example, I found. th4"Narge buyers of marijuana (i.e., those
apparently intending to AreSell itractually decreased their demand for- the
product When it was legalized because they nollonger felt they could make the
kind of profits they pfeviously had made. However, for other students- the
demand in, most cases increased as the product was legalized because some
previous "nonusers" became "users" and previous "users" often were not
afraid to buy and: hpld larger qudntities (advantages of scale?). O-r-

The interaction oPthese,i,arious factors is often more clear to the student
as he or she helps to construct the market derhand curve from the individual
estimates. It is an excellent example for demonstrating how nonprice factors
(e.g., legalization) can alter the entire demand curve, thus more clearly
drawing the distinction between "demanci" and "quantity demanded."
Likewise, the concept of demand being repreSented by a downward- sloping
curve is usually more readily apparent to the student.

Second, the-Oncept of elasticity is traditionally a difficult one to eixplain.
This exercise eases the task. The instructor should first discuss those factors
which help to mine demand elasticity (e.g., Vvailable substitutes,
necessity and relativ n4veness): Then the corhputation of demand
elasticity should be deco strated. The student can more easily see that the
elasticity of cyliand (i.e., response to, price changes) may be different for
different indi8icluals. For example, some may see 'marijuana as more of a
necessity that do others, and some may feel there are acceptable alternative
products whereas others will not.

However, the student can be shown that it is, once, again, the COM site
elasticity which is of general interest to the economist and Seller. Similar
the exercise helps to demonstrate that elasticity changes dv-er the length of the
demand curvethat it is a measure of change between two points. Further-
more, the legalization assumption can be utilized to show how external
changes can alter the deuland elasticity for a product:

' Finally, it is an edsy leap from here to discussing substitute and
complementary products. The legalization of marijuana will most likely
increase the demand for related products such as papers, pipes, clips, bongs,

,Atc Undoubtedly, viku will think of additional concepts which -can be more
clearly explained through this example- .

Result of the'Exercise,

I have presented below the results of the exercise when presented to an
introductory class of freshman and sophomore women. For a small class the
results can be hand-tabulated and clearly summarized in a table.

The aggregate results were as follows for the 32 students who partici-
pated: ..
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.,Point A - B C D E -F Comments,

Prics4okr.) $30 $25 $20 $15 $10 15

Quantity 1 5.0 98.0 18.5 28.5 64,5 109.0 illegal (in, ounces)

Quantity 2 5.0 7.5 s 20.0 30.5 67.0 111.0 legal (in unces)
;t -

1i. ftiri .The going market price at the time the .exercise was 'contucted was
-somewhere between $15-20 per ounce. Therefore, the demand estimated by

this particular-class represented,between $370 and $428 per month (if illegal)
and between -$4O and.$45$ per.monthflf legal)':, The upward shiftln demand

"--. after legatization-Was not as great as expected bechuse (as mend ned above),
some large buyers actually decreased their dernand. ,sing th ormufa .

., Q2 7 QI . :"2 s q; ;""a

1 'D=
I 2 P1

..

, (P l' + P 2)12
. . .

four different coefficients of demand elasticity were-calculated. 'Ale iesjillts
are presented below.:

Demand elasticity between -Points -A & D when illegal = 2.10
0 0 0 0 1 0 legal 2.15ft 0 - 5 , 0

1. 0
" .D, ,& F " = 1:17.

" legal, =
The results are, consistent with logical kpe tations, The demand is

"relatively" elastic in all cases. This might in icate that on the wholethis1
product is seen 'more as a luxufy than as a necessity. Of course it mighealgo
indicate the presence of acceptable alternative produ,Cts. In /the high price
range between $15 and $30 per,punce (Points. A anilD) the elasticity of demand
was nearly twice asshigh as in the low pile& range between $55 and $15 per
ounce (Points D and F). This again supports the theory that the greater the
proportion of one's budget which the price of the good represents, the greater
will be-the response to price changes. The effect of the relative price was much
greater than the effects of legalization. One would expect that legalization

_would provide more alternative sources and therefore would increase the
elasticity of demand. In fact it changed very little, increasing slightly in the
high price range (as expected) but decreasing slightly in the low range.

Legalization did shift the demand curve slightly to the right as would be
expected. Before legalization 18 of the 32 students (56 percent) were
"buyers." After legalization all t8 remained buyefs, with:

15 (83 .percent) buying the same amount
I 6 percent) buying more than before
2 (11 percent) buying less than before

Before legalization 14 of the 32 students (44 percent) were "nonbuyers."
After legalization,

10 (7) percent) remained nonbuyers
4 (29 percent) became buyers

Before legalization there were 20 of the 32 students (62 percent) whowere
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.

"users" of_mArtjtiana. After iegalizati all previt userttr.eniaitied users,
with:

-14 (70 percent) demanding the samemount
4 (20 percent) demanding more than bettre
2 (10percent) demanding less than before

Before legalization there were 12 of the 32 students (38 percent) who were
"nonusers." After legalization there were,

9 (75 percent) who remained 'nonusers
3 (23-kpercent) who becarrusers

Apparently it.was not the illegality that was the primary determipanfof their
not using "grass."

dl

4 Finally, it was interesting to note the- effect of ditosable income,on
demand. Agana the theory 'was supported with logical.results Each student
was asked to describe fier disposable income in fermi of three broad
subjective categories, (1) very' limited, '(2) smnewbat litgited, and (3) fairly

Anlimited.
The average deman (a t the price c $15 per ounce at cthiculated for

beach of these/groups both, efore and after egalizatioW. The reltilis*itg '
faloWs:

Number
Ay age 6' tit s emanded at $15 per oz.d
B After legal:

- i
°_. Very limited' '10 (31%) .10/mo. .25/mo.

Somewhat limited 19 (59%) . .92/in'o. 1.00/mo.
Fairly. 'unlimited 3 (10%r .33/mo. 3.00/mo.
Again th4se with "fairly unlimited" incomes tended to b er buyers
(buying for resale) and their average demand dropped off after legalization.
For the other groups demand . v<ent up, but there was a high positive
correlation between quantity demanded and disposable income (perceived).

ore le :1.

Student Assignments

Here are a couple of alternatives. You can summarize the results for the
class in a table and distribute it to the students: Or eacksindent can administer
the exercise to a group of his' or her owft choosing. Regardless of whicti

,alternative is selected, the student can be asked to determine the following:

1. The demand curve (a separate plot for before and after legalization).
2. The elasticity of /demand

a. before legalization.
1. between Points A and D

between Points p and F. 4

b. after legalization
1. between Points A and D
2. between Points D and F

3. The effect of disposable income on consumption
4'. What. percent of nonusers became users after legalization.
5. What percent of nonbuyers became buyers after legalization.
6. What percent of nonbuyers and nonusers became both after legaliza-

tion.
7. Whether large buyers behaved differently from other bb yers after
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legalization.
8. What difference age appeared tt. make' in terms o

. before and after legal tioh.
f. .

lEvaluation of thit-Project

. -

onsumption

The evaluation of the project has been informal and:somewhat subjec-
tive. Because it,dealg primarily witti.a limited nuipb.eVof concepts it did not .

seem appropriate to utilize gain scores on something like the TUCE which is a"
more comprehensive evaltiation instrument. However, I am totally convinced
of the Nialueofthe exercise in helping me to achieve the objectives I mentioned
above. I base U4 on offhanded comments by students (e.g., one girl said, "It
just seemed like a bunch of jargon beforethe marijuana exercise; after that it
all made some sew").1-was also awareithat students did better on the exams
concerning questions dealing with elasticity. Since this cont ept hadiradition-
ally' been their "WaterloO" the change was both noticeable and welcome..

. .

, - 1
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3'' ,1,Pgel.odel for Teaching Cuniculum

:: Development in Economics
-.,-

.sv

.,t .!,--:
Marianne Talafuse ,

ds Purdue,iirlivjrsitr, Lafayette, Indiana
: lOtroduction ,

:-
.

Nathaniel Hawthorne said "Life is madelii.ofitiable Wild mud, In that
scheme of things, ciirriculum develOpment4ag to-)::le mud! One neverthings,
Whispers, ',`Let's talk about curriculum developmegtPat a paqy , and it is not
the stuff of TV speciafs. On the other hand, someUte said about the city of
Paris, "Ah, Paris!, To have been mud-and to have .become .spirit." The' .

. teacher's jot:1s to developsurriculunrinto mud magnificent,to breathe life
into the mud he or she works with every day.

.

The. unit described in this 'report is fOr a three -to- six hour., session fo
teachers attending summer . workshopS or taking in-service training in-
economics. It is a model for teaching teachers a 'sequential development of

a
economic concepts, in accordance with the learning theories, of Jean Piaget.
This imit was presented by the' author at six economics workshops for
teachers in JUne of 1977. Itwas.schedUled for the fifth, sixth orse'venth day of
the workshops and was limited to a three-hour session. The. goals were as
follows. . ,
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Objectives

I. To review Piaget's learning
theory.

II. To review teaching tech-
niques.

tie learning ,theory
directly to decision-

. making.
IV. To "wrap up" the unit.

V. To evaluate their teaching
and the effectiveness of the
unit.

Activities

Teachers will plan a learn-
ing cycle of an economic
concept.
Teachers will critique ob-
jectives and formats and
will experience method-
ologies.
Teachers will participate in
a learning cycle on deci-
sion-making.
Teachers will prepare and
present .summary statee

lent partsments on the
of the unit.
Teacher will u heck-
lists to evaluate their
teaching and the author's
presentation of the unit.

A packet of handouts was distributed to each participant. The author
discussed the outline and the goal of each part of the outline.

Handout No. 1
A Model for Teaching Curriculum Development in Economics

I. Learning Theory
A. Concepts
B. Jean Piaget's Developmental Stages

1. Sensory (prelanguage)
2. Concreteoperational (experiential)
3. Formalop.errional (abstract)

C. Learning cycles
1. Exploration (discovery of variations)

.2. Invention (classification, reordering of data)
3. Application (model-building),

II. Teaching techniques
A. Objectives
B. Formats
C. Methodologies

III. Decision-Making (heart o mics)
A. Tools economists

1. Statistics (explo tion) 2. Logical thinking (invention)
3. Models (application

B. Learning Cycles
1. Consumer spending 2. Scarcity

IV. Wrap-up
V. Evaluation

A. "Check Your Inquiry-teaching,Technique"
B. Unit
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Learning Theory

The motivational tratias_to- ve the teachers "brainstorm" the
adjectives they would use to describe ec nomics. Although about half the
teachers had had no economics instruction e cept what they were receiving in
the workshop, they came up with interes 'ng lists. For example, one
workshop group described economics as: intere challenging, complex,
dismal, subjective, speculative, realistic, abstract, settling, objective,
statistical. and symbolic. Afte discussing the lists all ro agreed that
economics is abstract and that understand economics and e able to
teach it one must learn concep s.

A concept was defined as a mental organization. A transparency was
shown at this point, which stated: "Concepts help to simplify, to reduce
confusion, to make sense out of the multitude of matters in everyone's
enviionment." The author,then tested the teacher's ability to learn concepts
with the following exercise on pages 415-116. '

As a test of the learning of this new concept, two measures of competency
were providedconcept discrimination and rule of definition verbalization.

I. Concept of Discrimination. Both items 2 and 4 in Figure 6 are
examples of the concept "blarP."

2. Rule Verbalization. A "blarp" may be defined as a triangle, rectangle,
and circle placed in that order. Stated differently, there are three
figures, one of which is a triangle, one a rectangle, and one a circle,
always arranged with the rectangle in the center, the triangle to the left
of the rectangle and the circle to the right.

The rule shows that the number, shapes apd locations of the figures are critical
attributes, while color and size are not. (See-Gagne's Model for Concrete
Concept Learning.)

Developmental Strategies

This phase began with a discussion of what the teacher is trying to do in
the classroom. The discussion 'vas based upon the following statements
included in a transparency:

1. To replace, wherever possible,_patte ns of passive receptivity with
patterns, of physical and social as w I as intellectual activity.

Gagne's Model for Concrete Concept Learning

1. Insure that the student repeats the concept name to acquire a stimulus-
response connection.

2. Have the student identify several varied exemplars of the concept and
specify its. name.

3. Present several exemplars of the concept and several ,varied non-
'exemplars of the concept. (Having the students identify the
discriminations by name is optional.)

4. Present additional exemplars of the concept all at once, and request
students to specify the concept name.

5. Present the student with a situation containing anew instance of the
concept, and ask him or her to identify the concept.
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;C.

LEARNING A CONCEPT OF BLARP --,
(
--

You are about to encounter a concept that you have never earned before;
its name is "blarp." Please pay close attention, because at the end of my
instruction, you will be given a test.

Look closely atFig. 1; it is a blarp.

Figure 2 is also a blarp.

White

Mg. 2. A blarp..
But Fig. 3 is not a blarp. And Fig. 4 is not a blarp.

White

Fig. 3. A nonblarp.

Mg. 4. A nonblarp.

Yellow
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Figure 5, wever, is kblarp. Compare Fig. 5 th Fig. 4, Which is not a

White

!Fig. 5. A blarp.

Are you ready for a test? If not, reexamine the exemplars in Figs. 1-5.
For your first test, you are asked to examine the four illustrations in Fig. 6 and 1,
to identify.any instances of blarp.

1.

4

White

White



2. To exploit peer-stimuli to learning available when students work
together for several hours each day.

3. To foster student initiative in problem-stating and solving by the use of
"learning cycles."

4. To adjust student tasks to their present levels of intellectual develop-
ment while offering appropriate challenges to grow to higher levels.

Then Piaget's developmental stages of learning were 'discussed. During.-

discussions of the sensory-motor stage we would blindfold .a participant and
ask him or her to identify various objects by touching them. The concrete-.
operational stage was illustrated by classification exercises in which a teacher
would be asked to use classifiNgion in answering questions such as "Would'.
you like to he . . . ?" Theformal-operational stage was dealt with by having
the teachers demonstrate economic concepts. Participants were asked to
form ,groups of five and present economic concepts through charades to
bridge concrete experiences to abstract thinking. This activity often resulted
in very creative ideas. For example, one group had three teachers position

. their bodies so as to form a demand curve.
Karplus divided instructional units into what he called exploration,

invention, and application stages. They work as follows:
A Exploration: 'Following a statement of the problem, students learn

through activities which are supplied or suggested by the instructor.
B Invention: Concrete experiences from the exploration stage are used

for generalizing concepts. .

C Application: Students:apply concepts learned during the invention
activity, Application produces models for future action.

tcFor example, in a "learning cle" on consumer spending the exploration
stage included use of a hand ut, "The Family-Money Questionnaire." The
questionnaire included such questions as: "Do you think you have a better
money sense than your spouse?" "If your family had to cut down- sharply,
where would you first cut expenditures?" "What is the most foolish thing
you ever did with money?" With over 20 questions of this type, the
questionnaire helped to show the variations in human behavior related to
consumer spending. The invention stage consisted of an informal dis ssioni
of needs, and wants. For the application stage we used a handout prep
by the Council for Family Financial Education. It was made up of s
questions. as: "Do you really need this item?" "Is the price reasonatb
"Are you sure that no other item can be substituted?" The consurrier s
not buy the product unless he or she answered "yes" to at least nine e
11 items. The same approach was used with a "learning cycle" on the
concept "scarcity." One activity (during the invention stage) was to have
the participants list the knowledge, skills and attitudes needed by' all people
in order to cope with scarcity. .

Several transparencies were prepared to focus the discussions of
teaching techniques. One listed eight criteria for, stating,,objectives--,
measurable behavior is identified, objective directly relates to ovet-alrgoal,
objective is approprite to student levels, objective allows flexibility of
instructional procedures and materials, and the like. Another transparency
presented a schematic diagram of the "learning cycle" model;.showing how
one starts with learning objectives and goes down through exploration,
invention, and application activities. There was a transparency showing the
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steps in economic decision-
.saving time.

Wrap-u0 an ion
. .

The participants were divided into subgrobps of trorh two to four people
for purposes of the "wrap-up." Each group wrote a SuMmary statement of
the unit activities pertaining to a section of the unit o0ine assigned to that
group. Everyone received a handout entitled C eck , Your Inquiry-
Teaching Technique," developed by Mary Sugrue a d Jo Ann 'Sweeney.

ft4' (See "Today's Education" in the NEA Journal, May \969, pp. 43-44.) The
Sugrue-Sweengy instrument asks the teacher how of en he or d she does
certain things that an "inquiry teacher" would most lik Isi do.The teacher
thecks1/4Itegularly," "Frequently," "Sometimes," or " Odom" after such
statements as: "I makt.avaii able a wide variety of resources and material for
student use:" .

mg, and one listing 19 ways to economize by

Finally, the teachers Were asked. to evaluate the u it. They were to
check 1, 2, 3, 4 or 5 (I meant '"not good at all," and 5 me' nt "very good")
after such items as "Useful in the' classroom," "Activiti s," and "Hand-
outs:" They were also asked to tell what part of the'-sessi ns they enjoyed
most and what part they enjoyed least. They were free to ad ally additional
comments they chase. Over 100 teachers submittecrevalua ions, and most
checked 4 or 5 for the various components of the session. No one rated any
component 1 ("not good at all"), suggesting that every part of the session
'Was seen as having at least some value to the participants. The activities
proved to be the most popular part of the session, and the major coAnplaint
was that there was too little- time. Nearly all the teachers felt at their
students will learn more economics as a result of their own exposure to this
unit.

In summary, the unit is based upon two assumptions: (I) Intellectual
development progresses from a sensory-motor Stage through a ccincrete-
operational stage to a formal-operational stage,4and t2) learning is always
activenever passive. Economic concepts are entO organizations which
help students to organize experiences, screen new experiences, modify and
reorganize data, determine behavior, and act as analytic tools, The study of
economic's is' as much to prcimote reasoning as to learn content. If one
accepts these ideas it is imperative that teachers be taught how to develop

'economics curricula through the use of active learning cycles involving
statistics, logical thinking, and models. Exploration is concerned with
gathering data pertinent to stated problems. Invention includes concrete
experiences so that when a problem introduces a degree of disequilibrium
into. a student's life he or she can regain temporary equilibrium through a
process of elf-regulatiOn, The application stage applies concepts. is

'through teaching ,teachers how to match appropriate learning cyclesv th
students' stages 'Of intellectual development that economics cir be learhed

'through systematically developed curricula. ,

Note: Because of limitations of space and the unusual nature'bf thi;; port. we can
only an abbreviated and modified version in this booklet. The original can b obtained,
'Vernon R. Alden Library_Ohio University. Athens. Ohio.The Editor
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